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2 nights resort accommodations
3 rounds of golf

2YHUpRZLQJ�EUHDNIDVW�EXIIHW�GDLO\
3-course dinner each night

From $1,170*

Village of Pinehurst, North Carolina • 855.554.8305 • pinehurst.com
*Rate is per person, based on double occupancy. 

Valid 9.6-10.31.18. Subject to tax and resort service fee. $195 premium for Pinehurst No. 2.

DONALD ROSS GOLF PACKAGE
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It’s Everybody’s Game

H
ello. I’m Jeff, and I am a public golfer. (“Hi, Jeff.”) I have always been a public

golfer. I probably always will be. Even if I join a club at some point in the

future, my soul will be that of a public golfer.

I have changed my shoes in parking lots in the Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens, and

Staten Island. I’ve played Forest Park in St. Louis, Lincoln Park in San Francisco, 

Rancho Park in Los Angeles. I’ve encountered immaculate conditions worthy of a

Tour event, and teeing grounds where you need a hammer to get your tee into that

ground. I’ve met salespeople and clergy, cops and cab drivers, scratch players and

beginners, all of whom have in common a love of golf so great that they’ll overlook

whatever they may have to for the chance to play it.

There are almost certainly more public golfers in the Met Area than private ones.

Despite this, we have roughly half as many facilities as private-club golfers. It’s no

wonder those facilities are crowded and sometimes show the wear and tear of so many

rounds. If it’s any comfort, things used to be worse: back in the 1920s, Maple Moor

Golf Course in White Plains saw as many as 7000 golfers a week – a pace that would

result in 210,000 rounds in a 30-week season!

(I’m not sure any course could stand up to that kind of load, but talented super-

intendents and vastly improved maintenance practices have raised the level of 

conditioning at all facilities over the last twenty years.)

Our spiritual home is Bethpage State Park. The State of New York purchased an

existing golf course, Lenox Hills Country Club, in the early 1930s, and built three

additional courses on the property. The old Lenox Hills course is now the Green

Course; the Blue, Red, and Black were designed by A.W. Tillinghast under contract

with the Parks Commission. (The Yellow was added in 1958 and designed by Alfred

Tull.)  Public money built this “country club for the people,” and it provided jobs for

many and recreation for many more. The 1930s were boom times for public course

construction, with the Works Progress Administration funding labor costs and the

state and federal governments seeing a source of meaningful employment and healthy

outdoor fun.

The Black Course was always intended to be something different, something 

special: a course everyone could afford to play that would provide a challenge equal

to the Winged Foots and Baltusrols. Like Jonathan Silverberg of Nassau Players Club

(see page 82), I played the Black when it had the shortest wait of all five courses; we

knew it was good enough for a big event, and always thought the pros should have to

play it under the conditions we did, after little sleep and with bunkers that hadn’t seen

a rake in months. The enthusiasm and pride we all felt when the U.S. Open came to

our course is the lasting memory of those two June weeks, far more than the plague

of rain and mud that affected both. I’ll always be grateful to Jay Mottola and David

Fay for their inspiration to give public golf its grandest moments to date.

The MGA is an organization for all clubs and all golfers, and The Met Golfer will

continue to feature the best aspects of golf in the Met Area, public and private. In the

past few years we’ve profiled Marine Park, Sterling Farms, Trump Links at Ferry Point,

Mohansic, Crab Meadow, Ballyowen, and West Point; we’ve given instructional tips

from James Hong at Harbor Links, Mike Hebron at Smithtown Landing, and Rob

Corcoran at Poxabogue; and our On the Range section covers stories of interest from

across the full golf spectrum.

To those who say golf is a game only for the wealthy, I say, Widen your view. The

heart of golf is beating everywhere there’s a hole in the ground and someone using a

club to knock a ball into it.

Jeff Neuman 

Editor

Wheatley Agency, Inc.
377 Oak Street, Suite 205

Garden City, NY  11530

516-745-0072

www.wheatleyagency.com

Is your club paying
too much for group life?

As an MGA Club,
buy group life at a 

DISCOUNT 
as if your club had
10,000 employees!

Ken Coyle Jr., CLU, ChFC

at 800-966-6062  or

 kencj@wheatleyagency.com

Benefits include:

� Guaranteed issue up to $300,000

� Wheatley Agency administers the

entire program!

PLUS:

Supplemental VOLUNTARY Life

� NO medical questions

� NO minimum participation

� Guaranteed issue up to $150,000

� NO cost to the club

Endorsed by the Metropolitan Golf 

Association, we have provided exclusive 

programs for more than 70 Golf  & 

Country Clubs for over 35 years.

In addition we offer the most competitive 

pricing  for Medical,  Dental, Vision, 

Accident, Disability, Legal and 

401 (k) programs.
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MET OBSERVATIONS

Have a comment about something 

you read in The Met Golfer? 

Write to us at letters@mgagolf.org.

http://www.wheatleyagency.com/
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TRUE INNOVATION.

The new i210 iron. Its softer insert ensures a 

feel you’ve never felt before with the distance 

and precision to play shots you’ve never tried 

before. It’ll change your entire approach to 

the game. Get fit today or visit ping.com.
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S P O N S O R E D C O N T E N T

Wykagyl Country Club
New Rochelle, N.Y.

Hole #10, 513 yards, par 5

From an elevated tee, the beautiful prospect of the tenth hole at Wykagyl stretches out below.  For

competitors in the 103rd Met Open Presented by Callaway in August, the crossing creek may lead

some to hit less than driver if conditions are dry. The best players will want to hit a draw into the

green, and the tree midway up the hill complicates the shot if the drive was placed too far right.

However, a drive to the left side of the fairway may bring the fescue into play if it draws too much.

For members and mortals, a drive anywhere in the fairway will set up a second shot placed as far up

the hill as possible, and a wedge to the multi-tiered green.

Photo by Russell Kirk/GolfLinks

https://www.lexus.com/


It would be a day of returning to my golf

roots. Like many Baby Boomers, I hit my

first shots with a scorecard in my pocket on

a short course where the cost and intimida-

tion factor were meager, important factors

today as facilities try to attract new golfers.

For me, that course was Knollwood Fair-

ways in Southern Pines, N.C., on the pine-

divided road to Pinehurst better known for

having Pine Needles and Mid Pines, two

Donald Ross gems, across the street from

each other. Knollwood had a regular nine

and a par 3 nine during my youth, the latter

with holes ranging from 75 to 160 yards

lighted for night play. The welcoming

nature of the little nine was evident early:

Its first hole was 140 yards, the same length

as the regular nine’s starter, but the tee shot

was open instead of over a pond, and you

could utilize a slope at the rear of the driving

range for friendly bounces toward the green.

Knollwood’s quick loop of one-shotters

was closed during the 1970s to make room

for housing. Carl Dickman, at 1,240 yards,

is slightly longer, though the distances 

are similar. Dickman’s shortest hole is the

90-yard ninth, while its longest is a 187-

yarder that was playing a lot longer than that

upwind, the reason I included a 19-degree

metal wood in my pared-down set.

Serendipity is often an ingredient in a

pleasant day, and so it was on this Monday

when for my first nine I was put in a group

that included a former magazine colleague

I hadn’t seen in a decade. That meant a lot

of chatting between shots to catch up with

Lorraine, whose friends Ellen and John

completed the foursome. Our scores set 

no records, but I’m certain no other group

that day matched the combined age of our

four putters: two Bulls Eyes, a Ping Cushin

and my Ray Cook M1-N. “We’re vintage,”

Lorraine said.

There was a different vibe on my next

nine, most it played with Carter, a 9-year-

old paired with his grandmother, Betty,

whom he was visiting on vacation from 

his home in Central America. Carter was

enjoying the walk despite being a beginner,

and reminded me how a par-3 course is the

ideal venue for new golfers.

I left to go get a turkey sandwich from a

nearby deli and returned for the second half

of my long day playing short holes. I shot

32-31 over my first 18, committed to swing

thoughts from a couple of lessons over the

years with my friend Don Samatulski, a

Bridgeport native who was assistant golf

coach at Sacred Heart University when he

died suddenly at age 66 last year.

Don’s basics for me—good alignment,

light grip pressure, hands slightly ahead 

of the ball, unified takeaway letting the 

clubface open going back – always seemed

to help. I was intent on remembering them,

as well as Don, this day. And not having 

to worry about getting tee shots in the fair-

way—never a strength—took away some

pressure.

I hadn’t flirted with even par for nine

holes on a regulation-length course in a 

couple of years. But my last two spins

around Carl Dickman, playing briskly as a

single—the final nine in an hour—I did,

shooting 29-28. There were plenty of crisp

iron shots, and true chips when I was slightly

off target from the tee. I made four straight

pars to start my third nine, two of them after

8-irons within three paces of the flagstick.

Even though I wasn’t capitalizing on

much—a lone birdie from 12 feet on my

28th hole of the day—because of my ball-

striking I began to feel confident instead 

of wondering when the wheels would 

come off. To my surprise and delight, they

never did.

I passed up a fifth round for one at a local

tavern, but knew I would be back.  ■
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Time Well
Spent
A short course in finding your game

OPENING SHOT BY BILL F IELDS

O
n a Monday in late June I played hooky and played golf. 

Thirty-six holes, seven clubs, one mission: have fun. 

I had decided the previous day to give myself this weekday

treat. The forecast was great—sunny and 80 degrees with a

breeze—and my game, rusty as an old nail, needed to see the

light. Booking the earliest available starting time at the Carl Dickman Par 3 Golf

Course in Fairfield, Connecticut, my home for two decades, I wanted to start

with no expectations and finish with the enthusiasm to play more golf the rest

of the summer. With only an $11 town resident fee per nine, the price was right.

I wanted to start with no expectations and
finish with the enthusiasm to play more golf the
rest of the summer.

https://www.mgagolf.org/
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Travis was competitive by nature, and in

his younger years he took to bicycle racing

as a hobby, but in 1896 his friends in the city

joined the Oakland Golf Club in Bayside,

Queens, and Walter Travis bought his first

set of clubs and took up the game that fall.

Within a year his handicap was down to 7,

and in his second full year he was playing in

top-flight amateur circles, losing in the final

match of the Shinnecock Hills Open Tourna-

ment to reigning U.S. Amateur champion

Findlay Douglas. His fellow competitors

began to refer to the 36-year-old good-

naturedly as “The Old Man,” a moniker that

stayed with him throughout his playing

career.

At 38, he won the U.S. Amateur at his

new home club, Garden City Golf Club, and

defended the title successfully in 1901 at

Atlantic City before winning a third time in

1903 [at Nassau CC]. At 42, he became the

first American to win the [British] Amateur

Championship, at Royal St. George’s, where

Open champion Jack White [who was in the

gallery] described Travis’s game thus:

What impressed me most was not the

remarkable putting that he displayed all

through the tournament, though it was really

very fine, but the simple accuracy and

certainty of his long game. He never tried to

get any length. He simply tried to place his tee

shots at every hole, to make certain of

avoiding trouble, and then he depended on his

deadly putting to win the hole for him…

Every golf architect designs courses that

reflect his own golf game, and Walter Travis’s

designs would challenge the longest hitters

while giving scope for an accurate player with

a good short game to win holes while the

expert threw away shots striving for power.

One of Travis’s signature ploys—which

you rarely see from other designers—was to

build a small ridge right at the front of the

green, so that long aerial approaches might

hit the downslope and scoot through the

green, while a lower-trajectory approach

landing short could roll harmlessly up and

over the little ridge. (The 13th hole at CC of

Troy is an example, as is the 14th at North

Jersey.) Such features defend his par-4 holes

fantastically from stronger players and give

a fighting chance to the canny senior golfer

who played short of the green for an up-and-

down par –not coincidentally, a player very

much like The Old Man himself. They are

best viewed from the standpoint of match

play, the forum for all of Travis’s noteworthy

victories, rather than the stroke-play men-

tality by which most golfers today judge

architecture.

Unlike his contemporaries and wealthy

friends C.B. Macdonald and Devereux

Emmet, Travis was a working man, and he

was not shy about using his success at golf

to help him in various business ventures.

Travis wrote his first book on golf instruc-

tion in 1901, on the heels of his first U.S.

Amateur title, and began to write articles

for Golf magazine and for the New York

and Brooklyn newspapers, including his

thoughts on his trip to practice on and study

the best courses in Scotland and England.

His thoughts on proper bunkering and golf

course design were published in 1908, well

before all the famous books on the subject.

It may well have been Walter Travis who first

suggested that a course should “compel a

player to extract the full value from each and

every club in his bag during the round, and

on one or two of the holes to play certain

testing shots with such nicety and keen judg-

ment as to make even the best player pause

before attempting their execution.” (I always

wondered about the origin of that “every

club in the bag” idea because I don’t remem-

ber it in any of the old architecture books.

Context has changed drastically from 1902 –

Travis was referring to different kinds of

shots with the clubs in an eclectic, mis-

matched set, not facing different approach

yardages and hitting every number from 

3-PW in a matched set with identical swings.

I’m all for his version, but I don’t care about

the latter, which is impossible to control.)

He started consulting at golf architec-

ture as far back as 1899, with the Scots pro-

fessional John Duncan Dunn on his design

for the Ekwanok Country Club in Vermont.

In the early 1900’s, as chairman of the green

committee at Emmet’s Garden City Golf

Club, he became something like the first

“Open Doctor,” proposing significant
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B
orn in the Australian gold rush town of Maldon in 1862, Walter Travis took the

opportunity to immigrate to America at the age of 23, when the hardware com-

pany he worked for decided to open an office in New York City(!). He never

looked back, and indeed never returned to the land of his birth.

The Old Man
& His Greens
Walter Travis designed courses where
intelligent finesse has the edge over pure
power.

COURSE WORK BY TOM DOAK

Travis’s greens at Hollywood G&CC are some of

the most intricate ever built.

https://www.mgagolf.org/
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changes to the course in preparation for the

1908 U.S. Amateur. He also participated on

Macdonald’s design oversight committee for

The National Golf Links of America, consult-

ed with Donald Ross on Pinehurst No. 2, and

with George Crump on the construction of

Pine Valley. 

In 1908 Travis founded The American

Golfer magazine, which gave him something

of a bully pulpit to write about the game. As a

competitor he had always played with a chip

on his shoulder, and in recounting his victory

in the 1904 [British] Amateur Championship

for an article in March, 1910, he laid bare the

small resentments that had fueled his victory,

from being assigned a poor caddie to differ-

ences with some of his fellow competitors. The

resulting controversy came just as the Royal

& Ancient Golf Club was considering a ban

on mallet putters, including the center-shafted

Schenectady model with which Travis had

taken the trophy back to America; the banning

of the putter became the first break between

the R&A’s Rules of Golf and the USGA’s. 

In 1916 the USGA ruled that taking money

as a golf course architect was a violation of

the amateur status rules. Though The Old

Man was no longer a competitor on the

national stage, he had won the Metropolitan

Amateur at Apawamis that spring (at 54 years

of age). The decision ended his competitive

career, and directed him toward golf architec-

ture as a full-time occupation.

Much of his design work was done in the

Met Area, where his reputation as a golfer was

unimpeachable, and up toward Buffalo where

his wife, Anne Bent, liked to visit her sister in

the summers. But he also did a bit of work in

New England, at Columbia Country Club

and East Potomac Park near Washington,

D.C., and as far south as Camden, S.C., and

Sea Island, Ga.

Travis’s first assignment in the Met Area

was the Garden City Country Club, built in

1916, the same year he did a remodeling of

Canoe Brook’s North course in New Jersey.

The next year, he did extensive remodeling at

Hollywood Golf & Country Club, where one

of the first full sets of Travis’s bold greens con-

touring was unveiled. Unsurprisingly for a

player known for his accurate tee-to-green play

and brilliant short game, his greens at Holly-

wood are some of the most intricate ever built,

from the sharp swale through the green of the

long 3rd to the four small tiers of the par-5 7th

to the back-left bowl of the par-4 9th.

Amazingly, all of Hollywood’s greens have

been preserved to this day, except for the long

par-3 17th that was moved by Rees Jones to

get it farther away from the 7th. This is not

the case at some other Met Area courses:

North Jersey CC had some of the wildest

greens anywhere, but in recent years several

of them have been neutered as the club 

wrestles with newer members reluctant to

sign on to the original ethos of the design.

After Hollywood, he was on to 36 holes at

Westchester Country Club, one set of which

he designed to be fully reversible; then a major

remodeling of Sunningdale, which Seth

Raynor had laid out only a few years before;

followed by Spring Brook in Morristown, N.J.,

and Round Hill in Greenwich, Conn. His final

bit of work here, a remodeling of the Country

Club of New Canaan, ran into financial diffi-

culties before the work could be completed.

It seems that greater competition for

members in the Met Area has been especially

unkind to Travis’s work; with the exception

of Hollywood, his boldest and best-preserved

work is in less-traveled spots such as Cape

Arundel, Maine (where the Bush family played

the game); CC of Scranton, Pa.; Onondaga

G&CC on the outskirts of Syracuse; Stafford

CC, between Buffalo and Rochester; and at

Lookout Point, Ontario, just the other side of

Niagara Falls. 

For his last course, the Country Club of

Troy, N.Y., Travis’s deteriorating respiratory

health forced him to supervise the design

while being driven around the site by car; but

to this day you can find some of his most com-

plicated and original greens there. He traveled

to Colorado to try and recuperate, but died

there in the summer of 1927, and was buried

in Vermont, quite close to his maiden design

at Ekwanok.

You could say that The Old Man and I are

blood brothers in trying to come up with

ways to keep shorter hitters competitive with

the bomb and gouge set. In particular I don’t

mind building a tricky green on a very long hole,

to reward the guy who can get close enough

in two and then play a great short-game shot

to secure his par – but I didn’t learn that from

Travis’s work specifically, we both got it from

the Road Hole, Sea Headrig at Prestwick, the

4th at Sandwich and so on. The main thing I

learned from working on Garden City is that

a fallaway green with an open approach is the

formula that keeps low-ball hitters in the

game. Pretty much every hole there gives an

old guy the chance to get close with a long club

if he hits it with just the right weight. ■

Those interested in further details of the life and

career of Walter Travis are encouraged to

consult the Walter J. Travis Society’s website,

https://travissociety.com

JOIN ANGLEBROOK TODAY

Built to be an award winner, the 
Anglebrook Golf Club opened in 
1998 and fulfilled that vision almost 
overnight when Golf Digest named it 
the 16th best course in NY State in 
1999. Featuring the final design by 
the legendary Robert Trent Jones, 
Sr., Anglebrook was also a proud 
honorary of the MGA’s Modern 
Dream 18 in 2017.
honorary of the MGAs Modern 
Dreeaam 18 in 2017.m 18 in 2017.

• Six Membership Categories
• Liberal Guest Policies
• Non-Equity—No Assessments
• Outings, Banquets, Receptions
• Weekday & Weekday-Plus Options
• Complimentary Green Fees at 250 

other private clubs with Signature 
Gold membership

(914) 245-5588
www.anglebrookgc.com

Convenient Northern Westchester Location 

PLAY LIKE A 
TOUR PRO
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https://www.foresightsports.com/


Browse through our archive of Met Methods articles and get

your game in shape with tips from instructors including Michael

Hebron, Rob Corcoran, Jason Birnbaum, and Megan Padua. 

Met Methods:

UP FRONT

The

Met Golfer

Keep up-to-date with all MGA, LIGA,

and WGA championships. On

mgagolf.org you’ll find expanded

recaps, photos, and videos to 

re-live all of the championship

action from the season.

Championship
Central: 

Travel:
There are plenty of classic golf destinations
worth putting on your travel to-do list (or 
visiting for the second time around). 
View an expanded gallery 
with photos and descriptions. 
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PLUS:
Les Schupak reviews Tom Coyne’s

A Course Called Scotland The Old White TPC at the Greenbrier

https://mgagolf.org/
https://www.mgagolf.org/


MOST COCKTAILS COME WITH A NAPKIN.  

THE DARK ’N STORMY
®

 COMES WITH A TRADEMARK.

DARK ’N STORMY
®

 RECIPE
Into a tall glass filled with ice, put 6 oz 

of ginger beer, and float 2 oz of Black 

Seal Rum on top. Stir (until it looks like 

a storm cloud). Lime optional, enjoy-

ment mandatory.

A rose by any other name may

smell as sweet, but a Dark ’n Stormy 

by any other rum would not taste as 

great. In truth, it wouldn’t even be a 

Dark ’n Stormy.

This is one of very few cocktails to 

earn a US Government trademark. 

Not to protect us, to protect the drink. 

Because there’s a huge difference be-

tween Black Seal Rum and any other.

It’s a deep, luscious rum made from 

a 168-year old family recipe using 

three individually aged distillates.

And don’t even get us started 

on ginger beers! We crafted Stormy 

Ginger Beer to harmonize perfectly 

with Black Seal into the ultimate 

Dark ’n Stormy.

For Seven Stubborn Generations
Hand-crafted slowly, stubbornly. Please enjoy it slowly, responsibly. 40% ALC/VOL. 80 Proof. Product of Bermuda. Castle Brands, NY, NY.  www.goslingsrum.com

For the ultimate Dark ’n Stormy, use Goslings Stormy 

Ginger Beer. The #1 selling ginger beer in the U.S. Try 

the delicious diet version for a Diet Dark ’n Stormy.

https://www.goslingsrum.com/
https://www.goslingsrum.com/


DRESS LIKE A PRO! VISIT OUR GOLF SHOP AT

RUSSELL KNOX

https://www.vineyardvines.com/
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Executive Desk by Brian R. Mahoney, Executive Director

The Power of Volunteering
An organization like the MGA is only as good as its people. We have an exceptional staff, but in
addition we are bolstered and supported by the efforts of so many volunteers who give us their most
precious resource: their time.

I had reason to think recently about how much we’re able to rely on the good work of people who
love the game of golf, believe in the MGA’s mission to nurture it, and take on thankless tasks in 
order to help us stage championships and competitions. I was one of those support people myself in
June at Shinnecock Hills for the U.S. Open, where the USGA brings in a complement of something
like 4,500 volunteers to handle everything from marshalling and scoring to assisting at the
merchandise tent.

I was on the Rules Committee, working in a team of three stationed at a specific hole each day. 
(No, I wasn’t at the 13th hole on Saturday, though I certainly heard about Phil Mickelson’s
misadventure over our communications network.) From a Rules perspective, things were pretty quiet
on my holes, which gave me a chance to talk with some of the fans, volunteers, and even a few players.
I got to watch the entire field come through, and it was exciting to be part of such a big enterprise; golf
has no stage bigger than a U.S. Open, our national championship. Being a stationary official
reminded me of some of my early assignments with the MGA, being a part of the Championships
Department working with Gene Westmoreland – it brought me back to my roots in the organization.

In contrast to the huge contingent of volunteers at such a big USGA event, we might have only 30
in total throughout the week at a Met Open, and about double that for the day of a U.S. Open
Sectional Qualifier – maybe 20–25 on the Rules and Competitions side and 40 providing the real-time
Scoring that’s so vital to the flow of information at an event like that. The volunteers I spoke with at
Shinnecock were there for a variety of reasons, some had come a long way just for the opportunity to
give their time there, most were looking forward to watching the action once their shifts were
finished, and a few have made volunteering at big events a hobby they pursue with a lot of their leisure
time.  (We covered some of them from the Met Area in the April/May issue of The Met Golfer.)

The whole experience made me appreciate even more the men and women who give their time to
the MGA for our events. They’re not doing it to get inside-the-ropes access; we don’t have any ropes at
our championships. They’re not looking to save money on tickets for the week; we don’t charge
admission. They aren’t walking up the fairways with Tiger and Phil or Jordan and Dustin; the Met
Area is home to some of the best PGA professional players in the country, but they aren’t beamed or
streamed into your living room every weekend.

Then why do they do it? Because they love golf. Because the integrity of the game speaks to them in
some way. Because they’ve gotten pleasure or fulfillment from golf, and are happy to find a way to 
give back to it. That’s true for the course raters who provide a vital service to help create the numbers
that make the Handicap System work better; for the spotters and scorers at the Met Open, the Ike, the
Women’s Met Amateur, and all our other championships from the Boys and the Juniors to the Senior
Net Four-Ball; for all the people who show up and help out and enable us to stage the best-run events
at some of the most exceptional golf clubs in the world.

It doesn’t take any specialized training to start giving back to golf. If you have the passion and the
interest, we’ll find a place for you. And to everybody who volunteers at MGA events, a heartfelt
THANK YOU. You make us what we are.

—BRM

“Executive Desk” reflects the viewpoints of MGA Executive Director Brian R. Mahoney and not necessarily the opinions or policies of the MGA or its member clubs. He can be reached at bmahoney@mgagolf.org.

https://www.mgagolf.org/
mailto:bmahoney@mgagolf.org


B
ig changes are happening at Bethpage State Park.

Golf Channel Academy coach Kelley Brooke’s

Bethpage Golf Group, of which she is president and

founder, contracted with the state to oversee almost

everything but tee times; she is determined to bring the

rest of the facility up to the superb level of the golf.

“It’s a dream come true, it really is,” she said. “This place

is so special. Every day that I drive in here I just thank God.

I’m the luckiest person on Earth. This is how I’m going to

finish my career for the last 20 years.”

Brooke has installed an instructional studio and classroom

at the driving range with a K-Vest biofeedback unit, and two

TrackMan units with V1 swing analysis software.

“I also have 12 ES-15s,” she said. “They’re actual launch

monitors that are acting as tee dividers so golfers can see

their parameters – their spin rate, launch angle, how far

they’re hitting it. It’s really cool.”

Bigger improvements are planned after next May’s PGA

Championship. At present, the range is too short for drivers,

so anyone warming up for a round on the Black Course

can’t really prepare for the challenge. That will change.

“We’re thinking of taking the entire range tee line and

moving it back into the parking lot, and we’re going to build

a performance center as well as simulators and a classroom

in there,” Brooke said.

The old Pro Shop is also getting a facelift. Plans are to

knock down a wall between the shop and a storage room

and to build a bar and grill complete with a Cobra-Puma

simulator.

Brooke is heading up the first junior program at

Bethpage, based on the five colors of the golf courses. “It’s

an eight-week program,” she said. “You enter in as a Yellow

with a suggested age group 5 through 7 – although if you’re

seven and you’re much better than that level you can test up

into Green. At the Green level, we get the kids more ready

for the golf course. Then we have Blue, which is

instructional but [includes] a lot of golf course time, and

then Red is our junior varsity travel team where we play

other PGA Junior League teams in the area. Our Black team

is our travel team where we go to regional events.”

There was also a July camp for 5-to-12-year-olds that the

kids could take part in for one week or three. “We have a lot

of fun activities and teach them chipping, putting, full

swing, etiquette and rules in the morning. In the afternoons

they go out onto the course,” she explained. “We end every

session with a fun activity.”

Brooke feels that the proper age to begin lessons is five, but

that kids can be exposed to golf much earlier. “They might be

hitting cross-handed, for instance, because they don’t have

enough strength to hold [the club] the correct way. But

that’s OK. You just want them out there exposed to it.” ■
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A New Look for
Bethpage

Danny Balin’s Hard Road to Bellerive

I
t’s not unusual that Matt Dobyns and Danny Balin

earned their way into the 2018 PGA Championship

through the PGA Professional Championship. Each

will be playing in his fifth PGA when the season’s last

major is held at Bellerive Country Club in St. Louis.

Balin’s route there, however, was as adventurous

as possible. The Westchester Country Club assistant

survived a nine-man playoff for the final five spots

available; it lasted seven tense holes as darkness fell

at the Bayonet Course in Seaside, California. He

finally outlasted Brian Norman after the Texan lost his

ball in a cypress tree.

Asked if he ever wanted to go through something

like that again, Balin quickly responded. “No,

absolutely not. It was a little bit of everything. A little

excitement, a little nerve-wracking, a little anxious,

and then a little ‘I’ve been in many playoffs before

and it’s just another playoff.’”

Except it wasn’t. Balin was at 5-over with two

holes to play, trailing a host of players vying for the 20

spots in the 100th PGA Championship. When he

chipped in for birdie from off the right side of the

green on 17, he was just one stroke behind the logjam

forming at 3-over that would take part in the playoff

gangsome. Then, on the par-5 finishing hole, he got

up and down from just short of the green for a closing

4 that kept his hopes alive. Little did he know he’d

have two and a half hours more work to do.

“It was definitely a big mental swing for me,” he

said of the chip-in. “I knew I had been playing pretty

well all week and didn’t get many breaks to go my

way. I got lucky enough make one to give myself a

chance.”

The playoff began with nine players teeing off

together; as golfers dropped out with bogeys or

clinched spots with birdies, the group still battling

came down to just two, Balin and Brian Norman. 

It was almost night when Norman hit a drive that

went into the canopy of a cypress tree. None of the

few remaining spectators and officials was able to

find the ball on the ground, and Norman returned to

hit his third from the tee.

“I was a little upset about that just because it was

dark, not knowing if we lost it in a tree,” said Balin.

“After he went and re-teed, we got the ball to come

out of a tree. At least we found his ball and he didn’t

lose it [only] because of the darkness.” Norman did

nothing miraculous and Balin played carefully to lock

up his place in the PGA.

Both Dobyns and Balin said that qualifying for the

PGA Championship was their top goal for the year.

Balin hadn’t been eligible for the last four

Professional Championships because he’s played in

too many PGA Tour events.

“I had to sit out a year to gain my eligibility back,”

he said. “It’s been on my calendar since two years

ago once I stopped playing fulltime and took a job.”

Dobyns finished in a tie for sixth and will be

playing in his fourth straight PGA. “I went out to

watch three holes of [the playoff],” he said. “It was

freezing, and I said, ‘I don’t want to be part of that

playoff ever.’ It was brutal.” ■
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At present,

the range is

too short for

drivers. That

will change.
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What are the biggest challenges

teaching? Do you have any role

models or mentors?

I wasn’t quite a teaching pro but I

worked in the business for Bobby

Heins at Old Oaks so I know the deal.

Obviously I got used to a different

lifestyle, but growing up in the Met

Section and playing in the Met

Section my whole life, I’m very happy

to be working at Engineers. I love

playing in all the local events, the New

York State Open, the Met Open, the

Long Island Open and the others. The

golf courses and the way they run the

events is amazing. I played in my first

Met Open when I was 18 years old and

I won it when I was 22. I love the area

so it’s not really that hard a transition

as it would be for someone who didn’t

know the area.

Did your Long Island Open win

rekindle any competitive desires?

Sure. I got into this [Web.com] event

on my number [his rank on the Tour’s

priority list]. I still have past

champion’s status because I won three

times on this Tour but it’s kind of

fading. I think I have a few more starts.

Chris Carter, the head pro at

Engineers, is nice enough to let me go

play and you never know, I might get

lucky in one of them.

How many more starts do you

anticipate making on the

Web.com?

I’m playing this week [he finished T34,

earning $3,064.29], I’m definitely

playing [in late July] in Springfield,

Missouri, because I’m a past champion.

I won it in 2013, so this is the last year

of my five-year exemption. My

number is getting so close to getting in

so it’s touch and go. I’ve been out by

five or six most weeks. We’ll see what

happens.

What other Met Area events are

you looking forward to competing

in?

The State Open is at Bethpage and I’ve always loved playing

at Bethpage Black. It’s so good. This year the Met Open is at

Wykagyl. I’ve played that course a lot, it’s so close to

Winged Foot. That’s a great little golf course too, fun to play

with a great mix of holes. There are so many great courses.

That’s what makes the Met Section so good. Growing up

playing amateur golf in the Met Area is hands-down the

best in the country. It was always fun

for me to compete at that level

growing up. It helped me get on 

the Tour.

What separates PGA Tour players?

A great short game – scrambling and

putting. The Web is more about

making 20-footers. The PGA Tour is

more about driving the ball in the

fairway and making every putt inside

10 feet. You have a lot more long par

putts because the courses are more

difficult. They’re longer and the

greens are faster and firmer. When I

had my second place [in New Orleans

in 2014], I was something like 36-for-

38 inside 10 feet, some crazy number. 

Out here (on the Web.com)

obviously you have to be good from 10

feet and in but you’ve also got to make

a few long ones because you’ve got to

go low. You’ve got to have things go

your way, a chip-in, whatever. When I

won out here, I was making a lot of

long putts, a bunch of 20-footers

every day.

Would you change anything about

your playing career?

I wish I got out there younger. I was a

really good college player but it took

me six years to get through Qualifying

School. That delayed me a lot and I

didn’t get fully exempt on the

Web.com Tour until I was 29. I got 

on the PGA Tour when I was 33. I

would have liked to have gotten on

when I was 27. That would have been

a lot better.

Having grown up at Winged Foot,

how do you feel about being at

another historic club like

Engineers?

Engineers is a hidden gem. It’s a great

golf course, a beautiful golf course.

It’s not a long course but it’s very

challenging. We had the Met Amateur

qualifying there and 74 got in. A lot of

people don’t know how good the

greens are.

Are you confident about the club’s future? It’s been

somewhat struggling to stay afloat.

The new owners are doing the right things. They’re putting

a lot of money into the club and making it a first-class club.

The members are very happy with it. They had their

problems but it’s really shifted out of that.  ■
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Andrew Svoboda was one of the Met Area’s most accom-

plished players in his youth, winning the Met Open as an

amateur and starring at St. John’s University. He won three

times on the Web.com Tour, the last time in 2016, and tied

for second at the PGA Tour’s Zurich Classic in 2014. He qual-

ified for four U.S. Opens.

Svoboda returned to the local winner’s circle in early

June with a six-shot win at the Long Island Open and fol-

lowed with a two-shot victory at the New York State Open

in July after this interview. He has begun to transition to a

teaching career at Engineers Golf Club while still playing in

some Tour events. We caught up with Svoboda by phone in

Findlay Lake, N.Y., where he was competing in the Web.com

Tour’s LECOM Health Challenge.

with 

Andrew Svoboda

https://Web.com/
https://Web.com/
https://Web.com/
https://www.mgagolf.org/
https://Web.com/
https://Web.com/


Available at Better Golf Shops and Resorts

DonaldRoss.com
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C
hristopher Tully has all the shots.

And he used them all during

what was almost certainly a

unique round of golf last August at

Garden City Country Club. Playing with

two friends and

accompanied by their

regular caddie, Tully aced

the second hole, which

made the day

memorable enough. But

when he walked off the

course and signed for an

89, his card also

contained a two, three,

four, five, six, seven, and

eight.

At Garden City, they

are now calling this

remarkable feat “a Tully.”

“I have a crazy golf

game, so the round is just

reflective of it,” said Tully,

an 18-handicap who

works for Major League Baseball. It was

the equivalent of hitting for the cycle –

twice.

Making the round even odder, on

Garden City’s five par-3s he scored a one,

two, three, four, and five.

The round started routinely enough

on the idyllic morning with a bogey 5.

Then came the shot of the day, a

seven-iron to the 176-yard second (Tully

is long and frequently wrong).

“It was a high draw, hit the right side

of the green and took a big bounce. Then

there’s kind of a swale where it goes

down and back up again. We saw it go

down and then didn’t see it come up.

And one of the guys said, ‘Geez, that

might have gone in.’ I wasn’t necessarily

convinced it stayed on the green but we

walked up and sure enough it was in the

hole,” Tully said.

It was Tully’s second hole-in-one ever.

He tucked the ball away for posterity

and after two more bogey 5s, nearly

holed out for another ace on the fifth.

The ball came to rest just a foot from

the hole for a kick-in birdie two. In “a

return to normalcy,” Tully tripled the

No. 1 handicap sixth hole for his seven

and when he made the turn in 41 his

group realized that he needed just a three

and a four to complete one through

seven. Over the next four holes he got

them both, in addition to an 8. Word

spread quickly around the

course.

“Groups started saying,

‘You’ve still got plenty of holes

left, you can get the nine,”

Tully recalled. “Most of the

members who are familiar

with my game were more

surprised that I didn’t get the

nine. It was like, Who would

have thought the number

he’d have trouble with was

the nine?”

The three, which came

thanks to a long putt on the

par-3 13th hole, was critical,

Tully noted, because his

chances of making birdie on a

par-4 weren’t good.

“I joke all the time about some of the

shots I hit during a round of golf,” Tully

said. “But if you think about the likes of

Jack or Tiger or Phil – all appropriately

regarded as exceptional players – they

all most certainly have multiple aces,

but on those occasions, did they have

the full complement of shots that

would have enabled them to get the

eight, the seven, or even the six? I’m not

certain they’ve done it.”

For now at least, the “Tully” is safe. ■

The First “Tully,” a Round to Remember

Beckwith Breaks 100

Sid Beckwith, the subject of Bill Fields’s June/July 2018

column, turned 100 on July 19. Like most birthdays he’s

celebrated in the last thirty years, this one will make it

easier for him to add to the amazing number of times

he’s shot his age.  Naturally, he played golf on his 100th

birthday and recorded a 93; the count is now in excess of

1,400. Gardiner’s Bay Country Club threw a party in Sid’s

honor, where

the new

centenarian

posed with his

two golf pros:

Leigh Notley

on the left and

Bob DeStefano

on the right.
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Tour Watch as of July 25, 2018
                                                                                            Events    Position on
Player                                   Tour                Season       Entered   Money List     Earnings

Keegan Bradley                    PGA                2017–18           21                48           $1,901,333

Johnson Wagner                  PGA                2017–18           18              142              $559,010

J.J. Henry                             PGA                2017–18           25              147              $482,052

Brett Stegmaier                    PGA                2017–18           18              193              $183,327

Morgan Hoffmann                PGA                2017–18             9              195              $170,673

Jim Herman                          PGA                2017–18             9              223                $46,962

Sean Kelly                        Web.com               2018              11              117                $26,596

Ryan McCormick              Web.com               2018                3              143                $13,816

Mike Miller                       Web.com               2018                2              150                $11,200

Andrew Svoboda              Web.com               2018                6              170                  $6,809

Marina Alex                         LPGA                   2018              15                26             $449, 848

Annie Park                           LPGA                   2018              10                34              $357,874

Kelly Shon                            LPGA                   2018              16              128                $47,855

https://www.mgagolf.org/
https://Web.com/
https://Web.com/
https://Web.com/
https://Web.com/
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W
hen Phil Mickelson swatted at a moving ball on the

thirteenth green during the third round of the U.S. Open,

it was a sight not commonly seen in professional golf. On The

Range surveyed a few MGA Rules officials about the most

unusual situations they’ve faced.

Gene Westmoreland: The strangest one was a

number of years ago, first round of the Met Open at the Creek

Club. The Long Island club gets its name from a tidally-affected

creek that runs through a number of the holes on the lower part

of the course. It’s right on the Long Island Sound.

The 10th hole is a reachable par-4. Left is the Long Island

Sound and the club’s Beach Club, which is out of

bounds; on the right is the creek, and when the tide is

in, the creek is very wide, probably 30-40 yards. When

the tide is out, the creek is very narrow, and the area

that had been under water is like a mud flat; you can

comfortably play off of it as long as you don’t catch a

clamshell or some driftwood.

One of the players in the group decided to go for it and

hit a driver and blocked it to the right onto the mud flat.

The other two guys hit irons. The guy who hit the driver

noticed that the tide was now rushing in, and if he didn’t hit

quickly his ball would be underwater very soon. He made

the “mistake” of asking one of our officials who was working

10 and 11, “Do I have to wait for the other two guys to play

[they’re away because they hit irons] or can I go ahead and

play mine?” The Rule regarding Order of Play in stroke play is

that there is no penalty if you play out of order unless there is an

agreement to play out of order to benefit one of the players. The

fact that he is now asking our official is, in effect, like seeking

agreement from another player – to his benefit! The official

properly told him, “No, you can’t. You have to play in order.” He

waited, and sure enough, the water covered his ball and he

ended up with a double-bogey on the hole. His “mistake?” If he

hadn’t asked and just went up and played, somebody might

have said, “What are you doing?” and he could have said, “Sorry,

I won’t do that again,” but there would have been no penalty.

Brian Mahoney: I’ve got two. First, a player on a par-3

hits his tee shot into a pond. There’s a Drop Zone where he

properly drops a new ball. He then goes up to the green to

survey the challenges for his next shot. When he comes back the

ball is missing from the Drop Zone!

To this day, we’re not exactly sure what happened. To me, it

was a fascinating ruling because we had to determine – or

decide – whether something moved it or if the ball had rolled

down a gentle slope and back into the hazard. We went through

a long process of examining what logically could have

happened, and given all the available evidence we ultimately

concluded that an Outside Agency (most likely an animal) had

taken the ball. The golfer was directed to replace a ball under

Rule 18-1, incurring no additional penalty. The situation could

have really gotten wacky with the dropped ball becoming a lost

ball and the player having to continue under stroke and

distance in the Drop Zone.

The second one is kind of horrific. Remember the time in

baseball spring training when Randy Johnson threw a pitch and

it hit a bird? We had that with a golf ball. A player

hit a shot, and the ball struck a goose in midair. It

killed the goose, which fell to the ground with the

ball embedded inside it. What’s the ruling?

It began as a situation under Rule 19-1, a ball

in motion deflected by an Outside Agency:

that’s “rub of the green,” and the ball must be

played as it lies. However, a dead goose is not

considered an Outside Agency; the carcass is

classified as a Loose Impediment, and the player is not

entitled to free relief. Ultimately he declared his ball unplayable,

extracted it from the carcass, and accepted the penalty.

Wendy Dominick: In a singles match, both players

were sharing a caddie and using the same make of driver. The

caddie handed the wrong driver to Player A. She teed off. Player

B noticed the mistake and used her correct driver – the same

one – to hit her drive. The players weren’t sure of the penalty, if

any. Player A insisted she could play a Second Ball under Rule 3-

3 and obtain a ruling later, not realizing that this procedure can

only be used in stroke play. She played a second drive off the tee

with her own driver and played out the hole with both balls. Her

opponent, B, made a claim.

My ruling: Player A’s second drive was the “ball in play”

under stroke and distance, which means that the first drive

became a Wrong Ball. She lost the hole for making a stroke at a

Wrong Ball (Rule 15-3). To compound the pain, the “state of

the match” had to be adjusted by one additional hole for her

breach of Rule 4-4 (Maximum of Fourteen Clubs) because

she hit her first drive with a fifteenth club. Note that if this had

all happened on the first hole, Player B would be two up after

one hole.

Scott Stearns: On the first tee at the U.S. Senior Open at

the Broadmoor, a clock tower chimed in the middle of Hale

Irwin’s backswing. He shanked his tee shot under another clock

near the tee, and asked “to do it again.”

After being told, “No, there are no mulligans in USGA

events,” he got free relief from under the clock (which was

defined as a Temporary Immovable Obstruction), dropped

properly on a forward tee, hit 3-wood, 4-iron, and made the

putt for par. He was steaming as he walked to the second tee.  ■
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There’s a Rule for That
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Lexus is proud to be the Official Vehicle of the Metropolitan Golf Association

Options shown. 1. Ratings achieved using the required premium unleaded gasoline with an octane rating of 91 or higher. If premium fuel is not used, performance will decrease. 2. 2018 LS vs. 2017/2018
competitors. Information from manufacturers’ websites as of 8/4/2017. 3. Performance figures are for comparison only and were obtained with prototype vehicles by professional drivers using special safety
equipment and procedures. Do not attempt. ©2018 Lexus

RARE

FORM

THE FIRST-EVER LS 500. LIVE IN THE NEW.
We didn’t merely try something new. We crafted an entirely new experience. With accents like Kiriko

glass, designed by hand then delicately etched with thousands of cuts to catch the eye and transform in

the light. A 416-horsepower1 twin-turbo engine paired with the first-ever 10-speed Direct-Shift automatic

transmission in its class2 takes you from 0 to 60 in just 4.6 seconds.1,3 All this is complemented by cutting-

edge technology with one of the largest Heads-Up Displays in the industry.2 The LS 500 isn’t simply new.

It’s the most evocative LS ever. lexus.com/LS  |  #LexusLS

https://www.mgagolf.org/lexus
https://www.lexus.com/LS
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Marathon Monday

On Monday, August 27,

golfers will participate in

two golf marathons to

benefit the Westchester and

the Long Island Caddie

Scholarship Funds (CSFs).

Knollwood Country Club in

Elmsford and Garden City

Country Club in Garden

City will host the events, in

which caddie managers,

caddie scholars, CSF

alumni, golf professionals,

and members from CSF

affiliated clubs play as many

holes as they can from sun-

up to sun-down to raise as

much money as they can to

support the funds.

This will be the 7th

annual golf marathon for

the Long Island CSF,

traditionally held at

Garden City CC.

Participants obtain

donation pledges of a set

amount per hole before

they play,

providing the

incentive to keep

going as long as

there’s sunlight.

Since 1962 the

LICSF has

awarded 762

scholarships to deserving

caddies and those who

work in service to golf.

The marathon at

Knollwood is the 10th for

the Westchester CSF. Last

year at Siwanoy,

participants set a record

with more than 2,000 holes

played and $90,000 raised

to directly impact the

educational futures of

young men and women

caddie scholars. Trini

Gumbs of Century Country

Club played the most holes:

113, more than six full

rounds. Kyle Sedlacek from

Sunningdale was the

leading fundraiser for the

fifth year in a row,

bringing in more than

$20,000 from his

generous sponsors.

With sunrise at 6:18 a.m.

and sunset at 7:38 p.m. on

the 27th, there are plenty

of hours for the two sets of

players to show their

teamwork and endurance,

and raise money for these

two exceptional funds!

Support Marathon

Monday: You can help a

local caddie attend college

by pledging a “per hole”

donation for an individual

participant, contributing a

flat donation, or taking

part in it yourself! For 

more information, visit

caddiescholarship.org and

longislandcaddiescholarship

.org, or contact 

Johanna Gavin at

jgavin@mgagolf.org. ■

John Feinstein is one of the
country’s most recognized sports
journalists and a prolific author.
In his 36th and newest book,
“The Prodigy” (Farrar Straus
Giroux, $17.99), he has written a
golf-themed tale intended for a
young adult audience (12–18 years
of age) — though this reviewer
believes golf enthusiasts of any age
will enjoy it.

The main character is Frank
Baker, a 16-year-old with enormous
skills and love for the game. The plot centers
on Baker and his father, who will remind
readers of Earl Woods. After Frank’s runner-up
finish at the U.S. Amateur results in an
invitation to compete in The Masters, the
father is hired as a “junior talent scout” by an
aggressive sports agent. A horde of golf
equipment and apparel representatives are
battling to sign the son to lucrative
endorsement contracts, all contingent on his

turning professional. Will he or
won’t he? 

Questions of whether there
have been violations of NCAA,
USGA, and Augusta National Golf
Club rules override Frank’s quest
to become the first amateur to win
The Masters. Adding to this
drama, Feinstein introduces
numerous subplots: one involves a
cheating scandal, another the
relationship between
coach/caddie and player, to go

along with the father-son turmoil of whether
Frank should turn pro or accept a college golf
scholarship. 

Feinstein is a gifted storyteller and his
narrative moves at a swift pace. He adds many
references and allusions to golf-related events,
traditions, rules, and notables with whom
most golfers will identify. The book’s surprising
yet perfect conclusion on the 72nd hole of the
tournament is truly “unlike any other.” ■

Book Reviewby Les Schupak

News and Notes from the 

MGA Foundation

https://www.srixon.com/
https://www.mgagolf.org/
https://www.caddiescholarship.org/
mailto:jgavin@mgagolf.org


Start planning an unforgettable golf getaway to Big Cedar Lodge 
in the Missouri Ozark Mountains. This premier wilderness resort 
is currently home to three distinctively unique courses designed 
by some of the biggest names in golf: Nicklaus, Palmer, Fazio 
and Player. The golf experience is continuing to grow with the 
upcoming opening of two new courses designed by Coore & 
Crenshaw and Tiger Woods. Call or visit the website to start 
planning a stay and play getaway you will never forget.

|BIGCEDAR.COM

Ranked the #1 Resort in the Midwest 
for 3 Consecutive Years 

– Travel and Leisure Magazine

https://www.bigcedar.com/
https://www.bigcedar.com/
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“They have hitting bays and stuff, so I would watch YouTube

videos and try to emulate swings,” Turner says. “The first couple

of years, I took maybe three lessons total, largely on things that I

couldn’t get on my own. I jump in and figure it out later. I don’t

read the instructions on anything.”

Eight years since Turner began his largely self-guided deep

dive into golf, the successful entrepreneur with a 3.2 Handicap

Index at Bayonne Golf Club and Wade Hampton Golf Club in

Cashiers, N.C., is involved with his favorite sport in a more formal

way. He became a member of the Metropolitan Golf Association’s

Executive Committee last year following a short stint on the MGA

Foundation Board. Only 32 years old, the 2008 cum laude grad-

uate of the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania is

by far the executive committee’s youngest member.

UP CLOSE

Nat Turner brings an
entrepreneur’s instincts
to the MGA Executive
Committee as one of its
youngest members ever.
BY BILL FIELDS Photograph by Andrew Levine

wo days before the start of summer, New York

City is roasting by mid-morning, making the calen-

dar seem tardy. Nathaniel Turner V arrives right on

time at the lower Manhattan offices of Flatiron

Health –a technology and services company focused

on accelerating cancer research and improving

patient care. Nat Turner’s sweaty untucked shirt is

evidence that he walked to work. Before making the

hot commute, Turner had a session at Drive 495, an

upscale golf gym, where eight years ago he began to

immerse himself in a game that’s become a big com-

ponent in his life.

ForwardThinkıng

Turner in the new Soho offices of Flatiron Health, 

his healthcare technology and services company.





“I’m still learning the ropes and getting the hang

of things,” says Turner, the father of two young chil-

dren, Nathaniel VI and Willa Jo, with his wife, Allie.

“It’s a great group and everybody is passionate

about the game. I’m trying to bring a little 

different perspective. I think my generation has

largely missed golf in a way, which is really unfor-

tunate. It’s become less accessible. As people are

on their phones all the time, maybe going outside

for a few hours doesn’t seem as enjoyable. My goal

is to help represent the younger generation and

get it into the game.”

Born two months before Jack Nicklaus won his

sixth Masters in April of 1986, Turner made a very

brief foray into golf about a decade before he got

hooked on the game.

“My dad is in the oil industry, and he took me

out once on the TPC course at The Woodlands,

where we lived, with business associates of his,”

Turner says. “He didn’t realize it, but that’s not the

right way to get your son into golf. You have to be

on your best behavior. I was a tennis player and

kind of picked up golf somewhat naturally. On my

first-ever par 3, I hit a shot to five feet, but I missed

the putt by about five feet. I played nine holes and

didn’t have much fun. I quit that day.”

Unimpressed by his abbreviated round, Turner

returned to the court, to collecting sports cards,

and to another of his early passions: snakes. “It’s

an embarrassing part of my life,” he says, then fondly

recalls those days when he not only learned a lot

about reptiles but about commerce as well. “But it

is a huge industry, by the way, [if that makes]me

seem not as crazy.”

His family moved around frequently because

of Nat IV’s job as a geophysicist with Conoco – 

Holland, Scotland, Louisiana, and Texas. The Turn-

ers were living in a community outside Lafayette,

La., when he developed an interest in reptiles. “I’m

just really passionate about certain things,” Turner

says. “If I like something, I go all in.”

Turner caught speckled king snakes—and even

poisonous species such as copperheads—in his

backyard. “One of the king snakes had babies and

I ended up selling them to the pet store,” says Turner,

who initially thought he would study herpetology

in college. “I made $50. It became an adventure,

trying to find every species. I would buy a lot of

snakes at shows, get pythons from Africa and breed

them. It became a business and less about the local

stuff that I caught.”

He was buoyed not only by the sales he was

making but the support he received from his 

family. “When I was selling whatever it was,” Nat

says, “not only did my parents not say it was weird,

they encouraged me down that path. I don’t think

it was natural for a high schooler to sell snakes, but

that’s what I was doing.”

And Turner was helping others sell their snakes,

too: When he was in the eighth grade, he developed

a website for Snake Productions, his reptile-breed-

ing venture. “Other snake breeders wanted to have

a website, so it became a business,” Turner says. 

“I started building websites, and that’s how I got

into tech.”

Snake Productions and web development/host-

ing weren’t his only business endeavors. While

studying at a technical magnet high school in the

Houston suburbs, Turner also started Certifi-

cateSwap, a website allowing users to buy or swap

gift cards.

“Dad’s an entrepreneur,” Turner says. “He quit

his corporate job when I was 12 or 13 so we wouldn’t

have to move anymore and started his own oil

exploration company. He had a big job, and it was

a big risk. That was pretty inspirational for me.”

Instead of pursuing herpetology at Texas A&M

or following three generations of Turner men to
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Below: Turner in his youth

with boxes labeled

“Harmless Reptiles.”  

Right: At Wade Hampton

in 2010. Far right: At the

Flatiron Building with Zach

Weinberg (left), his partner

and co-founder of Flatiron

Health.

https://www.mgagolf.org/


https://www.xxiousa.com/


Georgia Tech, Turner chose to study at

the University of Pennsylvania. While in

college, where he earned a Bachelor of

Science in economics with concentra-

tions in entrepreneurship and marketing,

Turner stayed busy when he wasn’t in the

classroom. He and several classmates

developed an online food-ordering web-

site. His biggest accomplishment at Penn,

though, came in 2007 when he co-found-

ed Invite Media, an advertising technolo-

gy company that built a buying platform

for banner ads.

In June of 2010 Invite Media was 

purchased by Google subsidiary Double -

Click for $80 million. Turner, just 24, had

some time on his hands after what he calls

his “first real exit,” and he got serious

about golf. In contrast to his disappoint-

ing golf experience as a teenager, he loved

it, playing plenty of five-hour-plus rounds

on public courses on Staten Island (Silver

Lake, South Shore), in Queens (Clearview),

Brooklyn (Dyker Beach), and the Bronx

(Pelham Bay and Split Rock) before join-

ing Bayonne Golf Club.

“It only took two or three years to get

down to a 2 or 3 handicap, but I don’t

want to say it’s skill,” Turner says. “I forced

the issue. I played something like 250

rounds a year for three years. Frankly, I

should be better. I would leave Google’s

offices at 3:30 to beat the Holland Tunnel

traffic, get to Bayonne at 4, tee off at 4:30

and play, then hit balls until it got dark. I

did that five or six days a week.”

Although Turner relished developing

a swing on his own, the camaraderie of

the game is what really hooked him. “Golf

was a great, structured way to be outside.

The social aspect is the thing. Most things

in my life now I can thank golf – the peo-

ple I’ve met, the relationships I’ve devel-

oped, the business opportunities it’s

created. Flatiron Health probably wouldn’t

exist if I hadn’t gotten into the game.”

The oncology data aggregation com-

pany – begun in 2012 by Turner and part-

ner Zach Weinberg – definitely wouldn’t

have started up if not for Turner’s cousin,

Brennan Simkins, who was diagnosed

with acute myeloid leukemia (AML) on

the eve of his seventh birthday in 2009.

As part of an extended family searching

for the best treatments for the disease,

Turner was frustrated at the lack of coor-

dinated, collected data to improve patient

outcomes.

“A light bulb went off,” Turner says. “It

started with pediatric cancers because of

Brennan but went from there. What we’re

trying to do is allow the whole industry—

researchers, pharma, FDA, academics—

to learn from every cancer patient. We’re

not the ones inventing new drugs; we’re

an arms dealer to help companies do that.

Flatiron basically unlocks and liberates

all that data through working with cancer

centers.”

Simkins, who underwent four bone

marrow transplants along with chemo -

therapy and radiation, is 16 and in remis-

sion. Flatiron Health, which became a

member of the Roche Group this year, is

collecting data on more than 2 million

cancer patients annually. “We haven’t

fully accomplished what we want, which

is to make all cancers effectively surviv-
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Turner at Flatiron’s office, where the mission statement is on display for all to see.

https://www.clevelandgolf.com/
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The Dormie Club is only the beginning . . . 

ARBORLINKS  |  NEBRASKA CITY, NE BRIGGS RANCH  |  SAN ANTONIO, TXBALLYHACK GOLF CLUB  |  ROANOKE, VA

Dormie Network is a nationwide 

network of clubs offering the 

experience of destination golf with 

the premier hospitality of private 

membership. 

WWW.DORMIENETWORK.COM    |    INFO@DORMIENETWORK.COM    |    210.670.9400

https://www.dormienetwork.com/
http://WWW.DORMIENETWORK.COM
mailto:INFO@DORMIENETWORK.COM
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able, but we’ve definitely contributed,”

Turner says.

Turner hopes to contribute in his role

with MGA as well. As someone who appre-

ciates golf ’s heritage—he showed off a

Bobby Jones trading card from 1932 dur-

ing a recent interview—Turner believes

the game should adapt to the times with-

out losing what makes it special.

“You’ve got to respect the history of

golf,” he says. “We don’t want to dramat-

ically change it so we can’t recognize it. I

think you can modernize it and move

toward a friendlier, more approachable

game. When I joined a couple of courses,

you had to wear long pants, you couldn’t

even show your cell phone. There is a

time and a place for that, at the best cours-

es in the world. Certain courses should

maintain their traditions, probably for-

ever. But for other courses who are trying

to bring in young families, I think they

need to adapt. I love having to put my

phone in a locker and not having to think

about it for two days. But my friends who

I want to get into the game, they’re prob-

ably not willing to do that yet.”

Short courses, shorter rounds, and

summer programs at private clubs to give

young men and women a taste of being a

member without breaking the bank are

developments that Turner thinks will

help golf attract a new generation. “There

are gateways and stepping stones you

need to create without losing the focus of

history,” he says. Turner isn’t obsessed

with data to improve his play but knows

contemporaries who love it.

In case you’re wondering, Turner still

has a keen interest in snakes despite not

having any. New York has strict regula-

tions and his wife doesn’t want any in the

house either. But thanks to his most

recent golf club membership, Turner isn’t

limited to snake videos or social media

views: The Ohoopee Match Club in

Cobbtown, Ga., outside Savannah, is slat-

ed to formally open this year in a location

that Turner says is “the snakiest part of

the United States.” He says of the Gil

Hanse design, “I joined there for the golf,

but I’m not sure it’s not for the snakes. I’m

the director of herpetology at the club,

according to the owner.”

One of Ohoopee’s inhabitants is the

eastern indigo snake, a threatened species.

“Our golf course is prime country for

those things,” Turner says. “You see one

every time you go.” While sizable—up to

eight feet, the longest native snake in the

U.S.—the eastern indigo is not venomous,

but the property, situated on the site of a

former onion farm, has its share of poi-

sonous snakes. “I went off the tenth fair-

way and almost stepped on a giant Eastern

diamondback rattlesnake that was coiled

up like a hula hoop,” Turner says. “My next

step would have been on its head.”

Fortunately he only got a story and

not a trip to the emergency room. As with

most things in his young life, Turner’s

timing was good.  ■
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Turner with two-time MGA Jerry Courville Sr. Player of the Year Joe Saladino.

http://www.trsballistic.com/
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Bethpage State Park, Black Course,  #17

DREAM

The Met Golfer Magazine presents its first-ever selection of a
Dream 18 chosen exclusively from the Met Area’s public courses.
BY JEFF NEUMAN                                                                                Photograph by Jim Krajicek  |  Illustrations by Brad Walker
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BETHPAGE BLACK

BETHPAGE RED
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GALLOPING HILL
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LIDO
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MAPLE MOOR

MONTAUK DOWNS

NESHANIC VALLEY

POUND RIDGE

RICHTER PARK

SPOOK ROCK

SPRAIN LAKE

TRUMP FERRY POINT

VAN CORTLANDT
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The Met Area is unusual in many regards, so it

should not be surprising that it is a major anomaly

when it comes to its golf profile. Nationwide,

according to National Golf Foundation statistics,

seventy-five percent of all golf facilities are open

to the public. (A “facility” is a business location

that offers one or more golf courses to play.) In the

territory of the MGA, however, sixty-six percent

are private. Public golfers in our area are signifi-

cantly underserved, which will be no surprise to

anyone who’s tried to get a weekend morning tee

time.

The public golfer in the Met Area is a hardy soul.

(As noted on page 6, I am a lifelong public golfer,

lest anything that follows seem condescending.)

He or she might haul a set of clubs through the

turnstile at a subway station, or pile it onto the nar-

row rack above commuters on the LIRR or NJT.

Rounds may or may not begin at the scheduled

time; they will last five hours or more at prime

times mostly because there are too many people

on the course at once. Still, no matter what they’ve

endured, the first thought after leaving the eigh-

teenth green will be, “When can I play again?”

Public golfers are a passionate group, as they

showed when the U.S. Open came to “their” course,

Bethpage Black, in 2002 and 2009 (and will for the

PGA next May and the Ryder Cup in 2024). So

when we decided to choose a Public Dream 18 we

thought, who better to select the holes than the

public itself? 

After we announced the project earlier this year,

we sought nominations from a panel of golf insid-

ers and experts with considerable knowledge of

and experience in public golf. This group ended

up compiling a list of sixty-four holes from forty-

five courses, broken down for voting purposes by

the hole’s par. We posted the ballot on the MGA

website, promoted it on social media, and provided

links in the Handicap Revision emails sent to all

players who maintain handicaps through the

MGA. 

Respondents were asked to select six holes from

each category – par 3s, par 4s, and par 5s – and to

write in any they felt we might have missed. Final

decisions about the selections would be made by

the MGA, guided principally by the voting. (As

with previous Dream 18s, we would only select

one hole per course; otherwise we might have 

simply wound up with Bethpage Black, which won

the voting in all three categories handily with holes

17, 5, and 4.) 

The resulting golf course follows the form of

the voting with six par 3s, six par 4s, and six par 5s

– an unusual but not unprecedented configuration.

This par-72 assemblage plays at 7,062 yards from

the tips, though few public golfers would ever play

it at that distance. (From a representative set of

middle tee markers – white, or two in front of the

farthest back – the course is a more manageable

6,284.) This total is buttressed by a long set of par-

fours that average 438 yards with a median of 450.

There are few kinds of holes more pleasurable than

the short par four; while some received votes,

including the thirteenth at Mill Pond, the eighth

on Centennial’s Meadows nine, and Middle Bay’s

eleventh, none did well enough to crack the top

six. Either the short four doesn’t get enough

respect when considering greatness, or the public

courses in the Met Area were built before the ren-

aissance of the drivable par four in the last twenty

years. Or both. (Admittedly, drivable par fours can

be a nuisance from a pace of play standpoint.) 

The par fives were not uniformly gargantuan –

though the second at Van Cortlandt tips the scales

at a robust 619 and is on the list primarily for its

size. A pair of what could be called “four-and-a-

half-par” holes – the thirteenth at Harbor Links

and sixteenth at Lido – show that the voters have

more varied standards of greatness for the three-

shotter, and appreciate the drama of trying to get

home in two. The one-shot holes varied in length

(more evident from the middle tees than the back)

and shot values, playing uphill, downhill, flat, over

water, over a gully, and over enough sand to restock

Jones Beach (Black #17, naturally). 

Some of the architects whose work was selected

are familiar names on Greatest lists: A.W. Tilling-

hast, Robert Trent Jones (and his longtime associ-

ate Roger Rulewich), Pete Dye, Jack Nicklaus,

Michael Hurdzan. Others worked locally in the

days before course designers were revered or even

noticed: Tom Winton, Willard Wilkinson, William

F. Mitchell. And others did or are still doing fine

work in both the public and private realms without

becoming famous for either: Frank Duane, Robert

von Hagge, Stephen Kay. There is less glamour in

building an economically and environmentally

sustainable golf course for the recreation of the

green-fee public than there is in carving fantasy

holes out of an exotic landscape for the well-heeled

traveler or wealthy club-collector. Fortunately, the

Met Area has been blessed with some designers

who see the value in both, and take pride in their

ability to do what the job requires. We take pride

in their efforts, too.

n the pages that follow, The Met Golfer is proud to announce the first Public Dream 18:

eighteen holes of great distinction, selected from public golf courses that have been pro-

viding playing opportunities to all comers for nearly as long as the game has been played

in this country. 

https://www.mgagolf.org/
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Architects Golf Club

Lopatcong, N.J.

#4, par 4, 447 yards

(Stephen Kay and Ron Whitten)

Architects, which opened in 2001, is a tribute course in the best sense. It does not

attempt to reproduce great holes from existing courses; rather, it applies the

principles used by 17 famed architects to create a hole in the style of each of them.

(Donald Ross gets two holes.) It is a living interactive tutorial that’s also a lively

and intriguing golf course.

The fourth hole, inspired by Devereux Emmet, is a straightaway par four with

subtle features. The obvious impediment is the cross-bunker that encroaches

from the left, narrowing the fairway to twelve paces where it intervenes. The

tee shot can try to thread the needle and leave a wedge approach, or stay

safely short and face a more difficult shot to the green that will ideally come

in from left to right. The putting surface is angled away from the fairway,

guarded by bunkers at the front right and behind. A shot missed to the left

faces a difficult recovery with the green running away from the player. There

are little mounds in the green that are only evident on the left side when

you’re directly on top of them. 

“The diagonal nature of the green with the mounds in it makes it really hard,”

says head professional Sean Callanan. “On every level, it’s a really good hole.” 

Presenting the Public Dream 18
The eighteen holes are listed in alphabetical order, so don’t be surprised to find three par threes in the

first five holes (a potential pace-of-play nightmare), or back-to-back par fives to close out the course –

who would ever do that? (Except maybe A.W. Tillinghast, at Baltusrol.) This is a listing, not a routing;

enjoy them in any order you wish. 

https://ems.pgalinks.com/2019PGAChampReg.cfm?group=b&utm_source=MGA&utm_medium=GroupB&utm_campaign=MGA
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Bethpage State Park, Red Course

Farmingdale, N.Y.

#15, par 4, 452 yards 

(A.W. Tillinghast)

A long par-four from any tees, the 15th hole on the Red Course

demonstrates that all a great hole needs is respect for the land and

the room to let it tell its tale. A bunkerless fairway extends straight

out from the flat tee, tilting slightly away as the hole bends right.

The approach from the dogleg goes somewhat athwart the rise of

the hill, climbing and sliding toward the nearly

circular green. A few trees linger on the

mostly-open right side, just

annoying enough to bother an

approach that strays in that

direction. A 24-yard-long bunker

short of the green on the left

catches inadequate shots that

followed the path of the

sloping lie, while other

bunkers to the right of and

behind the green are ringed

with fescue. The green

slopes gently and is wide

enough in front to accept a

shot that comes in on the

ground. 

There is nothing tricky or

spectacular about the hole; it is

memorable for being excellent

without affectation. “Red 15 is a

Tillinghast staple, fair and stern,”

says Andrew Wilson, Bethpage’s

director of agronomy. “Its

popularity resides in its simple

challenge for players to execute shots

that are laid out in front of them.” 

Ballyowen Golf Club

Hamburg, N.J.

#4, par 3, 196 yards 

(Roger Rulewich)

What could be deceptive about a downhill par 3? “Number four is one of our

only holes with a tree line,” says head professional Mark Melillo. “The wind is

always swirling at this course, and as soon as the ball gets over that tree line it

affects it, so the tee is elevated but it actually plays the yardage.” 

The price of coming up short is a ball in the deep front bunker, which covers

roughly three-quarters of the entrance to the green – and with the ball

descending from a high tee, the resulting lie in the sand can be dicey. It is

essential to play the approach to the correct part of the green; a spine runs

down the middle of the putting surface, and a shot landing on the wrong

side of the divide will be channeled even farther away from the hole. It’s

not unusual to face a putt of 60-75 feet that must traverse the central ridge.

Though Ballyowen is a links-style layout, it features several water

hazards and significant elevation changes. “It’s our only par-3 not over

water,” says Melillo. “You’d think that would be one of the easier par 3s, but

it probably scores [higher] than the others even without the water in front.” 

Bethpage State Park, Black Course

Farmingdale, N.Y.

#17, par 3, 207 yards 

(A.W. Tillinghast)

There is a green, but it may not appear so from the tee. Waves of

fescue lead to a vast expanse of sand, with just a hint of light green

grass visible beyond the bunkers’ lips. The attack on this well-

protected citadel must be through the air; this is Tillinghast golf at

its most visually intimidating, a direct challenge to the golfer’s

ability to hit a longish middle-iron and hold a shallow green. 

The peanut-shaped green – or maybe it’s a kidney wearing a

too-tight belt – is angled from front right to back left, and cleft by a

slope that divides it functionally into two greens: one on the right

requiring a 190-yard carry from the back tee to a target 18 yards

deep, and the other on the left calling for eight more yards in the air

and providing three more yards to hit and to hold. 

This is the hole that makes the biggest impression as drivers

approach the golf course on Round Swamp Road. In the 2009

U.S. Open, David Duval and Phil Mickelson had chances to win as

they played 17 (Duval was actually tied for the lead); both missed

par putts, Lucas Glover birdied 16 and then parred the last two for

the victory. 

https://www.mgagolf.org/
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Crystal Springs Golf Club

Hamburg, N.J.

#5 (Villages), par 3, 153 yards 

(Robert von Hagge)

When Crystal Springs Golf Club opened in 1992, there were names

for all the holes. This short par three, originally the fourth hole, was

called “the Grotto.” The name comes from a semicircular formation

in the rock outcropping that defends the left side of the green; the

recess is not visible from the tee, and unless you hit your ball near it

you might not even know it’s there.

The tee shot plays slightly uphill across a grass-lined gully to

something of an hourglass green. The rocks nose their way into the

indention on the left; the right side

leaves a little room for a miss, but

then slopes away to the

woods. A bunker sits in front

of the green to catch a

slight mis-hit or a shot

affected by a sudden

gust. Thirteen paces

wide and thirty-seven

long, the green

demands an accurate

approach (and

awareness of the hole

location before

choosing a club). 

Years ago, on the

farm beside the

property, a black

cow used to like to

come to the fence

line and watch the

action impassively.

Today there are no

bovine spectators, just

a good opportunity for a

well-played shot to pay off

with a birdie.

Galloping Hill Golf Course

Kenilworth, N.J.

#14, par 4, 424 yards 

(Willard Wilkinson)

Lower the roll bar and try to hang on: this is a rollercoaster of a hole,

where the golfer has to deal with three distinct hills in the line of

play. “The first hill you either drive into or over,” says Harry Goett

III, retired superintendent of Union County’s golf courses. “Then it

goes down into a valley, where if your ball is down there you have a

totally blind second shot because there’s another hill right in front

of you, it’s almost a wall; when you get over that hill there’s another

valley, and then the green is slightly elevated above that. It’s an

original green from 1928; we’ve had three different architects come

in there – Robert Trent Jones, Stephen Kay, and Rees Jones – and

none of them wanted to touch the hole because it was so unique.” 

According to Goett, George Washington and his troops exercised

their horses over this bucking terrain that gives the course and hole

their name. The facility is home to the New Jersey State Golf

Association, and held the state Open in 2016. The fourteenth hole

played as the most difficult during that championship. 

Harbor Links Golf Course

Port Washington, N.Y.

#13, par 5, 501 yards 

(Dr. Michael Hurdzan)

The thirteenth hole at Harbor Links has an unusual feature: All golfers hit to the same

fairway, then face a split fairway for the second shot.  “That part of the property was

like a triangle,” says Dr. Michael Hurdzan, the course designer. “The further you go

out from the tee, the wider it becomes.  That gave us the option of doing that [split

fairway for the second landing area]. You don’t very often get that kind of width.”

The approach area to the right is on higher ground and provides a full view of the

putting surface; it’s also the riskier portion to hit to, because it’s narrower and

there’s scruffy ground to the right of it and the splitting bunker and mounds to the

left.  The left approach is much wider but is on lower ground; the two-tiered green

is mostly out of view, and if the hole is on the right the shot must cross a significant

ridge.  Hole location is an important factor in the strategy. “A front right or mid-right pin

will suit the left fairway approach, as the green funnels to those pin placements from the

rear of the green,” notes director of instruction James Hong. “Most of the other hole

locations favor coming from the right approach fairway.”

https://www.mgagolf.org/
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Lido Golf Club

Lido Beach, N.Y.

#16, par 5, 487 yards 

(Robert Trent Jones)

This hole is a nod to the original legendary Lido Golf Club

designed by C.B. Macdonald, in particular its fourth and

eighteenth (the latter being Alister MacKenzie’s 1914

prize-winner in Country Life magazine). The tee shot creates

an immediate choice: play left to the broader part of the

forked fairway, all but dictating a layup second; or aim right

on the direct line to the green, committing to going for the

green in two. Both options require a carry over the water,

and are affected by the winds off Reynolds Channel just past

the green. “By the time you get to the 16th hole you know if

you’re swinging good, bad, or indifferent,” says Walter

Ostroske, director of golf. “You can play super safe or you can

challenge it.” 

From the right fork, the green looks very shallow, but it

actually has more depth than width from this direction. The

only bunkers guard the green to the right on this line, behind

the green on the three-shot route; the best miss is in the

throat of the green short. 

Golfers “either love it or hate it,” says Ostroske. 

“They say this hole is designed beautifully if they make a five

or a six. If they make an eight or nine, they say, ‘What a

stupid hole.’”

https://www.golfzongolf.com/
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Maple Moor Golf Course

White Plains, N.Y.

#9, par 4, 434 yards 

(Tom Winton)

There was a nine-hole golf course on the maple-dotted property of

the old Griffen family farm when Westchester County acquired a

portion of it in 1925. By the end of 1927, the course had been

expanded to eighteen holes. More than 40,000 rounds were

recorded at Maple Moor the following year, when it was one of

nearly 60 courses within fifteen miles of White Plains.

The ninth hole is a long and tough par four. The tee shot is played

to an open fairway framed on the right by an extended hillside with

a bunker at its base, and on the left by trees, the Mamaroneck River

(which runs the full length of the hole), and the Hutchinson River

Parkway. The long approach shot is the key to the hole and its

difficulty: the elevated green is benched into the hill on the right

with only a small run-up area, and there is a sharp falloff to two

bunkers on the left. The green slopes

back to front and right to left

but not excessively so; it’s

more important to get

the approach shot

onto the surface

than to be

precise about

matching the

shot to the

hole location. 

Montauk Downs State Park Golf Course

Montauk, N.Y.

#12, par 3, 221 yards 

(H.C. Tippett; Robert Trent Jones)

Originally created as a private club in 1927 by Carl Fisher, developer of Miami Beach

who had a similar vision for Long Island’s extreme east end, the Montauk Downs course

was redesigned by Jones for private investors in 1968 and taken over out of bankruptcy

by New York State in 1978. Rees Jones made some additional alterations in the mid- ’00s. 

Its best hole is the exceptional long par-three 12th. As described by head professional

Kevin Smith, “It demands a full forced carry over very tall thick fescue, deep bunkers

(right & left), and a false front and it always plays into the prevailing wind. There is no

bailout, as there is a creek running on the entire right side of the hole and dense brush on

the left side. Going over the green is very rare as most players under-club. If you happen

to be one of those rare few, a steep uphill pitch awaits you. Making a par will probably

pick up a player two strokes on the field.” 

Montauk Downs was cited by Golf Channel’s Matt Ginella as his number two “hidden

gem” in America in 2014.  Just goes to show there’s more than one great State Park golf

facility on Long Island. 

Links at Union Vale

Lagrangeville, N.Y.

#15, par 4, 460 yards

(Stephen Kay and

Doug Smith)

The property that is now The Links at Union Vale used to be a farm,

and remnants of its past – visible and invisible – are featured on the

long and tough par-four fifteenth.  A double silo that used to store

grain stands just to the right of the fairway about 200 yards from the

green.  A little to left of it is a mound on the right side of the fairway;

underneath the mound is the foundation of a third silo that was

removed during construction of the course and covered with dirt.

“That mound can come into play off the tee,” says head professional

Pat Sullivan.  “You can be unlucky where your tee shot hits the

upslope and kills it, or if you can fly it you catch the downslope and

really get a speed slot for some extra yardage.”

Up at the green, a sod-faced replica of the Road Hole Bunker sits

at the front right and must be avoided; the bottom of it is six feet

below the putting surface, and often the only play out of it is

backwards or sideways.  

The previous hole is a 603-yard dogleg par five, but Sullivan has

no doubt about which is harder: “I have no trouble parring 14, it’s a

three-shot hole,” he says, “but 15 eats my lunch every day.” 

https://www.mgagolf.org/
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Neshanic Valley Golf Course

Neshanic Station, N.J.

#9 (Meadow), par 5, 577 yards 

(Dr. Michael Hurdzan and Dana Fry)

A strong uphill par-five that played as the ninth hole in the 2012 U.S.Women’s

Publinx, the green is set in an amphitheater that creates a stage for dramatics.

Two staggered fairway bunkers guard the sides of the landing area for the

drive; the elongated one on the left ends at about 245 yards from the tee,

while the rounder one to the right begins at 268. Still, says head golf

professional Fred Glass, “In general, if you can’t hit the fairways at Neshanic

you shouldn’t be playing golf.” The decision-making comes with the second

shot: “It’s framed up the right side with fairway bunkers, and there’s a pond

on the left if you’re trying to go for the green, but you have to lay up carefully

too because the fairway slopes toward the pond.” 

The two-tiered green has “more pitch than the average Neshanic green,” Glass

notes. “It’s a flat-out good par-five, a hole you could put on any course in the world.”

Pound Ridge Golf Club

Pound Ridge, N.Y.

#15, par 3, 174 yards 

(Pete & Perry Dye)

Most golfers will take on the intimidating challenge of this tee shot from

much less distance than the championship yardage, which is itself only an

approximation since the finger-thin green is sixty-two yards long. From the

elevated back tee, only a sliver of the green is visible; from the middle tees it

is a rumor inferred from the presence of a flagstick beyond the high reeds.

More arresting is the high rock outcropping protruding from the hillside

behind the green that gives the hole its name, “Headstone.” On days when

the greenkeeper is feeling charitable, the hole is cut on the lower right bulb

that is the deepest portion of a putting surface that averages just 16 paces

from back to front; when setting up for a tournament (or perhaps just in a

bad mood), he will place it farther up the thermometer, with the highest and

deepest shelf reserved for serious championships (or bad hangovers). 

Pound Ridge is the only Dye design in the Met Area; it shares with so

many of his courses a flair for the dramatic, a high level of visual spectacle, and playing values that are often

less difficult than they first appear. The fifteenth at Pound Ridge demonstrates all of those qualities on a hole

that most golfers will play with a short-iron or wedge. 

Richter Park Golf Course

Danbury, Conn.

#12, par 5, 545 yards 

(Edward Ryder)

This demanding par five requires three good shots to hit and hold the peninsula

green. The tee shot is uphill and follows the bend of the fairway to the right

from the framing bunker. After cresting the rise, the fairway runs gradually

downhill towards the green. The ideal second shot will go as far as the player

dares, keeping in mind that there’s a sideslope angling right that will bring the ball

toward a second bunker with water past it. A small neck of water pokes its way in

front of the green; an approach hit too boldly or with insufficient spin or height will

bounce over into the bunker that hugs the rear. The green is loosely triangular on the

direct line, making back hole locations more dangerous; it is possible to run the ball into

the green from the left, though controlling the weight of that shot can be difficult. 

“We’ve always considered it our signature hole,” says head professional and general

manager Brian Gehan. “It’s definitely the toughest par-five on the course, it’s very

undulating, with challenges on the tee shot, the second shot, and then the shot into that

peninsula green. We love it!” 
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Spook Rock Golf Course

Suffern, N.Y.

#5, par 4, 392 yards

(Frank Duane)

Only Bethpage Black has hosted as many

MGA Publinx Championships (eight) as

Spook Rock, the highly regarded municipal

course in Rockland County. It has

drawn golfers from throughout the

lower Hudson Valley since it

opened in 1970, one of several

Met Area courses designed

by Frank Duane (Brae

Burn, Montammy), and

was once listed by Golf

Digest as one of the 25

best public golf courses

in America. 

Jeff Pepe, rules

chairman of Spook Rock Golf

Club, notes that “number five

used to be the number one handicap hole, and I understand why – it’s sneaky tough.

The tee shot demands that you be left center over the bunker due to the 90° dogleg left

uphill approach. If you’re short of the fairway bunker you can forget about getting

home in two because you’ll be blocked by trees. And if you block it right in the fairway

you’re looking at 200 yards uphill coming home. You can also drive it over the corner

(risking OB) and get within 50 yards of the green – which is probably why it lost its

number one handicap [position] over the years.” The green is blind for most approach

shots and slopes back to front, so putting to a front hole location can be perilous. Pepe’s

conclusion: “I love the hole personally, but I rarely make par!”

Sprain Lake Golf Course

Yonkers, N.Y.

#13, par 3, 177 yards 

(Tom Winton)

When Sprain Lake Golf Course opened

in 1928, it was the third golf course in

the Westchester County Parks

Commission’s jurisdiction, after

Mohansic and Maple Moor. The

course was constructed on land

acquired by the county on the

east bank of the Grassy Sprain

Reservoir, part of a $47 million

project to create recreational

opportunities across the county;

the commission also aimed to build

a set of parkways as beautiful and

popular as the Bronx River Parkway.

(Those were the days!)

The thirteenth hole is the longest par-3 on the

course, and the only one that plays over water from all

tees. It’s one of the toughest greens to hit and hold on

approach, falling off in all four directions, but the greatest difficulty

comes for the player who goes long or to the right. The green sits on what is essentially

an island in the reservoir; trees along the island’s edge provide some shelter from the

wind for the putting surface and its three flanking bunkers. The island has just enough

room for about 65 yards of approach, the green and its surrounds, and the 14th tee

before returning to the mainland. 

http://www.thegolfperformancecenter.com/
http://thegolfperformancecenter.com
https://www.mgagolf.org/
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Trump Golf Links at Ferry Point

Bronx, N.Y.

#18, par 5, 576 yards

(Jack Nicklaus, John Sanford,

Jim Lipe)

This dramatic par five plays amid rolling mounds of fescue and

against the backdrop of the Whitestone Bridge. The stunning vista

should not overshadow the excellence of the hole: as head golf

professional Colin Igoe notes, “The 18th is a par five designed to decide

the outcome of a major championship.” From the back tee, a pair of

bunkers center and right at 285 yards are divided by just 25 yards of fairway,

while a drive to the left forces either a layup out to the right or a gambling

approach over a greenside bunker and water short of it, to a green that requires a

high shot to hit and hold the putting surface. Mere mortals and those who chose to stay

short of the bunkers can play it as a three-shot hole, but must be conscious of the right-to-

left slope of the fairway and protect against going left towards out of bounds and the East

River. The layup zone widens out to the right at about 100 yards, leaving you well placed to fly at

any hole location on the two-tiered green.

Van Cortlandt Park Golf Course

Bronx, N.Y.

#2, par 5, 619 yards 

(Tom Bendelow; William F. Mitchell)

The Public Dream 18 concludes where public golf in America began: in the Bronx, at Van

Cortlandt Park. The golf course, originally nine holes, opened on July 6, 1895; it was built at

a cost of $624.80. The first eight holes were each under 200 yards. The ninth traversed two

brooks and two stone walls, and stretched for over 700 yards, almost a third of the course’s

total length. Tom Bendelow was hired to redo the existing holes and add nine more; the

resulting course became a popular spot for athletes, actors, working folks, and others who

had discovered the game and appreciated a course they could reach by rail and subway.

The second hole today is a remnant of Bendelow’s routing and was unaffected by the

construction of the Major Deegan Expressway and Mosholu Parkway Extension in the

1940s–50s. It is long, long, and long again, rising slightly from the tee to a fairway

bending gently left, continuing to bend left, and then simply continuing. Trees flank the

fairway on both sides, the ones on the right keeping errant shots off the

aforementioned Parkway. At last the fairway narrows and the green appears, round,

with two bunkers to its left. Birdieing this behemoth requires several clouts worthy of

Babe Ruth, the “Vanny” habitué for whom the hole is named.  ■

Par 3s

• Bethpage Green,

#15, 207

• Island’s End, #11, 197

• Oyster Bay, #12, 137

• Sterling Farms,

#15, 164

• Timber Point,

#2 (Blue), 145

Par 4s

• Hudson Hills, #4, 456

• Middle Bay, #11, 331

• Rock Hill, #16, 475

• Smithtown Landing,

#18, 390

• Split Rock, #8, 441

Par 5s

• Centennial,

#1 (Lakes), 567

• Grossinger, #13, 525 

• La Tourette, #10, 511

• Patriot Hills, #3, 509

• Willow Creek, #5, 496

Honorable Mention
These holes drew considerable support but fell just short of making the final

18. They are listed in alphabetical order within each category.
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4 T H  A N N U A L

EpicureaGolf.com for information or reservations, or call 610-442-5718.

A N M G A  G O L F  E V E N T  F O R  T H O S E

W H O  L O V E  F I N E  F O O D

December 6 –10, 2018 • Caribbean

Welcome to a culinary adventure at Anguilla’s newest luxury destination The Reef by CuisinArt, part of the

Resorts & Residences by CuisinArt. Spend four nights in the Caribbean with celebrated chefs, savory fresh

foods, inspiring and well-crafted wines, cooking classes and wine tastings, wonderful company and

unsurpassed golf that all blend together to create a vacation experience like no other.

https://epicureagolf.com/
https://epicureagolf.com/


“We love to eat good food, drink great wine and
play a fabulous golf course, so the CuisinArt Resort
was the perfect place for us to relax and unwind!
The resort is beautiful...and the staff is wonderful.”

—Michele Greenfield, WMGA, and Member, 

Glen Oaks Country Club

“This is hands down one of the best culinary events,
bringing together some of the most talented chefs
from around the world. Having the first night dinner
cooked by Master Chef Christophe Muller from the
3 Star Michelin restaurant honoring Paul Bocuse 
was one for the bucket list. Food all four nights was
amazing! The wines from Marchesi Antinori were
stunning, well balanced and beautiful. Bravo to Met
Golfer, CuisinArt Resort and Antinori Wines for the
epic four days in paradise.”

—Chef Scott Pikey, Executive Chef, 

Mayacama Country Club

“Joan and I had a great time on the trip. The food was
fantastic and the other participants were great. We
made a bunch of new friends on this trip and look
forward to joining you for a third trip in the future.”

—Glenn Carlson, PGA Head Professional, 

Torrington Country Club

The Epicurea package, priced for couples or double occupancy, includes:

Seaview Junior Suite accommodations with a complimentary breakfast daily; 

four celebrity-chef prepared dining experiences with wine pairings; 

one complimentary celebrity-chef led cooking class per person;

two rounds of golf per person (non-transferable); 

and semi-private round-trip boat transfers between St. Maarten Airport and Anguilla.

Optional activities (priced per service) include: a CuisinArt sommelier-led wine 

sampling and pairing class, Venus Spa treatments, additional rounds of golf, and more.

Epicurea package price $4,430 per couple.

The Epicurea culinary adventure has limited places available.
Visit EpicureaGolf.com today for details and to register.

Executive Chef Alex Lee
Alpine Country Club

Executive Chef Anthony Rabeni
Vineyard Golf Club

Executive Chef Carolyn Flinn
Canoe Brook Country Club

Executive Chef Kevin Furmanek
The Cliffs at Mountain Park 

https://epicureagolf.com/
https://epicureagolf.com/


(From left) Multiple plugs allow 

for fine-tuning the PXG 0811x driver; 

a technician hand-rolls a Seven Dreamers shaft; Bentley’s 

clubs echo the design of their autos; Honma’s split-groove design

aims to maximize the spring-like effect; Katsuhiro Miura,

company founder, still grinds clubs daily at the Miura factory. 

The makers of ultra-pricey equipment have
upended the traditional U.S. golf marketing

model – and a surge of customers are buying the
sizzle and the steak.  BY JOHN PAUL NEWPORT

FEATURE



First, he bought a down-on-its-luck

country club in Arizona and re-christened

it Scottsdale National. After $250 million 

in improvements, the club now has a full

membership, two well-regarded champi-

onship courses, and a satanically difficult

par-three course.

Next, in 2014, he founded PXG (for 

Parsons Extreme Golf) in large part because

Parsons himself couldn’t find a set of golf

clubs he liked. A persistent 12-handicapper,

he spent hundreds of thousands of dollars

buying, testing, and ditching the finest cus-

tom-fitted clubs and shafts he could find.

“I’ve had a number of people call b.s. on that

claim, but a few years ago my assistant and

I pulled as many receipts as we could find

and stopped counting at $350,000,” he said. 

If those clubs had been priced the way

Parsons prices PXG clubs, he would have

reached that total much faster. PXG sells

irons for up to $500 each and complete sets

of irons, wedges, and woods for $7,000 or

more. Industry insiders scoffed at Parsons’s

strategy. They said golfers would never pay

that kind of money for clubs. But the insiders

were wrong. In three short years, PXG has

turned the top end of the golf equipment

market on its head.

“There was a perception that high-hand-

icap or entry-level players only wanted to

buy low-end products,” said Adam Sheldon,

general manager of the American division

of Honma, a premium Japanese clubmaker

with a growing U.S. presence. “But PXG has

done a nice job of opening the industry’s

eyes to what golfers really want and can use.” 

Most of the appeal of high-end clubs is

the promise that they will significantly

improve performance for average golfers

and those with slow swing speed. That’s new.

Traditionally, the most expensive top-of-

the-line clubs were deemed primarily of

interest to elite and low-handicap players,

and marketed accordingly. 

Just as important is what might be called

the Rolex effect. 

“When you look at the golf population

at country clubs, many members aspire to

the best things they can get in every aspect

of their lives – the watches they buy, the

clothes they wear, the country clubs they

belong to, the cars they show up in,” said

Sheldon of Honma. “Yet the majority are

playing exactly the same golf equipment

that people on the public links are – clubs

they buy at sporting goods stores at a dis-

count. It doesn’t make a lot of sense.”  

Parsons happily acknowledges the aspi-

rational aspect of his products. “People ask

me all the time about the state of the golf

business, and I say I don’t know, because I’m

in the luxury business. I sell to a different

clientele.” PXG doesn’t target specific skill

levels, he said. It targets golfers who want to

pay for quality and luxury. “We sell to anyone

who is in love with the game and successful

enough to be able to afford our clubs. That

goes for beginners, who need a lot of help

with our super game improvement clubs,

and for our Tour pros. They know that 

ob Parsons grew up poor in Baltimore, made a couple

of billion dollars from GoDaddy, the internet domain

and web hosting giant he founded in 1997, and some-

where along the way picked up golf. In 2011, when 

Parsons cashed out of GoDaddy (he remains on the

Board), he cashed into golf.



having a set of PXGs in the bag says some-

thing about them.”

High-end consumer clubs are not new

to the game. Miura, Honma, and Vega have

been forging high-quality irons in Japan

since the 1950s, in some cases for American

and European manufacturers to sell under

their own names. (Forged irons are pounded

into shape as red-hot metal, in contrast to

cast irons, which are made from molten

metal poured into molds.) In the old days,

the only forged models available had tiny

sweet spots that only highly-skilled players

could hit reliably. In the last decade or so,

however, improvements in design, metal-

lurgy, and manufacturing processes have

changed the calculus. 

Expensive clubs for lower-skilled golfers

have long been big sellers in Japan. In part

that’s because golf in Japan is a wealthier,

more elitist sport than in the U.S., and in part

because of cultural reverence for meticulous

hand-craftsmanship. (A video on the Miura

website positions its irons in the Samurai

sword-making tradition.) But super premi-

um clubs for everyday golfers failed to gain

traction in the U.S., where the “pyramid of

influence” marketing model associated top-

of-the-line clubs almost exclusively withtop-

of-the-line players. The model worked by

luring lesser players to the brands that the

Tour pros played, and then selling them

mass-produced clubs that were relatively

inexpensive to make and more appropriate

to the golfers’ skill levels. Typically these

clubs are loaded with game-improving bells

and whistles. Clubmakers make the model

work by introducing  “new and improved”

designs every year, hoping customers will  buy

replacements frequently, especially drivers.

In Japan, by contrast, game-improve-

ment clubs have longer shelf lives and are

actually more expensive to make than Tour-

level clubs of comparable quality. Those

bells and whistles require more steps in the

manufacturing process than one-piece

forged blades do, and the lighter graphite

shafts that high-handicappers benefit from

need higher grade carbon fiber material 

and extra care to fabricate than standard

shafts do if they are to perform consistently –

that is, with less twisting. “Our entry level

product is the Tour World line, which is

comparable to other brands’ top-of-the-

line Tour products,” said Honma’s Sheldon.

Pricing escalates quickly from there for

Honma’s game-improvement lines.

This, more or less, is the model that the

new breed of high-end clubmakers are 

following, with prices further boosted by

the cost of thorough custom fitting and, for

the costliest clubs, fancy splurges like glitzy

paint jobs and jewel-imbedded hosels.

These latter add-ons have nothing to do

with performance but everything to do with

“aspiration.” Most golfers, however, are

primarily looking for clubs that help them

play better, and the clubmakers insist 

that for this purpose their high-cost sticks 

provide good value. 

“You take guys who are plus-1 or plus-2

handicaps, they can hit pretty much any-

thing you put in their hands,” Parsons said.

“But for guys like me, which is most golfers,

great equipment makes the game easier.

And everybody likes easy.”

All the high-end brands stress fitting,

PXG most of all. You won’t find PXG clubs in

any store; they can only be purchased through

620(56(7�+,//6�&28175<�&/8%�_ �%(51$5'69,//(� �1-'211(//<&216758&7,21�&20
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The new high-end clubs are made to improve performance
for average and slow-swing-speed golfers.

https://www.donnellyconstruction.com/


a network of 45 independent U.S. fitters and

a handful of high-end custom fitting chains

like Club Champion and Cool Clubs. The

fitting itself, which can take two hours and

uses the latest swing- and ball-tracking tech-

nology, is included in the price. It’s also an

important part of what Parsons calls “the

delivery experience” for his luxury products. 

Many golfers feel that fittings are wasted

on mediocre players with inconsistent

swings, but that has proved to be a myth. If

anything, high-handicappers benefit the

most from fittings. Their swings may be bad,

but they are bad within surprisingly consis-

tent parameters of badness, unique to each

golfer. The right shaft flex and kick point

and the right slice- or hook-correcting club

head, with the right offset and lie angle, 

can work wonders and do so right away.

“Whether we like it or not, our swings really

do repeat,” said Mike Rossi, vice president

of sales and marketing for Seven Dreamers,

an ultra-premium Japanese shaftmaker. 

Clubs by Miura, Honma, and XXIO 

(the high-end sister brand to Srixon and

Cleveland) are available in select stores and

pro shops, but fitting is still key to making

the premium cost worthwhile. Of those

companies, Miura is least aggressive in its

marketing. Katsuhiro Miura, who founded

the company in the 1950s, still grinds clubs

every day at his forging station at the Miura

factory in Himeji, Japan. Miura, 78, and his

two sons remain firm in their belief that

golfers who need Miura will find Miura.

“Mr. Miura has always emphasized perform-

ance first, selling second,” said Bill Holowaty,

chief operating officer of Miura’s North

American operations. 

Forged clubheads do not necessarily 

perform better than cast clubheads, but the

feel of a well-struck shot with an iron metic-

ulously forged from dense, finely-grained

metal can be an intense pleasure. This forged

feel could help a golfer’s game by increasing

the awareness of center-hit versus off-

center-hit shots. “Playing with non-forged

clubs can come to seem like bowling with

bumpers in the gutter,” Holowaty said. 

Change is afoot at Miura, however. Last

year, the American banking tycoon Howard

Milstein acquired distribution rights to

Miura clubs in most countries outside

Japan, including in the U.S. Milstein, a golf

aficionado, also recently bought Golf Mag-

azine and Golf.com, and since 2007 has

been co-chairman (with Jack) of Nicklaus

Co. Milstein values Miura’s Japanese roots.

Among his first acts was to commission a

15-minute documentary highlighting the

company’s traditions and the Miura family’s

continuing involvement. Even so,  he wants to

broaden the company’s market and expand

its club offerings to golfers of all ability levels.

Honma, now a publicly-owned company,

is ahead of Miura in U.S. retail availability.

Most PGA Superstores, for example, now

carry a generous selection of Honma clubs

and some have in-store Honma boutiques.

Honma’s U.S. sales have doubled in the past

year, thanks to its broad selection of prod-

ucts: 17 distinct iron lines, including five 

for women, aimed at nine different player 

profiles. Most Honma clubs are made in

Japan, but some are outsourced to company-

controlled factories in China. 

Honma’s primary target is moderate

to slow swing-speed players. “The key to

improving performance for seniors and

women is making the club lighter. That

increases the swing speed and helps players

get the ball up in the air,” said Sheldon.

Super-thin titanium faces, expensive to

manufacture, are one path to those lighter

clubs. Lighter grips and shafts are another.

Honma shafts are hand-rolled by master

craftsmen in its own factories, a point of

https://www.visitnj.org/
https://golf.com/


company pride. The higher the “star-rating”

of the club – they go up to five stars – the

greater the seniority and expertise of the

shaft-maker and the higher the grade of the

carbon fiber used.

The high star-rated clubs also have more

dazzle. Top of the line drivers, like the $3,755

Beres S-05 driver that Japan’s Prime Minister

Shinzo Abe gave President-elect Trump in

November 2016, may have clubheads plated

in gold or platinum, with precious gems

imbedded in the ferrules (at the top of the

clubhead’s hosel). Sheldon compares this

species of club to fine watches. “You can buy a

base-level Rolex or one that’s made with gold

and costs $70,000. They both tell time the same,

but there are people out there who aspire to

products that are truly special,” he said. 

XXIO clubs, among the top-selling

brands in Japan for years, arrived in the U.S.

only three years ago. “We’re focused 100%

on moderate swing-speed players,” said

Chuck Thiry, vice president of XXIO USA.

“If you’re 35 years old and swing at 105 miles

per hour, let me point you to our sister

Srixon brand.” The financial rationale for

XXIO’s focus is simple:  aging baby boomers

play the most golf. Thiry cites data from the

National Golf Foundation showing that

golfers in their 50s play on average 19

rounds a year, golfers in their 60s play 37

rounds a year, and golfers in their 70s play

45 rounds a year. Older golfers also tend to

have the most money. 

Thiry believes XXIO can add 10 to 15

yards to the length of any slow swinger’s drives.

“There aren’t many passionate golfers who

will pass up that proposition,” he said. The

faster swing speed that lighter shafts generate

allow golfers to take advantage of game-

improvement technologies that they couldn’t

with heavier shafts. Women and other slow

swingers who currently hit their five-, six-,

and seven-irons about the same distance

will benefit when faster swing speeds open

up useful yardage gaps between those clubs. 

XXIO, which like Honma makes its own

shafts, attaches feather-light grips to its

shafts before installing the clubheads, so that

the club’s balance and swing weight can be

dialed in just so. Its shafts for the slowest

swing players (70 miles per hour or less) can

weigh as little as 42 grams, compared to 65

grams for normal high-quality shafts and

80+ grams for some commodity shafts.

XXIO prices aren’t quite as high as clubs by

Honma or Miura, in part because the com-

pany emphasizes fitting people into club

lines they already make rather than tailor-

making clubs for individuals. About 40 per-

centof XXIO’s sales are to women, compared

to 10-15 percent for most clubmakers.

A handful of independent shaft-making

companies have also recently entered the

high-end club arena. TPT of Switzerland

developed its expertise making carbon fiber

sails for America’s Cup yachts and Formula

One racing components. Its craftsmen use

smaller than typical pieces of fiber on shafts,

giving them more control over consistency.

The company says the extra precision also

ensures that the shaft you get will perform

exactly like the test shaft you were fitted with.

TPT recently reduced its price for driver

shafts from $700 to $499. 

Seven Dreamers of Japan started its shaft

division by reverse engineering drivers: for

each top-of-the-line driver head on the 

market, the company created a unique shaft

to take advantage of that clubhead’s unique

properties. Then it started individualizing

shafts for each golfer-clubhead combina-

tion, which required in-person fittings at

one of the company’s two studios in Tokyo.

The cost: $2,500 per shaft. Seven Dreamer

shafts, cured under high pressure in an auto-

clave, are now available without studio visits,

starting at $1,200 each. 

“Ideally you want to play the lightest

shaft you can control,” said Seven Dreamers’

Mike Rossi. Lower-quality shafts that are

too light and flexible for your swing speed

can produce wild results, but precisely-

made shafts using top-grade fiber will

torque less and thus be more consistent.

Both TPT and Seven Dreamers shafts are

available in the U.S. through select fitters. 

The super-rich, for whom the cost of

golf equipment means nothing, might con-

sider clubs from Bentley, the luxe motorcar

company. It recently expanded into the golf

business after internal research revealed

that golf was the favorite hobby of 80% of

its car customers. Teaming up with Profes-

sional Golf Europe, the England-based

company that acquired the esteemed 50-

year-old Japanese clubmaker Vega several

years ago, Bentley produces the type of clubs

that Auric Goldfinger, the James Bond 

villain, might have played. The design of the

forged iron heads mimics the distinctive

rear-fender swoop of Bentley coupes. They

can be customized to a tee – including, at

the highest end, with jewels, your name or

logo stamped into the iron heads, and

leather grips that match the interior leather

of your Bentley. The irons start at $3,000 a

set, with a complete 14-club set including

all the bells and whistles going for as much

as $25,000. 

No mainstream U.S. manufacturer is 

trying to compete with that level of opu-

lence, but some are beginning to offer 

ultra-premium clubs. Titleist’s C16 irons

($2,700 for a set of eight) and Callaway’s

premium Epic irons (from $2,000) are

among the first to reach the market. “It’s

important for us to provide great options

for every player type, and to be an industry

leader for every segment of the category,”

said Dave Neville, Callaway’s senior brand

and product irons director. 

Time will tell whether the new super-

expensive clubs pose a risk for the mainstream

clubmakers’ traditional sales model. But if

they do, it’s a fair bet that the industry will

adapt. After all, who would willingly walk

away from a market where high prices are a

selling point and a mark of distinction?  ■
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A workstation at Honma’s factory reflects the hand-craftsmanship that goes into its 

high-end clubs.
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PR IMLAND RESOR T
THE PR O ’S  CHOI C E

PGA Members stay and play for free with group visits. Visit 
Primland.com/MetGolfer to book your group getaway.

BOOK YOUR GETAWAY    |    276-222-3827

The Highland Course 
at Primland Resort 
places you at the top 
of a mountain, three 
thousand feet high, with 
nothing but jaw-dropping 
scenery and surprising 
terrain—every shot is an 
adventure.”

– JAY HAAS
Primland Resort Ambassador

and PGA TOUR Champions player

“

https://primland.com/activities/golf/
http://Primland.com/MetGolfer
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63rd Ike MGA Stroke Play
Championship Presented
by Callaway
Meadow Brook Club, Jericho, N.Y.

Monday – Tuesday, June 25-26, 2018

A birdie-birdie finish to a bogey-free final nine

propelled Michael Graboyes of Watchung Valley to

the Ike title, his first victory in a MGA major. Bogeys

on Nos. 8 and 9 in the final round left the recent Cornell

graduate five shots off Chris Gotterup’s lead, but the four

time All-Ivy League honoree used lessons learned during his

collegiate career to remain poised down the stretch. “I sort

of told myself to buckle down, take advantage of some

opportunities, and that’s what happened,” said Graboyes,

who had his older brother Luke on the bag – a tandem that

captured the Ike Team Championship last year at Century.

Graboyes birdied the par-five 10th, then registered six

consecutive pars on holes 11-16 for the third straight round

before his clutch finish. Shooting 69-70 the final day

allowed Graboyes to complete the impressive come-from-

behind victory and end the championship as the only player

under par after 54 holes on the newly renovated,

impeccably conditioned Meadow Brook layout. Gotterup

wound up two strokes back at one over par.

Sealing
the Deal
Michael Graboyes finished his final-nine
charge at the Ike in style, leading a stellar
list of winners in the first part of our 
championship season.       BY TIM HARTIN

CHAMPIONSHIP RECAP

G
olf is unpredictable. Whatever the expecta-

tions were at the start of the round,

in the end it comes down to how

you handled the unexpected.

The early championship season

provided plenty of thrills, with come-from-

behind wins, wire-to-wire victories, and break-

through champions.

Quick Facts:

Field and Format: 134 players, 54 holes of stroke play

First-round leader: Sam Bernstein, Century (68)

Second-round leader: Chris Gotterup, Rumson (69-69, 138)

Winning performance: Five shots off the first-round pace, Graboyes set a personal goal 

to shoot 2-under 140 the final day of the championship. His rounds of 69-70 were two

strokes better than the next lowest total and 14 better than the field average of 153.

In the champion’s words: “I was just trying to hit the best shot possible on every shot … 

You don’t have control over anyone else, you just have to play the best you individually can.”
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Quick Facts:

Field and Format: 168 players,

36 holes of stroke play

First-round leader: Ned Zachar,

GlenArbor (70)

Winning performance: Starting

his round on the 10th hole,

Kugler rolled in birdies on

Nos. 7 and 9 to clinch the

season-opening

championship.

In the champion’s words:

“I barely made the cut

yesterday and today was

very good. I finished

birdie-par-birdie, so I had

no idea where the leaders

stood. I assumed it was a

respectable round, but I had

no idea.”

101st Met Junior
Championship 
Sponsored by MetLife
Siwanoy Country Club, Bronxville, N.Y.

Tuesday – Thursday, July 17-19, 2018

The nation’s oldest junior championship ushered in

its second century at historic Siwanoy Country Club,

where Jack Boatwright of Fairfield, Conn., trailed

for only six holes during his four matches. On the

final day Boatwright—the grandson of past USGA

executive director P.J. Boatwright, 

Jr.—bested James Pak of Palisades Park, N.J., 5-

and-4 in the semifinals before

defeating Will Celiberti of

Ridgewood, N.J., 2-and-1 in the

championship match. Three up

through 14 in the final, Boatwright

hit a wayward drive on the par-four

15th that wound up next to a net

post on the club’s tennis courts; he

played it as it lay (inset) and

salvaged bogey for an important

half. Celiberti claimed the next

hole, but when they halved the

17th, that was enough for the

victory that etched Boatwright’s

name on the Mandeville Trophy.

91st MGA Senior
Amateur
Championship
Old Oaks Country Club, Purchase, N.Y.

Monday – Tuesday, May 7-8, 2018

Adam Kugler of Alpine began the final round

eight shots back following an opening 78, but

an even-par 70 lifted the 60-year-old to the top

of the leaderboard at day’s end. Kugler—just

the second player to have won

both the MGA Senior

Amateur and Callaway

MGA Senior Open—

tallied two birdies and

two bogeys on a

challenging final day

where the field average

stood at nearly 79.

Quick Facts:

Field and Format: : 67 players, 18 holes*

of on-site stroke play to determine 16

qualifiers for match play.

Turning Point: In the finals, with tees

forward and the par-four 9th playing just

under 300 yards, Boatwright smashed a

pin-seeking drive that finished just six

feet from the hole. He converted for

eagle to take a 3-up lead.

*shortened due to weather

https://www.mgagolf.org/
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71st MGA Public
Links Championship
Griffith E. Harris Golf Course, 

Greenwich, Conn.

Wednesday, June 13, 2017

After finishing in the top four each of the

past three years, Jonathan Jeter of Nassau

Players Club broke through in record

fashion at the 2018 Public Links.

There were only two rounds

under par during the

championship, and

they both belonged to

Jeter: His 68-70—138

was good enough for 

a record nine-shot

victory in the nation’s

oldest public links

championship.

Quick Facts:

Field and Format: 61 players, 

36 holes of stroke play

First-round leader: Jonathan

Jeter, Nassau (68) 

Turning point: Jeter’s runaway

victory can be credited to his

play on holes 6-12, a span he

played in 8-under-par for the

two rounds.

In the champion’s words:

“We have a lot of great

events around, but this one

holds a special place in my

heart as a public golfer, so it

means a whole lot to win it.”

Quick Facts:

Field and Format:

59 players, 18 holes

of stroke play

Winning performance:

A closing birdie on

the par-four 18th

served as the

punctuation mark

for Kim’s victory.

17th WMGA/MGA
Women’s Met Amateur
Saint Andrew’s Golf Club, Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y.

Monday, June 11, 2018

For the second time in three years, Ina Kim of

Deepdale captured the WMGA/MGA Women’s Met

Amateur. Consecutive birdies on the fifth and sixth

holes highlighted Kim’s round as she tallied a 1-over

71 en route to a two-shot victory over Anina Ku of

New Jersey National.

https://www.mgagolf.org/


Shared among the owners of just 354 homes, Balsam Mountain Preserve isn’t your 

typical private community. It’s a 4,400-acre family-friendly paradise that’s also home 

to one of the most stunning Arnold Palmer Signature Golf courses in the country. 

With scenery that changes at every turn and breathtaking long-range views, Balsam 

Mountain Preserve sets the standard for mountain golf—and mountain living. 

Less than 40 Minutes from Asheville, NC

We Set t e Standard for

Mountain Golf

Ex erienceBalsam.com | 828-479-0282

Ex erience fall in t e mountains. 
Sc edul rivate tour.

https://www.balsammountainpreserve.com/visit/
http://EXPerienceBalsam.com


Long Island Open
Championship
Presented by Stifel

Nassau Country Club, Glen Cove, N.Y.

Tuesday – Thursday, June 5-7, 2018

As a Nassau Invitational champion from his amateur

days, Andrew Svoboda of Engineers entered the

Long Island Open with great memories at the

host club. The 38-year-old left with even more

memories, plus the $9,000 winner’s check. He

opened with a bogey-free 64, six under par; a

71 in the second round brought Svoboda back

to the field, but the three-time Web.com Tour

winner fired another blemish-free 64 in the

final round for a six-shot win. Jay Card III

of Gardiner’s Bay claimed low amateur

honors, posting rounds of 71-69-70.

96th Westchester Open 
Championship Presented by Callaway

Sunningdale Country Club, Scarsdale, N.Y.

Monday – Tuesday, July 9-10, 2018

After opening with a course-record 7-under 63 at Sunningdale, 21-year-old

amateur Cameron Young never looked back, following with rounds of

70-65 for a 12-under 198 total and a wire-to-wire win.

Young’s length proved key as he took advantage of 

several short par fours, and he showed that any low

number—like his 7-under 29 on the opening nine 

of the final round—is possible when his putter gets

rolling as well. Fresh off an All-ACC and honorable

mention All-American junior campaign at Wake Forest,

Young became the seventh amateur winner in the

event’s history. Former champion David Pastore of

Fairview, an amateur when he won in 2012, finished as

the only player with three scores in the 60s (67-69-69) to

claim low professional honors and earn the $7,200 top prize.
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Long Island Amateur Championship 
Presented by Sterling National Bank

Wheatley Hills Country Club, East Williston, N.Y.

Tuesday – Friday, June 19-22, 2018

Colby Anderson of Nassau closed out a 

marathon week in the Long Island Amateur 

by holding off Jonathan Farber of Tam O’Shanter, 

1-up, in the 36-hole championship match. After 18 

holes of on-site qualifying to begin the championship, 

Anderson went the distance in all five rounds of match 

play – even taking 19 holes to outlast Carter Prince in the 

quarterfinal. In the final, Anderson won holes 25-27 to take 

a 3-up advantage, only to see Farber chip away and square 

the match heading to the 36th hole. But Anderson rose to the 

occasion once again, firing a shot from the left rough to just short 

of the green and getting up-and-down for par to win the title.

https://Web.com/
https://www.mgagolf.org/


Refreshment Delivered Every Round
Selecting the right club can make or break your day, but you can’t go wrong with

refreshment delivered straight to your door from ReadyRefreshSM by Nestlé®.

*Introductory offer good for new customers only, upon credit approval. Cannot be combined with other offers. New customers who sign up for home delivery service under this offer will receive a one-time account credit equal to 50% of their 
fi rst order (excluding taxes, deposits, and fees) toward their fi rst invoice and will not be charged a delivery fee/fuel surcharge on their fi rst delivery. Maximum account credit is $50. Account credit cannot be redeemed for cash. Customer 
must purchase a minimum of $20.00 of beverages. New customers do not include any customers who have had a delivery through one of Nestlé Waters North America’s regional bottled water brand delivery services in the past twelve 
months. Discount does not apply to applicable bottle deposit, sales tax, the purchase of accessories or the purchase or rental of dispenser equipment. If, as part of your plan, you receive free use of a dispenser, the dispenser will be free 
for the fi rst 12 months, after which you will be charged the then current standard rental fee. If dispenser shown is not available, substitute of equal value may be provided. LIMIT: One (1) account credit per customer account. Account
and/or bottle deposits, activation fees, and certain restrictions apply. Plans and pricing subject to change at any time. Service available in most areas. Offer expires 12/31/16. ©2016 Nestlé Waters North America Inc.              NWNA14955_24

Save up to $50, plus free delivery
on your first order from ReadyRefreshSM.*

Visit ReadyRefresh.com or call (866) 813-4939 to order.

https://www.readyrefresh.com/
http://ReadyRefresh.com
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26th MGA Senior Net Four-Ball
Championship
Knickerbocker Country Club, Tenafly, N.J.

Thursday, May 24, 2018

A trio of net eagles on par fives propelled John Egitto of

Beekman and MGA eClub – Wch/Ct member Glenn Malone to a

stellar net score of 10-under 62 and top honors. The duo needed

every stroke, narrowly edging five teams that posted 9-under 63s.

Mark Stankewicz of Neshanic Valley and Bob Duenskie of Bowling

Green earned low gross honors with a 3-under 69.

99th Westchester 
Amateur Championship
Brooklawn Country Club, 

Fairfield, Conn.

Tuesday – Thursday, June 5-7, 2018

A 2-and-1 victory in the 36-hole championship match

sealed a successful title defense for Christian Cavaliere

of Mahopac, who became the first player since Greg Rohlf

(1997-99) to win the event in consecutive years. After

breezing through his quarterfinal and semifinal matches

with 5-and-4 victories, Cavaliere faced second-seeded

Gray Barnes of Centennial in the final. Barnes grabbed a 

2-up lead through four holes, but Cavaliere quickly turned

the match around by winning five of the next seven holes –

three coming with birdies. Wedge play proved key for

Cavaliere, who knocked several approaches to within tap-in

range to take control of the match.

21st WMGA/MGA Women’s Public
Links Championship
Bethpage State Park (Green), Farmingdale, N.Y.

Thursday, July 12, 2018

A birdie on the par-four finisher led MGA eClub – NYC member

Nabila Inak to a 1-over 72 and a one-shot victory over Nicolette

Dilluvio of The First Tee at Eisenhower Park. Inak, a winner in the

Long Island Women’s Amateur Stroke Play held on Bethpage’s

Red Course earlier the same week, carded a trio of birdies en

route to victory.

https://www.mgagolf.org/


Nobody Does Fall Golf 
Like The Golf Island
Manicured Course Conditions, Great Package Rates & Perfect Fall Weather

HiltonHeadGolfIsland.com

HILTON HEAD ISLAND

;OL�7LYMLJ[�:[H`��7SH`�.VSM�7HJRHNL�ₔ�����<UMVYNL[[HISL�*V\YZLZ

S O U T H  C A R O L I N A

Photo Courtesy of The Sea Pines Resort/Rob Tipton

https://www.hiltonheadisland.org/golf
https://www.hiltonheadisland.org/golf/
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Coeur d'Alene

Pine Needles

TRAVEL

EVER
GREENS

pamper and please, even if the buzz has

found another target. They are places that hide

in plain sight, locations we hardly think of at all

because they seem so familiar.

In golf, a game with values and virtues that have

stood the test of time, the new and the not-so-new

stand side by side. The best of what’s new learn from

the best of what came before – but those that came

before have also learned and adapted while retaining their

classic character. On the pages that follow, we train the spot-

light on some of the North American destinations that

deserve your attention because they know what to do with it.

Great golf, great accommodations, great food, great activities:

these evergreen destinations are as good as they ever were, and

maybe even better. Go.

— Jeff Neuman

E
verybody loves the new, the fresh, the hot resorts
and destinations that get all the buzz. In the
June/July issue, The Met Golfer looked at some of the
latest that are well worth a visit. But since when in golf
has “new” been the be-all and end-all?

Great golf destinations that hide in
plain sight and never go out of style

The pantheon of world golf destinations

contains names we know as well as our own: 

St. Andrews.  Pebble Beach.  Pinehurst.  The

Greenbrier. One of these celebrates its centen-

nial next year; one dates back to the late 19th

century, another was established in the 1700s,

and the other is so old that its New Course is

older than any of the golf courses at the others.

(Bandon Dunes most likely needs only time to

join the foursome.) 

But Mount Rushmore only has room for a

few of the many classic destinations that have

welcomed travelers and provided a heady mix

of luxury accommodations and outstanding

golf for years or decades. Each was the hot new

thing once, too; none has lost its ability to 

Sea Island Resort

https://www.mgagolf.org/


WWW.MGAGOLF.ORG THE MET Mauna Kea

Whistling Straits

Mackinac Island

French Lick

https://www.mgagolf.org/
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The term Southern hospitality may not

have originated at Sea Island Resort,

but it surely is perfected there.

Maybe it’s being greeted by the ageless

avenue of oaks dripping with moss that

stand sentinel at the entranceway, or a

bagpiper playing at sunset, or the choco-

late-chip cookies and milk delivered to

your room before bed, or seeing residents

riding around town on beachcombers that

make it seem like time moves at a slower

pace. It feels like you’re transported back

in time when you step on the property.

Located midway between Jacksonville,

Fla., and Savannah, Ga., Sea Island is served

by four area airports. Every time I’ve visited

Saint Simons Island on the Golden Isles,

this picturesque corner of southern 

Georgia, I understand why a growing con-

tingent of PGA Tour pros – ranging from

Zach Johnson to Matt Kuchar to native son

Davis Love III, the don of “the Sea Island

Mafia” as they’re collectively known –

have decided to drop anchor here.

In 1978, Love’s father, renowned

instructor Davis Jr., was given a blank slate

to start an instructional school anywhere

in the country he wanted. He chose Sea

Island, and Love has called this place home

ever since.

The resort is a golfer’s playground, where

you can get world-class instruction, expert

club fitting, and Tour-caliber fitness training

while staying in a setting reminiscent of an

English country manor, including personal-

ized butler service. And then there’s the

golf facilities. As Charles Howell III put it, if

there’s a prettier view from a driving range

than Sea Island’s, which is set along the

Intracoastal Waterway, he hasn’t seen it. 

The resort is home to three courses –

Seaside, Plantation, and Retreat – with the

first two playing host to the PGA Tour’s

RSM Classic. Originally completed in 1929

by Harry Colt and Charles Alison (Walter

Travis was the first designer but died before

the full layout was finished), Seaside was

redesigned in 1999 by Tom Fazio. It is a

links-style layout with old-school baskets

instead of flags, adding a little mystery at

a course where wind is the chief defense.

With 15 holes flanked by marsh, water, and

ocean views, Seaside challenges golfers

from tee to approach. The par 4s are formi-

dable, especially Nos. 4 and 5 on the front

side and Nos. 13 and 14 on the back, which

in the grand tradition of the Golden Age of

Architecture make great use of illusion and

require shaping it both ways. In December,

as soon as the RSM Classic concludes, Love

and his brother, Mark, will be leading a

complete re-do of The Plantation Course;

the Retreat Course, which the Loves re-

designed in 2001, is the members’ favorite

according to Sea Island’s director of golf,

Brannen Veal. So go for the golf, but know

that no visit would be complete without a

pit stop at nearby Southern Soul BBQ,

where the Brunswick Stew and the brisket

are not to be missed. Chances are, you’ll

run into a member of the Sea Island Mafia.

— Adam Schupak

SEA ISLAND RESORT,
Sea Island and St. Simons Island, Ga.

https://www.mgagolf.org/
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W
histling Straits can hardly be called

“under the radar,” not after three PGA

Championships and a U.S. Senior Open in 

fifteen years and a Ryder Cup coming in 2020.

But there’s more to this resort and community

along the shores of Lake Michigan than Pete

and Alice Dye’s dune-strewn Irish dream (and

Dustin Johnson’s bunker nightmare).

Seventy-two holes of championship golf

await the visitor, all arising from the Dyes’ 

fertile imagination. Blackwolf Run, located

inland about ten miles south of Whistling Straits,

was the site of one of the most significant golf

championships ever held: the 1998 U.S. Women’s

Open, won by Se Ri Pak, that triggered a tidal

wave of interest in women’s golf in Asia in 

general and South Korea in particular.  The

Open layout in ’98 and again in 2012 used the

back nine of the Meadow Valleys course and 

1-4 and 14-18 from the River course (this was

the original Blackwolf Run configuration

before its 18 holes were expanded to 36). The

River course is particularly challenging, with

notable elevation changes and the namesake

hazard meandering throughout.  Meadow 

Valleys is more open, and a bit less relentless a

test of golf.

In addition to the Straits course, the

Whistling Straits clubhouse also serves the

Irish, an inland companion that operates on

slightly higher ground than its sexier sister.  Its

character comes from the dunes and grasslands

through which the holes are routed; the coastal

ridge is in view on the back nine, but the course

doesn’t tiptoe along it as the Straits does. Like

the Straits, it’s a walking course (caddies are

not required as they are on the Straits, but

they’re very helpful since the walk is hilly).

All four are open to the public whether or

not you stay at Kohler’s luxurious hotel, The

American Club.  But after a day spent in hand-

to-hand combat with Dye’s contours and 

hazards, whether 18 or 36, you’ll deserve a little

pampering. The American Club’s staff could

not be more friendly and welcoming; the near-

by Waters Spa offers  a variety of beauty 

treatments and massage services including one

specifically designed for a golfer’s aches. The

guest rooms bear the names of people from 

all fields and concentrations who have had a

positive impact on American life:  scientists,

explorers, musicians, writers, inventors, states-

men and -women. And the dining options at

the hotel are varied and splendid, including the

lively and buddy-trip-friendly pub The Horse

& Plow, the Wisconsin Room that features a

seafood buffet on Friday nights, and the fine-

dining Immigrant Restaurant.

The American Club, which began as lodging

for immigrant workers employed by the Kohler

Company, turns 100 this year; Blackwolf Run

has been challenging golfers for thirty years,

Whistling Straits for twenty. Milwaukee’s airport

is an hour away, the recent U.S. Open test Erin

Hills an hour and a quarter southwest, and the

new Wisconsin destination Sand Valley is about

two and a half hours due west.  No golfing visitor

should consider coming to this part of the world

without experiencing Herb Kohler’s little piece

of links and parkland paradise.

— Jeff Neuman

WHISTLING STRAITS/
BLACKWOLF RUN, Kohler, Wis.

https://www.mgagolf.org/
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I
f you’re a fan of Pinehurst No. 2 and the ball-

repelling properties of greens designed by

architect Donald Ross, a stop at the Mid Pines Inn

and Golf Club in Southern Pines, N.C., is a must.

Mid Pines and its sister course, Pine Needles,

feature Ross’s signature false-front greens; some

have false sides, too. In fact, entire quadrants of

some of Mid Pines’s greens can send approach

shots trickling off the putting surface and into a

very ticklish spot.

When Mid Pines opened in 1921, reviewers

rated it more highly than Pinehurst No. 2 thanks

to its elevation changes, expansive views, and

deep bunkers. Today, players consider Mid Pines a

fun, less expensive cousin of the nearby three-

time U.S. Open site.

In 2012 Mid Pines was restored to Ross’s origi-

nal vision by Kyle Franz, an architect and course

shaper who worked on the Coore-Crenshaw 

renovation of Pinehurst No. 2. Franz removed

400 trees that had crowded fairways. Turfed rough

was replaced with sand and wire grass and bunker

walls were steepened.

In expanding the putting surface edges to

recover lost pin positions, Franz found that Ross’s

original green contouring remained intact and so

he left it alone.  “The concept of those greens is

every bit as innovative and thoughtful as the

greens on Pinehurst No. 2,” Franz told Golfweek

interviewer Alex Miceli in 2013. “It’s a great put-

ting golf course. All the thought required on No. 2

of where to run the ball on, where to miss it,

where to not miss, it’s all there at Mid Pines.

You’ve got a complete unvarnished set of Ross

greens, hardly tinkered with.”

Pine Needles, Mid Pines’s sister course across

the street, was designed by Ross in 1927 and after

the success of the Mid Pines restoration (the 

previously unrated course vaulted to No. 77 on

Golfweek ’s list of the top 100 classic courses) it

selected Scottsdale architect John Fought to do

similar work. The renovation was completed in

2017, and Pine Needles will host the U.S.

Women’s Senior Open in 2019 and the U.S.

Women’s Open in 2022. Pine Needles had previ-

ously hosted the U.S. Women’s Open in 1996,

2001 and 2007. 

The resort’s prominent role in women’s cham-

pionship golf is fitting considering both Mid

Pines and Pine Needles were owned by the late

Peggy Kirk Bell – a top amateur, a pioneer in

women’s instruction, and a charter member of

the LPGA. The Pine Needles resort continues a

tradition started by Bell and her husband Warren

Bell of offering “golfaris” – i.e., golf schools for

women, taught by women.

Besides the chance to play two true Donald

Ross designs, perhaps the greatest attraction of

the stay-and-play packages offered by the quirky

Mid Pines Inn or the chalet-style Pine Needles

Lodge is that you can enjoy a getaway to the 

Carolina Sandhills at something closer to Myrtle

Beach prices.  Most packages include some meals,

which could save you enough to take a caddie or

forecaddie – they’re available at both courses.

—Dan Vukelich

MID PINES/PINE NEEDLES,
Southern Pines, N.C.

https://www.mgagolf.org/


THEABACOCLUB.COM | 1-242-367-0077

The Abaco Club on Winding Bay makes beautiful use of its 
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yourself hitting an approach shot to the 5th green from it. 

Later, it can become your destination for swimming, sailing, 

snorkeling, or a host of other water sports.

The stunning beach and the #1-ranked Scottish-style links 

course are just a couple of the reasons the club is home to 

2011 British Open champion Darren Clarke and why it plays 

host to the Web.com Tour’s Bahamas Great Abaco Classic.

This is a club where everything—from the accommodations 

DQG� ´QH� GLQLQJ� WR� WKH� ´VKLQJ� DQG� %DKDPLDQ�VW\OH� VSD©LV�

truly world-class.  Visit our website and plan your escape to 

The Abaco Club today. A luxurious getaway is guaranteed—

in or out of the water.

SOME WATER HAZARDS 
ARE MORE FUN THAN 

OTHERS.

GOLF  ·  BEACH  ·  SPA  ·  TROPICAL ESCAPES  ·  CLUB MEMBERSHIPS   ·  OCEANVIEW  RENTALS

https://theabacoclub.com/
http://THEABACOCLUB.COM
https://Web.com/
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In the glistening waters of northwestern

Lake Huron, between Michigan’s upper

and lower peninsulas, sits Mackinac Island.

The slower pace of this historic destina-

tion is captured by the clip-clop of draft

horses pulling trams loaded with cargo

and tourists, filling the void created with

the century-old ban on automobiles. 

Approaching the island one can see the

iconic Grand Hotel, which was featured so

prominently in the movie “Somewhere In

Time.” As part of its diverse and family-ori-

ented roster of activities, the resort offers

two nine-hole courses: The Grand nine is

next to the hotel, and is relatively short

and walkable; the second nine, called

Woods, is cut out of the hardwoods and

tall White Pines that dominate the region. 

The Grand nine is home to arguably the

hardest par three in the state. Perched

atop a tree-enclosed bluff offering 

dramatic views of the island’s harbor and

Lake Huron, the seventh hole plays 245

yards downhill to a peninsula green guard-

ed by bunkers and buffeted by shifting

winds off the Straits of Mackinac. 

The two nines comprise the Jewel,

which has the singular distinction of being

the only course in the country with a

horse-drawn carriage ride between nines –

they’re 1 ¼ miles apart. The ride between

the Jewel’s nines is just part of what makes

Mackinac Island (pronounced Mack-i-naw)

one of golf’s unique experiences.

Despite its compact size – just 3.8 square

miles – the island boasts a third nine-hole

course: Wawashkamo Golf Club, a 2,999-

yard layout on the site of an ill-fated Amer-

ican attack on British troops during the

War of 1812.  The course is another testa-

ment to Mackinac’s running theme of days

gone by: Little has changed since

Carnoustie native Alex Smith was brought

to the island in the late 1890’s to build this

golf course for summer cottagers. 

Smith, who would go on to win two U.S.

Opens and four Met Opens, stayed true to

his Scottish heritage with the design. Most

of the holes play straight, save for the dog-

leg last; Lilliputian greens and tees are the

norm, a nod to the day when push mowers

were the tools of the trade. There are a few

oddities as well: Chocolate drops dot a

couple of fairways, and a Circus Ring – a 12-

18” ridge covered in wild grass and heather,

possibly the strangest obstacle you’ll ever

see on a course – surrounds the third green.

While today’s equipment may give

golfers a decided edge, there is the option

of renting hickories and, if inventory allows,

purchasing gutta-percha balls for a true

step back in time on this historic course.

“Historic” and “step back in time” 

precisely describe the appeal of Mackinac

Island.  The Grand Hotel is one of the only

establishments left in America where a

gentleman is required to wear a jacket

and tie for dinner every night; in the

evenings there’s a band, and dancing. It’s

like vacationing in a slower, quieter, more

gracious time.

—Craig Brass

THE GRAND HOTEL, Mackinac Island, Michigan

MAUNA KEA BEACH HOTEL, Waimea, Hi.

A
rightful golf bucket list destination
now, Hawaii was not always able to

stake such a claim, especially when it came
to those islands not named Oahu. While
Kauai sported a couple of nine-holers in
the early 20th century and Maui’s Kaana-
pali appeared in 1962, the most important
date of record is December 1964, when
Mauna Kea Golf Course came to life, fol-
lowed months later by the chic-ageless
resort hotel perched above one of those
perfect tropical beaches.

Situated along Hawaii Island’s sere, 
lava-cloaked North Kohala shoreline,
Mauna Kea was a groundbreaker for big-
name high-end destination golf way out in

the sticks, and utilized some now-standard
practices. 

“The biggest thing in my mind is Mauna
Kea proved that neighbor island golf in
Hawaii was feasible,” says announcer and
Maui resident Mark Rolfing. “No one knew
at the time if it was feasible. The second
thing, what [designer Robert Trent] Jones
did was to create the template for any
course built on lava. Those techniques [of
crushing the lava as a substrate]are still in
use today.”

Mauna Kea is the birthplace of another
island golf paradigm, the heroic par 3 over
the waves, in this case the 250+-yard third.
One of the most photographed holes on

earth, it begs to be played from the deepest
tee, even if that means moving to the for-
ward edge and so what if the markers
aren’t proper or even there. The par 3s col-
lectively are the best on the islands,
“maybe by far,” adds Rolfing.

And then there are the extraordinary
views, unsullied after 50-plus years, encoun-
tered as the layout climbs and plunges just
the right amount for a shoreline course
that has never had to play second fiddle to
real estate.

Don’t just take it from us, trust the local
guy on TV: “Mauna Kea is iconic.”

— Ken Van Vechten

https://www.mgagolf.org/


A paid GOLFWORKS internship at a golf facility can open up a world of opportunities. 
Summer income, teamwork, new challenges and on the job responsibilities are just the 
start. Surrounded by the values and traditions unique to golf, student interns gain work 
experience and learning opportunities that can be life-changing.

At a time when jobs for teens is limited, GOLFWORKS delivers a rewarding summer for 
hundreds of Met Area youth. And since the program can span three seasons, the learning 
curve for job skills and people skills is multiplied.

�ank you to the many MGA Member Clubs that have embraced this innovative program 
and its many bene�ts over the last twenty-four years.

golfworks enhances the future

Founding Partner

Established in 1994 with 12 interns at 6 clubs, 
the program has achieved steady growth and 
delivered 277 interns in 2017.

�anks to your support, the average summer 
salary for a student intern is just over $2,200.
More than 3,500 students have bene�ted from 
this program since its inception and taken the 
next step in their education.

GOLFWORKS jobs can help deliver the work 
experience needed to apply for local caddie 
scholarship funds in the Met Area. 

MetLife has proudly supported the MGA for 
over 30 years and is recognized as the Founding 
Partner of GOLFWORKS. 

The big picture!

■

■

■

■

https://www.mgagolf.org/foundation/golfworks
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1 855 617 5701 carrgolf.comenquiries@carrgolf.com

LINKS ESCAPE
LIVE ON THE EDGE WITH A

Awarded Golf Digest’s Editors’ Choice for Best Tour Operator

(2016, 2017, 2018)

COEUR D’ALENE RESORT, Coeur d’Alene, Idaho

T
he signature hole. Where would

golf, or more correctly golf 

fantasies, be without it? Whimsical,

inspired, or in some cases just plain silly,

golfers love the signature hole. My bud-

dies get antsy when I take them on verbal

walkabout through the overall routing

of TPC Sawgrass’s Stadium Course.

Carry on for 38 minutes about #17?

Attention assured.

So what of a floating green, with a jaun-

ty little launch taking players across the

lake and back? Postcard of postcards.

Is it fair that Coeur d’Alene Resort

Golf Course in Idaho’s watery and

mountainous Panhandle leaps off the

pages for its par-3 14th?  You know, the

bulkheaded logboom of a floatation

device that’s grassed, treed, trapped, and

flowered, the playing distance of which is

adjusted by a set of underwater cables.

Hey, acclaim is acclaim, and when it

brings folks in they learn that there’s

more to this story than its one most

famous line. 

“The floating green is awesome,” says

University of Idaho men’s basketball

coach Don Verlin. “But in the big picture,

it’s the views of the lake and the moun-

tains, the first-class service, the condi-

tioning. Being at Coeur d’Alene is an

experience, not just a golf experience.”

The course traipses through sentinel

conifers between two four-packs of lake

and ridge holes, where the views range

from stellar to stupendous. At 6,800

yards, Coeur d’Alene isn’t modern-era

long. As might be expected with talk of

boats and tall timber and elevation, 

control is key. Verlin cites both the wedge

par-3 fifth with its sand-shrouded three-

node clover of a green, and the reachable-

for-some par-4 thirteenth with two leaps

of the lake, as places where a tempting

number on the card should not trump

“sound decision-making.”

But what’s really cool is that he’s a

local, yet he still ends up sounding like

the rest of us: “Fourteen. How can 14 not

be one of your favorite holes anywhere?”

—Ken Van Vechten

http://www.carrgolf.com/
https://www.mgagolf.org/
http://carrgolf.com
mailto:enquiries@carrgolf.com
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Deep in southern Indiana, in a town

named for its early French settlers

and springs and salt licks nearby, the

French Lick Springs Hotel was built in 1845

as a health resort touting the power of

those mineral-infused waters. A hundred

and seventy years later, the grandeur of

the hotel, its marble and filigree lobby,

and its very-old-world atmosphere are still

welcoming travelers to this ornate oasis.

The French Lick Resort – which

encompasses that hotel and the nearby

West Baden Springs Hotel, famous for its

mammoth 200-foot atrium dome – has

63 holes of golf at its disposal.  A family-

friendly nine is adapted from Tom Ben-

delow’s 1907 design at the French Lick

Springs Hotel, and the Tim Liddy layout

Sultan’s Run is a half hour away, but the

main golf attractions are a pair of cours-

es that offer contrasting visions of what

the game should be: the Donald Ross

Course, laid out by the master in 1917,

and the Pete Dye Course, built in 2008.

The Ross Course, which hosted the

1924 PGA Championship and the 1959

and 1960 LPGA Championships (when it

was known as the Hill Course), has some

of Ross’s most heavily contoured greens.

The Resort worked with architect Lee

Schmidt and the Donald Ross Society to

restore the course in 2006, bringing back

Ross’s bunkering scheme that had long

been lost.  The result is a strategic layout

that requires thinking as well as power.  

The Dye Course is a modernist vision

with 40-mile views over Hoosier National

Forest. Dye emptied his playbook on

this layout: cavernous pits, ribbons of

fairway along high ridges, a split-fairway

double-dogleg uphill par-5, stratospheric

tees, volcano bunkers, steep falloffs from

greens and fairways... and if all that

weren’t enough to test your game 

and your endurance, the course from

the championship tees stretches to a

prodigious 8,102 yards. Difficult, yes –

but also stunningly beautiful, both in

the landforms of the course itself and 

in its perspective on the surrounding

countryside.  

Both golf courses have been rated

among America’s 100 Greatest Public

Courses by Golf Digest, with the Dye

Course landing on its list of America’s

100 Greatest Courses period.  The

French Lick Springs Hotel is listed on

the National Register of Historic Places,

while the West Baden Springs Hotel is

a National Historic Landmark; the two

hotels were restored over the last two

decades at a combined cost of more

than $500 million. They provide modern

luxury in an unforgettable setting, with

all the trappings of a place that’s been

pampering spa guests since James Polk

was President.

—Jeff Neuman

FRENCH LICK RESORT,
French Lick and West Baden, Ind.

https://www.srixon.com/
https://www.mgagolf.org/


T
he home of the PGA Tour’s Valspar Champi-

onship, Innisbrook Golf Resort & Spa, located in

the sunny climes of Tampa/Clearwater, Fla., is best

known for its crown jewel, the Larry Packard-

designed Copperhead course that NBC Sports golf

analyst Mark Rolfing calls one of Florida’s five best. 

But Innisbrook boasts three other Packard courses

that shine nearly as bright.  There are the Island,

South, and North Courses, the latter commonly

referred to by locals as “Little Copperhead.” If you

survived Copperhead’s three closing holes known

collectively as “The Snake Pit,” beware of the other

three courses; they have some serious bite, too, yet

are playable for any skill level. 

Should you find time for other outdoor activities,

Innisbrook has abundant options.  There is a world-

class tennis center with 11 clay courts; six swimming

pools; jogging and hiking trails; and a fully-

equipped fitness center.  Aching joints and sore mus-

cles can be rejuvenated at a European-style spa

where steam baths followed by the “Golfer’s Mus-

cle Melter” massage using Thai stretching tech-

niques will get you back on track.

To ensure the body has nourishment before, 

during, and after a round, each course has its own

bar and dining facility.  At day’s end, head to Innis-

brook’s acclaimed Packard’s Steak House, which

stands ready to serve up prime aged meats offered

with accompaniments such as lobster tail or jumbo

gulf shrimp and three savory sauces. There are sever-

al fresh-caught fish selections and she-crab soup,

an appetizer of choice.

For an off-campus dining destination a short

drive from the resort, Hellas is an authentic Greek

restaurant favored by locals and tourists for over 45

years. The saganaki, a flaming goat cheese specialty

doused in brandy, will leave you breathless.

Innisbrook has been around for more than 40

years and has always been a popular destination for

those in the Met Area.  Several years ago the 

property was purchased by Salamander Hotels and

Resorts whose CEO, Sheila Johnson, is a golf 

aficionado committed to building on the resort’s

reputation and ensuring golfers have an exceptional

golfing experience whether it’s their first visit or an

annual return.

—Les Schupak

N
emacolin Woodlands Resort’s renown flour-

ished over the four-year period beginning in

2003 when the resort hosted the PGA Tour for the

84 Lumber Classic each September. During that

stretch, the luxurious 323-room resort in the Laurel

Highlands showcased itself as a getaway for out-

door enthusiasts as well as those seeking rest,

relaxation, and rejuvenation at its 32,000-square-

foot destination spa. Although it no longer bene-

fits from national TV coverage in conjunction

with the PGA Tour, Nemacolin remains a superla-

tive golf vacation destination.

The resort’s owner, Joseph A. Hardy III, recently

invested $250 million in a multi-year expansion

project – a venture that included a comprehensive

renovation of the resort’s golf academy and 

construction of a second 18-hole championship

golf course. 

The revamped academy features swing analy-

sis via V1 Video Systems; TrackMan launch moni-

tors; SAM PuttLab putter training systems; and

Boditrak mats – training aids that measure where

and how a golfer exerts pressure on the ground

and how that pressure changes during the swing.

The academy is also equipped with Tour-level

club-fitting equipment that can build and deliver

custom clubs to resort guests and club members

in as little as 24 hours.

A year ago, Nemacolin debuted Shepherd’s

Rock, a 7,151-yard layout co-designed by Pete

Dye and Tim Liddy. “Shepherd’s Rock is pretty

special,” says Tom Smith, Nemacolin’s director of

golf, resort membership, and events. “You have

three ecosystems with mountain vistas, meadows,

and wetlands, so it requires you to really change

how you play the course depending on which

environment you’re in.”

“Shepherd’s Rock really shows off the Laurel

Highland Mountains,” adds Eric Johnson, Nema-

colin’s director of golf instruction. “The vistas and

views are incredible.”

The resort’s original championship layout,

Mystic Rock, remains as sound a test of golf as any

avid player will find. Built in 1995 and designed

by Pete Dye, the 7,526-yard course meanders

through the resort’s coniferous forests and is

punctuated by sharp angles and tricky greens –

two characteristics that have come to define Dye’s

work as a course architect. 

“If you think that you may have one-upped

Pete Dye [during your round], he made 18 holes

for a reason,” Smith says of the playing experience

that Mystic Rock provides. “The finishing holes

really declare the winner when you’re paying your

bets at the end of the day.”

Once that verdict is in, you’re ready to take on

more of the resort’s cornucopia of activities that

include ziplining, off-road driving, trail rides, a

wildlife academy, fishing, and shooting, as well as

evening attractions like fine dining (the AAA Five-

Diamond and Forbes Five-Star Restaurant

Lautrec) and the resort-exclusive casino.

— Shaun Tolson

Nemacolin Woodlands Resort, Farmington, Pa.

INNISBROOK GOLF RESORT & SPA, Palm Harbor, Fla.
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T
o understand the ethos of the Nassau Players Club, one need only know that its one hundred or so members

are players in every sense of the word. The majority are single-digit handicappers, with roughly a quarter

boasting an Index of 3.0 or less. Several compete regularly in Met Area tournaments, and a number of

them have won significant events like the MGA Mid-Amateur Championship (recently-retired Suffolk

County police officer and MGA Executive Committee member Dennis Lynch in 2009 and 2010) and the

MGA Public Links (Jonathan Jeter in 2018). But the club also welcomes individuals who are less adept at the game, 

provided they share the same passion and respect for the sport – and for competition.

For members of the Nassau Players Club, there’s
always a strong game waiting at the first tee.
BY JOHN STEINBREDER

PHOTOGRAPHY BY TIM HARTIN

For members of the Nassau Players Club, there’s
always a strong game waiting at the first tee.
BY JOHN STEINBREDER

PHOTOGRAPHY BY TIM HARTIN

CLUB FOCUS

GameGame

https://www.mgagolf.org/


As a group, they enjoy putting modest

wagers on their games and grinding like

Tour professionals when matches are on the

line. Most are pretty good with the mouth

wedge and appreciate a good time on the

course as well as post-round banter over

beers at the 19th hole. They are sticklers for

the Rules of Golf, and a number serve as vol-

unteers for Met Area tournaments. While

they do not have a course of their own, club

members consider Bethpage State Park

their sporting home, with most of their

games contested on the Red Course and the

rest largely on the Black and Yellow. On sum-

mer weekends roughly half the roster of the

Nassau Players Club can be found on those

tracks, and every single day in the Bethpage

golf season you’re likely to find at least one

person from the NPC teeing it up at that 

historic public facility.

“As a group, we love golf and we love to

compete,” says 70-year-old Jonathan Silver-

berg, a charter member of the Nassau Play-

ers Club and a mid-teens handicapper. “We

have a good time playing with and against

each other, and we make ourselves better

golfers as a result.” Adds Casey Alexander, a

WWW.MGAGOLF.ORG THE MET GOLFER • AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2018 83

On!On!

A trio on the first tee at Bethpage Red during the NPC’s club championship qualifier; the fairway

of Black #18 is to the right. From left: Marc Coleman, Mike Bopp, Peter Flynn.

https://www.mgagolf.org/


New York City securities analyst who regularly

competes in MGA tournaments and has been part

of the Nassau Players for the past five years, “We

are run like any formal club, and as well as any club

I have ever been a part of. And the mission is quite

simple: We want to encourage competitive play

among the members as we also build long-term

friendships across the group.” 

The NPC came to be in 1993, born at a poker

game involving a number of Bethpage regulars.

“That was back in the days when Bethpage did not

have a reservation system, and we all had to camp

out in our cars and then wait in line to play,” recalls

Silverberg, who is a member of the MGA Field

Team and works events run by both the MGA and

the Long Island Golf Association. “Because the

Black was the hardest of the five courses, it had the

shortest waits – an hour and a half for that layout

as opposed to, say, the three or four hours it took

to get on the Red or Yellow. So, a bunch of us started

playing the Black exclusively. We ended up playing

with each other a lot, and we became a fairly cohe-

sive group.”

Then came that poker game. One of the six guys

at the table that night, Sean McGowan, suggested

they form a Club Without Real Estate under pro-

visions of the United States Golf Association [see

page 86]. The NPC boasted 40 charter members,

and annual dues were set at $20 a person. To keep

track of those first payments, the treasurer wrote

each member’s name on the double sawbuck he

used to cover his fee. Initially, the founders called

themselves the Nassau Players because they all

resided in Nassau County, where most of the near-

ly 1,500-acre Bethpage State Park is located – and

also because they favored the Nassau format in

their on-course betting. As more people joined,

they added the word “Club.” In time, the more 

artistic of the bunch created the NPC logo by 

tracing one of the caddie boy cut-outs on the Beth-

page clubhouse shutters and then adding the 

different colors of the five courses there: black, red,

yellow, green, and blue.

Twenty-five years later, the Nassau Players Club

is prospering. Its numbers have climbed above 100,

and the rolls include insurance agents and bankers,

garbage men and plumbers, school teachers,

lawyers, realtors, and lots of active and retired fire-

men and police officers. One member is a former

milkman who stopped working after winning

$100,000 on a Super Bowl bet; two are women.

Since the club’s inception, dues have risen to

$400 (and members still pay full price for their

Bethpage rounds). But even with that increase, the

NPC provides members with one of the best deals

in golf. All told, the association stages five tourna-

ments a year. A couple are scrambles, one is a two-

man better-ball competition, and another a

modified alternate-shot event. Then at season’s

end, the Players hold their club championship,

with the top two flights doing battle on the Black

(and the rest on the Red). Two of the team events

are set up as blind draws in an effort to help mem-

bers get to know one another.  They also play home-

and-home interclub matches with a group based

at Montauk Downs.

Members of the club make their weekly tee times

through the regular Bethpage State Park reservation

system, on the phone or online. The player who

makes the tee time fills it with the golfers – mem-

bers or non-members – of his choosing; if there

are open spots, he can notify the rest of the club

through an email listing the course and time. “Like

most clubs, guys usually play with the same guys

on weekends,” notes the current NPC president

Mike Pomerico. “It usually gets broken [down] by

what tees the guys are playing. Blue tee guys play

together, and white tee guys play together.”

For two events a year—usually one of the

scrambles and the club championship qualifier—
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Above: Current NPC

president Mike Pomerico

with Lenny Huff. 

Below:  Laughing after the

qualifying round, (from left)

Dave Segot, Rob Pepi, Gerard

Connolly, Jonathan Jeter. 

https://www.mgagolf.org/


Home to the new Web.com Tour, the Savannah Golf Championship, there is indeed something for everyone 

at this private, residential club. The Landings Club offers six golf courses designed by Arnold Palmer, Tom Fazio, 

Arthur Hills and William Byrd, 32 Har-Tru tennis courts, five unique dining options, five swimming pools and one, 

innovative fitness and wellness center all in one membership. Come visit our “Met” community down south.

For more information on our Club and our $25 million capital reinvestment plan, visit www.landingsclub.com.

PGA APPROVED, MET GOLFERS PREFERRED.

https://www.landingsclub.com/
https://Web.com/
https://www.landingsclub.com/


the club purchases a 48-player outing from Beth-

page. “If we have more players than that (and we

almost always do),” says Silverberg, “the tourna-

ment director tells us which time blocks to try for,

and as many as possible try to get additional times

through the regular system.” For the 2018 qualifier

in July, the group was able to get an additional 44

spots on Bethpage Red. 

The NPC club championship demonstrates

just how deep the talent runs in that organization.

The 26 players competing in the championship

flight in 2018 have Handicap Indexes ranging from
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T
he USGA offers club membership to

groups or facilities that fall into one of

three distinct categories: Golf Courses,

Training Facilities, and Clubs Without Real

Estate. The golf course category generally

includes what we think of as a private club:

a course owned by the membership or an

individual at which playing privileges are

granted and other facilities may be

provided for the benefit of its members.

Training facilities include driving ranges,

golf academies and schools, caddie camps,

and schools and colleges offering outdoor

instruction in playing the game,

developing skills, and learning the Rules

and etiquette of golf.

A club without real estate is a group of

ten or more individuals operating in a

limited geographic area where the players

have the opportunity to play golf together

regularly and post scores individually, with

bylaws and committees to supervise the

group’s golf activities (especially a

Handicap Committee to ensure peer

review and monitor its members’ scores

and postings). They may be players who

met because they play at the same public

course at the same time; people who know

each other because they work at the same

company; groups that are professionally

linked, like doctors, lawyers, firefighters, or

police; or those who have any kind of

affiliation like church groups,

acquaintances from a particular bar or

restaurant, or any group for any reason. As

long as there are ten or more of them who

want the camaraderie of playing together

and the ability to create official handicaps

and enter events like the MGA/MetLife

Men’s and Women’s Four-Ball

Championship, they can easily create a Club

Without Real Estate through the MGA.

“I think of them as the lifeblood of the

game,” says Kevin Kline, MGA Director of

Member Services. “We always talk about

how we have more than 500 member

clubs; there are about 250 private clubs

throughout the Met Area, and 130 public

courses, and all the rest are clubs without

real estate…. They’re the ones who call us

and attend our Handicap Seminars most

often, participate the most in our Play

Days, and there’s always a large contingent

in our Four-Ball championships. They’re

very enthusiastic about getting their Club

Champions in our annual listing in The Met

Golfer, and they’re very proud of the

history of their clubs.”

The MGA sends out a packet that

includes sample bylaws, a membership

application, and procedures for official

Handicap Indexes to groups interested in

forming a club. Contact Millie Burt,

Manager, Member Services

(mburt@mgagolf.org) for information and

to get the ball rolling.

What is a Club Without Real Estate?

Below: One group finishes

while another ahead of them

watches and waits for results

on Qualification Saturday.

Right: Jonathan Silverberg

(in white) with Al Jinete. 

https://www.mgagolf.org/
mailto:mburt@mgagolf.org


TELL ‘EM II FEEL MORE
AT HOME HERE,

THAN I DID IN

30 YEARS THERE.

I would’ve thought I’d miss the place I lived most 

of my life more than I do. But the truth is, I love 

the new home I’ve made for myself here. I have 

plenty of new friends. I get to do all of the things 

I love to do. And I see my family just enough to 

make our time together special. I might not be 

from here, but every time I pull into my driveway, 

I realize it’s exactly where I want to be.

Tell ‘em it’s better at Tellico Village.
Loudon Tennessee TellicoVillage.org /Home

https://tellicovillage.org/
https://TellicoVillage.org/Home


+1.6 to 2.4. The play in the other divisions is strong

as well. “The average Handicap Index for the club

today is 6.9,” says Pomerico, who makes his living

as a detective in the Nassau County town of

Freeport. “And six of the top 50 finishers in this

year’s MGA Public Links Championship were

members of the NPC.” All told, Silverberg adds,

ten NPC golfers have won MGA or LIGA events

while members of the club.

It was that level of competition that attracted

Alexander to the group. “It’s not easy to find tour-

nament-level competition in regular

games as a country club member,” he says.

“But with the Nassau Players, there are games every

weekend with guys who love to play so much that

they’ll rip out your heart to win a $6 Nassau. It’s

serious, to be sure. But not so serious that it’s not

fun. We always have a good time.

“It’s also hard to play a lot of tournament golf at

different places and then have a private club make

sense financially,” Alexander adds. “But the cost of

the NPC makes it possible to enjoy the cama-

raderie of a club even on a limited basis.”

Jonathan Jeter, winner of the last two

NPC club championships as well as the

2017 and 2018 Havemeyer Invitationals at

Southward Ho!, is a 40-year-old innovation

consultant who runs his own firm. He

echoes Alexander’s thoughts about being

part of the group. “I moved to New York

thirteen years ago and started taking the

train out to Bethpage on weekends to play,”

he says. “I kept running into these guys from

the Nassau Players. I liked how competitive

they were and appreciated the cross-section

of people who were part of the club. I’m

from the South, and it reminded me of

where I played back home. People from all

walks of life. People who really got along.

People who loved golf.

“I used to go out to Bethpage as a single

all the time,” he adds. “But now I go there as

part of a club.” 

That aspect of the organization also

appeals to the 57-year-old Lynch, who

played golf as a teenager on the Bethpage

High School team and has been part of the

Nassau Players for a little more than a

decade. “You can always get a game with

that group,” he says. “A good game with

good people.”

Which is just what a club should be.  ■
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MGA championship winners

Jonathan Jeter (left) and

Dennis Lynch (right) both

emphasize competition and

camaraderie when talking

about why they enjoy the

NPC.
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Beginning in 2019 all situations that deal

with bunkers will be covered under Rule 12.

(Currently, bunkers show up in at least eight

different Rules and a few Local Rules.) When

any part of the ball touches or lies within the

edge of a bunker, the ball is considered “in”

the bunker. We have always been permitted

to remove movable obstructions like soda

cans or candy wrappers from bunkers, and

we’ve become conditioned to avoiding 

contact with loose impediments (leaves,

twigs, and such). But the new Rules will

allow us to remove all loose impediments

too, which means we might touch the sand

while:

There will be no penalty if, prior to your

next stroke, you touch the sand in a bunker

under these situations:

• Digging in with your feet to take a

stance for a practice swing or the stroke

• Smoothing the bunker to care for the

course

• Placing or tossing clubs, equipment, 

or other objects into the bunker

• Measuring, marking, lifting, replacing,

or taking other actions under a Rule

• Leaning on a club to rest, stay balanced,

or prevent a fall

• Striking the sand in frustration or anger.

You will be penalized for the following:

• Deliberately touching sand in the

bunker with your hand, club, rake, or

other object to test the condition of the

sand to learn information for your

next stroke

• Touching sand right in front of or

right behind your ball (except when

fairly searching for your ball or when

carefully removing loose impediments

or movable obstructions)

• In making a practice swing

• In making the backswing for a stroke.

Nearly every golfer has experienced the

frustration of a ball that buries in the sand

in a virtually unplayable position. Before

attempting the impossible, remember 

that you have the option of declaring the

ball “unplayable,” accepting a one-stroke

penalty, and proceeding under one of three

different options: (1) Drop, no nearer the

hole, and within two club-lengths of your

ball’s original position. (2) Drop “back-on-

the-line” (a straight line that starts at the

flagstick and runs through the spot on

which your ball lay unplayable). In both of

these options you must drop your ball in

the bunker. Option (3) is “stroke & distance,”

which requires you to return to the spot you

played your previous stroke. 

The 2019 Rules provide an additional

option: accept a two-stroke penalty and drop

“back-on-the-line” outside the bunker with

no restriction as to how far back on the

course you can go. This change will be wel-

comed by many, but the two-stroke penalty

is hefty and the player is still going to have to

hit a shot over the bunker, so it’s an option

aimed mostly at the truly silicaphobic (sand-

fearing).

Even worse than the buried lie that

might lead to an “unplayable” is the ball that

completely disappears into soft sand. The

search time has been shortened from five

minutes to three, but remember that you

and anyone willing to help can probe for the

ball with a club or even a rake in an effort to

find the ball. If you do find the ball you must

re-create the buried lie, but you are permit-

ted to remove just enough sand to see where

the ball is.

Be careful out there, folks!  ■
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The New Rules:

Bunkers
The 2019 revisions to the Rules of Golf

offer new options when ball meets sand
BY GENE WESTMORELAND

F
or some, it can be like Br’er Rabbit’s Laughin’ Place, for others

Dante’s Inferno. It can make the difference between an exhilarating

“save” and a devastating double-bogey. The subject is sand traps

or, more properly, bunkers.While you may deal with water hazards

occasionally (next year we’ll be calling them Penalty Areas) and

unplayable balls infrequently, you face a potential battle with the sand on 

virtually every hole.

INSIDE THE RULES
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And then there is the matter of getting around the course.

“When we see something trending in the market, something

that will add to the club and the experiences of our members, 

we move to it. The committee was very amenable to that.”

Those are the words of Cory Muller, head golf professional 

at Country Club of Darien (Conn.)—not generally a hotbed of 

wild-eyed radicalism—speaking about the club’s decision to bring

GolfBoards into the fold.

“We have to look at how we do business and how we serve our

membership not just in the old way. We have to adapt to the 

changing culture.”

GolfBoards—essentially large battery-powered skateboards

that you steer with weight shifts and control your speed with a

thumb lever—are a hot commodity in the arena of alternative on-

course transportation. The board is one of several conveyance

options now nosing into the market.

I recently paid a visit to Westin Kierland Golf Club in Scottsdale.

Like many Troon Golf-run facilities, Kierland is an early and avid

adopter of new toys, so I could have a go at not only a GolfBoard,

but also two other alt-trans contraptions: a Golf Bike and a Fat 

Tire Golf Scooter, which the club dubs TurfRider. Kierland also has

Segways, which have been around for a long time now and may

never shake the mall-cop stigma.

None of these is exactly a tsunami washing across the golf world.

As of this summer, the Fat Tire Golf Scooter was in about a dozen

clubs across the country, none in the Met Area, though more rollouts

are in the works according to company officials. Thegolfbike.com

lists about four dozen U.S. courses with rental bikes, including 

othing changes in golf? Look around:

the trappings of our game are in rapid

transition, even if the task of getting

a ball from point A to point B 18 times

in succession remains the same. Be it

driving ranges dressed up as boozy lounges

or soccer balls being kicked into 22-inch holes, some of

these supposed innovations appear downright sacrilegious.

WITH THE BAG

Clubs and resorts 
are thinking outside the cart                     by KEN VAN VECHTEN

https://www.mgagolf.org/
http://Thegolfbike.com


Crystal Springs Resort in Sussex County, N.J.; inventor and com-

pany president Todd May says they’ve sold 400 to individuals in

the past two years. The most widely adopted is the GolfBoard, with 

2500 individual rental boards at nearly 300 courses worldwide,

including several at Met Area locations including the Links at Union

Vale, Beekman Golf Club, The Vineyards Golf Club, and Royce

Brook Golf Club. 

The development of these alt-trans conveyances reflects the golf

industry’s concerns about participation

and growth. Study after study tells us

that golf ’s future and well-being are in

the hands of Generations X, Y, and Z,

population groups that are showing

some interest in the game if not in how

it has historically been presented. They

want to try golf, just not in all-day-at-

the-club, hat-on-forward, 18-hole fash-

ion. As with so much in their young lives,

their activities need to be social and

interactive; they need to be experiences.

Time, too, is just more precious now,

and that’s an age-neutral concern. This

is how we end up with Topgolf, Wednes-

day Microbrew Night on the putting

green, and courses using yield-manage-

ment tools to offer “rounds” of golf that

might be three holes in duration.

And Golf Scooters.

“At Kierland, we always have a strong desire and willingness to

innovate and test-drive nontraditional golf course amenities,” says

Nancy Dickens, director of golf. “We’re proud to be on the cutting

edge of changing the conversation about the game.... These inno-

vative programs are more about attracting someone to the game

who otherwise might not have played if not for the [technologies].”

Kierland also offers four-seater “family” golf carts, the new Shark

Experience interactive video platform, in-cart phone jacks and

speakers, and even a mobility cart for paraplegics and others with

physical challenges.

Darien’s Muller is quick to correct what seems a logical presump-

tion: “Our [GolfBoard] usage is broad, it’s not just young male

members.”

So what is it like when the rubber meets the turf?

GolfBoard is the most fun; it screams, “Vacation!” Your bag

mounts on the front, and it’s cool to glide and bank along the fair-

way. Getting the hang of the balance and weight-shift thing comes

anywhere from immediately to soon,

though many of us will finish 18 holes

and realize that our leg and core

strength aren’t quite where we’d like

them to be.

Golf Bike is novel, and I’d say it’s the

least practical for those who want

wheels because they don’t want to walk

(which is why it should be choice one

for them). It rolls easily on fat small-

diameter tires, but you know you’re ped-

aling when you get to the hills. I’m a

road cyclist, so that wasn’t a problem,

though I had to be conscious of the

uneven front/back weight distribution

since my clubs were arrayed seven to a

side in the rear saddlebags.

For ease of mechanized transport,

the golf scooter—picture a moped—is

the way to go and it’s a breeze to ride.

Your bag is mounted on the rear. The only tricky part is the need

to pull it up on its two-footed stand before dismounting, a task that

requires some strength and will be tough for a shorter golfer. If I

ever grow up and settle down to a private club lifestyle, I’m paying

the trail fee and getting one of these. 

As an added benefit, sending out a foursome in which each par-

ticipant is equipped with his or her own scooter, bike, or board is

certainly a way to improve pace of play. And that’s something with

which we all can get on board.  ■
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Clockwise from far left: A Golf Scooter raised

on its two-footed stand; a pair of golfers on

GolfBoards; Golf Bikes by the green.
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“The jerky that Blair made was so tender and

better flavored than any I had eaten before. It didn’t

have that salty flavor,” says Riedel. “I kept bugging

him that he should turn it into a business. After a

couple of years he finally showed me the magic

recipe.” 

Riedel was a former mini-tour pro who was

transitioning into being a full-time caddie. Swiler

had been a chef in Wisconsin, but after a heart

attack he decided to change his lifestyle and moved

to Florida to become a caddie. 

The spark that turned a sideline into a business

began in the spring of 2009, Riedel’s second year

as a caddie at Bayonne during the northern golf

season. Armed with the recipe (and Swiler’s con-

sent), he would whip up batches of jerky in his

apartment and share it with members, caddies,

and employees, just as Swiler had done in Florida. 

“Everybody had the same reaction to the prod-

uct that I did,” says Riedel, who saw an opportunity

in an extra kitchen that wasn’t being used in Bay-

onne’s large new clubhouse. He asked if he and

Swiler, who came north that fall, could use it to

make jerky and sell it at the club’s halfway house. 

“He was such a nice guy, and honestly I couldn’t

say no to him,” says Laurie Levan, then the general

manager at Bayonne and now in the same role at

Metedeconk National Golf Club. “I thought it

would be a fun concept. Bayonne is such a cool

place, I figured the members would go for some-

thing like that.”

“On a typical day we were there at 6 a.m., slicing

jerky and making marinade,” says Riedel. “Then

we would go out and do a loop, and come back to

the kitchen and work at the end of the day. They

were long days but fun days. We dug it out of the

dirt, did whatever it took.” 

At the start the jerky was packaged in zip-lock

bags for sale at the halfway house. “It was as grass-

roots as it gets,” says Levan. But Riedel had the
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D
ennis Riedel wasn’t really all that fond of beef jerky. But then he

tasted some that a fellow caddie at Calusa Pines Golf Club in Florida

had made from his own recipe and shared with members and

other loopers. That fellow caddie was a former chef, Blair Swiler,

and that jerky can now be found at nearly a thousand golf halfway

houses, not to mention most major grocery stores, under the

brand name Chef ’s Cut Real Jerky—thanks in no small part to an early boost from

New Jersey’s Bayonne Golf Club. 

TASTE OF THE MET

A 
Jerky 

Tale
Two caddies turned marinated beef
into a thriving business with the help
of a Met Area club  BY DAVID BARRETT

https://www.mgagolf.org/


desire to expand to other golf courses, which he

was able to pull off by getting a couple of compa-

nies to help with packaging and obtaining USDA

approval. Golf connections were beneficial, too,

and among the first customers were clubs like Bel

Air in Los Angeles, Oakland Hills in Michigan, and

resorts like Pebble Beach and Pinehurst. 

“I basically went down the list of top 100 courses,”

says Riedel. Within two years, as word spread, they

had about 700 courses selling what was called BJ’s

Real Steak Jerky, named for “BJ” Swiler. 

It turned out that Riedel and Swiler had the

right product at the right time and in the right

place. The market for protein-rich snacks was

growing, and jerky filled the bill—especially a high-

er-end premium product. And jerky is perfect for

eating on the go in the middle of a round of golf.

(Another jerky on the market, Kingmade Jerky,

was also started by a caddie with his own recipe:

former LPGA and PGA Tour caddie Jeff King.) 

They also had the right audience, with halfway

houses across the country putting their product

in front of influential people at private clubs. This

paid off one day in 2012 when Rohan Oza, a mil-

lionaire marketing wizard in the food and bever-

age industry (the man behind Vitaminwater,

among other brands), played at Bayonne and

noticed that the club sold the same beef jerky as

his home club, Bel Air. His caddie told him the

story of how Bayonne was the snack’s home base,

and Oza, always on the lookout for healthy offer-

ings to market, asked to be put in touch with Riedel

and Swiler. 

“We met with him in New York two or three

days later and made a deal with him,” says Riedel.

The name changed in 2013 to Chef ’s Cut Real 

Jerky and the company expanded beyond the golf

market into grocery stores and major outlets such

as Costco. 

Around that time Riedel and Swiler stopped

caddying, and in 2014 the company hired a CEO.

Riedel still manages the golf market and is involved

with launching new products, of which there are

many. Chef ’s Cut now has offerings that feature

chicken, turkey, and beef with a variety of season-

ings—and tuna jerky is coming in 2019. Swiler is

the one toying around in the kitchen with new

ideas and new flavors. “He’s always got something,”

says Riedel. From 700 golf courses in 2011, the

company now has some 40,000 accounts. 

“I always thought it was a great niche premium

product,” says Riedel. “What we’ve done in the golf

space is what I thought we could do. I knew there

were opportunities to get it on store shelves, but

the thing that blows me away is the speed at which

we’ve done it.” 

“It’s good to play a part in such a success story,

I’m really happy for them,” says Levan. “Dennis

went from being a caddie at Bayonne, and now he

sometimes plays there as the guest of members.

Maybe someday he’ll become a member himself.

That would complete the story.” ■
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Chef’s Cut now offers

seventeen varieties of jerky

and sticks.  Lower left: Chef

Blair Swiler preparing a batch

of marinade.  Above: Dennis

Riedel and Blair Swiler. 
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The New Course at Villas of Grand Cypress pays tribute to the famed

Old Course at St. Andrews, Scotland.

Florida 
Golf &Living

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT TO THE MET GOLFER



G
iven that Florida is the number one destination for MGA members,

it’s only fitting that the sunshine state welcomes you along the First

Coast. Some of golf’s most inspiring communities and destinations

are set in this historic region, nearby in booming Central Florida, and

along Florida’s many named coasts from Gold to Emerald. Start your Florida

journey today with this exclusive guide for MGA members, and make plans to get

away this fall to get connected!



To request materials in accessible format, sign language interpreters, and/or any accommodation to participate in any Miami-Dade Parks sponsored 

program or meeting, contact Mary Palacios, 305-755-7848 or Mary.Palacios@miamidade.gov at least 7 days in advance to initiate your request. TTY users 

may also call 711 (Florida Relay Service).

Crandon Golf at Key Biscayne

6700 Crandon Boulevard, Key Biscayne, FL 33149 • 305-361-9129 • golfcrandon.com

Play at Crandon Golf Key Biscayne and spend a day on 

a breathtaking barrier island enveloped by the tropics. 

Surrounded by water, mangrove forests and lush tropical 

foliage, escape to Crandon for a unique and challenging 

golf experience. Is your game ready for Crandon?

A GOLF ISLAND

PARADISE MINUTES

FROM DOWNTOWN MIAMI

http://golfcrandon.com/
mailto:Mary.Palacios@miamidade.gov
http://golfcrandon.com


Play at Crandon Golf at Key Biscayne and spend a day

on a breathtaking barrier island enveloped by the

tropics. Surrounded by water, mangrove forests and

lush tropical foliage, Crandon Golf is an explosion of

color and light. Secluded, yet inviting, you’d never

guess you were only minutes from downtown Miami

and South Beach with the Atlantic Ocean to the east and

Biscayne Bay to the west. Considered one of the most

beautiful and challenging par-72 courses in Florida, this

unique playing experience is a must when visiting

Miami. Over the years, Crandon Golf Key Biscayne has

hosted a long line of nationally televised PGA

Champions Tour events including the Senior PGA Tour

for 18 years, attracting some of golf’s greats including

Lee Trevino, Chi Chi Rodriguez, Don Massengale, Ray

Floyd and Gary Player. From the first hole – a dogleg par

5 that requires a drive over water and mangroves – to

the last – another par 5 with water on both sides of the

fairway – Crandon Golf at Key Biscayne is, in many

ways, Miami’s signature golf course. Owned and

operated by Miami-Dade County Parks, Crandon is

among five public golf facilities under the Golf Miami-

Dade umbrella allowing golfers of all ages and skill

levels to enjoy the game we love. Originally designed by

Devlin/Von Hagge in 1972 and redesigned by Von

Hagge in 1993, Crandon is an 18-hole championship

course experience unlike any other. Crandon is a

complete golf facility with a fully stocked pro shop, cart

and equipment rentals, PGA Professional Instruction

Programs, a lighted driving range, practice chipping and

putting greens. We invite you to escape to Crandon

Golf Key Biscayne for a unique and challenging golf

experience. Is your game ready for Crandon?

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S U P P L E M E N T  T O T H E  M E T  G O L F E R

Miami, Florida

(305) 361-9129 | www.golfcrandon.comCrandon Golf at Key Biscayne 

http://www.golfcrandon.com
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In the past decade, the rise of the Jacksonville and Northeast Florida beer scene proves that it’s never too 
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QRGPGF�HQT�VQWTUŦVJG�RQRWNCT�,CZ�#NG�6TCKN�CPF�CTVKUCP�QYPGF�DTGYGTKGU��,CEMUQPXKNNG�VCMGU�IQNHGTU�HTQO�

holes to hops in one city scene  |  YYY�Ɣ�QTKFC�IQNH�QTI�OGVIQNH

Ponte Vedra Inn & Club
Ocean Course

Hammock Beach Resort

9KVJ�VJG�DGUV�XKGYU�KP�(NQTKFC�HTQO�VJG�CNN�PGY�,CEM�0KEMNCWU�1EGCP�%QWTUG��

CPF�VJG�WPKSWGN[�EJCNNGPIKPI�NKPMU�UV[NG�9CVUQP�%QPUGTXCVQT[�%QWTUG�YG�QHHGT�

VJG�IQNH�GZRGTKGPEG�[QWũXG�DGGP�OKUUKPI��2NC[�QWT�,WUV�)QNH�2CEMCIG�YKVJ�TCVGU�

starting at $243 per player.

www.hammockbeach.com/specials-and-packages/

9CNM�COQPI�IQNHũU�ITGCVGUV�NGIGPFU��VCMG�C�UYKPI�CV�VJG�%JCNNGPIG�*QNG��GPLQ[�

luxury accommodations, play premium golf at the Slammer & Squire and King 

& Bear, and explore St. Augustine. This unique stay and play is on every golfer’s 

DWEMGV�NKUV��'PLQ[�C�NGIGPFCT[�IQNH�GZRGTKGPEG�CV�9QTNF�)QNH�*CNN�QH�(COG�

www.worldgolfvillage.com/offers-packages/

World Golf Village

The King & Bear and Slammer & Squire

Designed by golf’s greatest players, The King and Bear and Slammer and Squire 

CTG�OWUV�RNC[�EQWTUGU�HQT�IQNH�GPVJWUKCUVU��,QKP�WU�HQT�QWT���VJ�#PPKXGTUCT[�CU�YG�

EGNGDTCVG�YKVJ�GZENWUKXG�IQNH�RCEMCIGU��GXGPVU��CPF�URGEKCNU�

www.golfwgv.com/metgolfer/

http://www.florida-golf.org/metgolf
http://www.hammockbeach.com/specials-and-packages/
http://www.worldgolfvillage.com/offers-packages/
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If you are in the market for a second home in luxury golf

course communities at affordable prices look no further

than the communities at World Golf Village, Hammock

Beach and ICI Homes communities of Plantation Bay and

Amelia National.

Take a golf vacation and preview your home away

from home in Northeast Florida! Stretching from Amelia

Island, Jacksonville and the beaches, historic St.

Augustine and Ponte Vedra Beach, through the natural

beauty of Clay County and south to the Atlantic shores

Flagler Beach and Palm Coast. You’ll find 53 publicly

accessible golf courses with ocean holes, woodland

vistas, and the game’s most notorious island green at

TPC Sawgrass.

Our golf rich region of Florida has 35 coastal and

intercoastal holes of golf, more than any part of Florida.

Most notably, the Nicklaus designed Ocean Course at

Hammock Beach Resort that celebrated its grand

reopening November 2017. Make it a 36 hole day and

play Ocean’s sister course – Watson design The

Conservatory.

Be sure to visit the World Golf Hall of Fame &

Museum to salute the game’s greats and participate in

interactive exhibits year-round. There are two must-

play courses at World Golf Village: the King & Bear

which is the only course co-designed by Palmer and

Nicklaus and the Slammer & Squire designed by Snead

and Sarazen. The two courses are always in great shape

year-round.

The 2020 Players Championship, that moves its

dates back to March 14–17,2019, will mark the 100th

professional tournament in our area.

From five-star dining and seafood favorites to our

craft beer scene and top tier golf academies, get ready

for a golf vacation like no other. Our region is easily

accessible from the Met Area airports with 14 flights

daily into Jacksonville (JAX). Access our many options

online or with your mobile device at www.florida-

golf.org, the most trusted source for your golf travel

planning.

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S U P P L E M E N T  T O T H E  M E T  G O L F E R

Jacksonville Beach, Florida

(800) 530-5248 | www.florida-golf.orgFlorida’s First Coast of Golf 

Slammer & Squire

King & Bear

http://www.florida-golf.org
https://www.floridagolfer.com/
https://www.floridagolfer.com/


https://golflifenavigators.com/


Make use of time, let not advantage slip.

William Shakespeare

The “Bard of Avon” was a wise man, indeed.

Shakespeare’s use of time was extraordinarily

effective – he produced nearly 40 plays, more

than 150 sonnets, and remains the best-

selling fiction author of all time.

There’s really no easy segue from Mr.

Shakespeare to Golf Life Navigators, but we

can say, with certainty, that the time you

spend with us will greatly assist you in

securing the ideal golf club membership and

golf community home in Florida. In fact, we

bet that in the time it takes you to finish this

article, you could have completed our free,

automated ProGuide³!

Such is this remarkable tool that, in about

seven minutes, allows you to filter hundreds

of golf club communities in Southeast Florida.

The ProGuide³ produces up to six best-

matched clubs, based on the answers you

provide to the questions posed about your 

golfing habits, social expectations, budget,

real estate, club culture, and other pertinent areas we

believe you’d surely ask about one of your most

important decisions in life.

Southeast Florida not in your plans? No problem ... we

have 26 other geographic regions of Florida from which

you can choose.

So, yeah, we feel really good when we hear others refer

to the ProGuide³ as “eHarmony® Meets Zillow® for

Golf.” With more than 1,500 people moving to Florida

every day, the ProGuide³ saves you time, lowers the 

stress level, and, as a byproduct of sorts, provides fresh

data about golfers in the Northeast that we want to pass

along to you.

For instance, we know how important it is to find a club

that’s easy to get back and forth to from the North, has a

friendly culture and top golf amenities. But, let’s take it a

step further … how about a club where you will have

immediate social opportunities to meet people who

think just like you, or a club where you know you’ll get

some much-needed rest and relaxation upon your

arrival?

All of this matters to you, because golfers just like you

told us so. That makes the process smoother for getting

you set up for a club visit, which we help facilitate, and

for your real estate needs, since we train Golf-Certified

Agents who represent many of the most respected local

brokerages in Florida.

We also know that the average age of our clientele is

about 56, so some are looking to buy right away; others

are planning for that right time down the fairway. We

get that. Either way, what’s important for you, and the

clubs here in Florida, is that we’re best-matching

prospective members, whether now or in the future.

As you see from the ad on the opposite page, Peter

Jacobsen is a member of the Golf Life Navigators’

family. He’s a Partner and our Spokesperson, and Peter

often says how much he wishes that we were around a

few years back when he and his wife were trying to

determine the best club and community for them in

Florida.

Hey, we’re all cognizant of time. It’s how we use it that

often determines whether or not we let that advantage

slip. So, we strongly recommend that you complete the

ProGuide³ at GolfLifeNavigators.com.

Make it “To be.” Beats the heck out of “not to be” 

every time.

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S U P P L E M E N T  T O T H E  M E T  G O L F E R

Serving Florida, the Carolinas and Arizona

(800) 447-8707 | golflifenavigators.comGolf Life Navigators

Your ideal golf club community in the Sun Belt awaits you!

http://GolfLifeNavigators.com
http://golflifenavigators.com


An opportunity waiting to be found, this 

extraordinary waterfront community with two 

championship golf courses offers the perfect 

lifestyle for active sports enthusiasts, nature 

lovers and savvy homebuyers. We invite 

you to explore the amenities and residential 

offerings of this private, member-owned club 

community. From the moment you arrive, you’ll 

know Harbour Ridge is where you belong.

AT HARBOUR RIDGE, THE PREMIER WATERFRONT AND
COUNTRY CLUB COMMUNITY ON FLORIDA’S TREASURE COAST

1 2 6 0 0  H A R B O U R  R I D G E  B LV D . ,  P A L M  C I T Y ,  F L   |   7 7 2 . 8 7 3 . 6 0 1 3   |   HARBOURRIDGE.COM

Where You BelongWhere YouBe

H a r b o u r  R i d g e  R e a l t y  p r o u d l y  s e r v e s  a s  t h e  exc l u s i v e ,  m e m b e r - o w n e d  r e a l  e s t a t e  f i r m  s p e c i a l i z i n g  i n  H a r b o u r  R i d g e .

V I S I T  H A R B O U R R I D G E . C O M  F O R 
Y O U R  C O M P L I M E N TA R Y  D I G I TA L 
B R O C H U R E  A N D  TO  L E A R N  A B O U T 
O U R  “ B E  O U R  G U E S T ”  P R O G R A M .

V I S I T  H A R B O U R R I D G E . C O M  F O R
Y O U R  C O M P L I M E N TA R Y  D I G I TA L
B R O C H U R E  A N D  TO  L E A R N  A B O U T
O U R  “ B E  O U R  G U E S T ”  P R O G R A M .

https://harbourridge.com/
http://HARBOURRIDGE.COM
http://HARBOURRIDGE.COM


Nestled along the shoreline of the North Fork 

of the St. Lucie River, just 40 minutes north 

of South Florida’s Palm Beaches, discover the 

hidden jewel of the Treasure Coast, Harbour 

Ridge. This private, waterfront golf community 

offers just 695 residences set in 28 villages, 

amidst unspoiled native vegetation and natural 

wetlands. Residents enjoy a level of privacy and 

a connection with nature that is unheard of 

anywhere else in Florida.

The exceptional golf at Harbour Ridge includes 

two championship golf courses that have 

achieved the “Certified Audubon Cooperative 

Sanctuaries” designation. The River Ridge 

Course, designed by Pete and P.B. Dye, boasts 

one of the highest ratings in all of Florida. This 

beautiful course with tropical landscapes and 

vistas can be played from any of five sets of 

tees, making it accessible for players of all skill 

levels. The Joe Lee-designed Golden Marsh Course has tropical 

charm with swaying palms and sweeping views at every turn 

and is considered by Joe Lee himself “still on my list of the Top 

10.” Members also enjoy full access to golf training and learning 

programs geared for beginners through expert skill level. 

Recently, Harbour Ridge opened Lakeside, a 22,000-square 

foot state-of-the-art Lifestyle Center with a full-service spa 

and salon, fitness center and pool, nine Har-Tru tennis courts 

and more.

Harbour Ridge’s two miles of waterfront are among the crown 

jewels of the club’s unspoiled natural beauty. Home to three 

marinas with a combined 98 boat slips, our riverfront provides 

both ocean access and a safe harbor. Club membership offers 

many activities as well as the opportunity to forge friendships 

through a host of social events surrounding golf, tennis, boating 

and many special interest clubs. 

Harbour Ridge homes are carved beautifully into the scenic 

river landscapes, overlooking lush green fairways or wooded 

landscape vistas and are all conveniently located just west of 

Stuart and north of West Palm Beach, Florida. 

Harbour Ridge also recently announced the 

establishment of their official on-site realty 

team, Harbour Ridge Realty. Offering expertise 

on this unique community and lifestyle, Harbour 

Ridge Realty proudly serves as the exclusive, 

member-owned real estate firm specializing in 

Harbour Ridge.

Harbour Ridge: 

EXPERIENCE THE FLORIDA LIFESTYLE YOU’VE BEEN DREAMING OF

H a r b o u r  R i d g e  b o a s t s  t w o  1 8 - h o l e  c h a m p i o n s h i p  g o l f  c o u r s e s ,  s i t u a t e d  o n  t h e 

N o r t h  Fo r k  o f  t h e  S t .  L u c i e  R i v e r.

T h e  n e w  L a k e s i d e  L i f e s t y l e  C e n t e r  o f f e r s  r e s i d e n t s  a  f u l l - s e r v i c e  s p a  a n d  s a l o n , 

f i t n e s s  c e n t e r  a n d  p o o l ,  n i n e  H a r -Tr u  t e n n i s  c o u r t s  a n d  m o r e .

Membership & Marketing Department 

Harbour Ridge 

Palm City, Florida

Main: (772) 873-6013  

l.pahl@hrycc.org 

www.HarbourRidge.com

Visit HarbourRidge.com  

to learn more and request 

our Digital Brochure.

mailto:l.pahl@hrycc.org
http://www.HarbourRidge.com
http://HarbourRidge.com
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11671 SE Plandome Drive, Hobe Sound, FL  33455 • (772) 546 4600 • www.hobesoundgolfclub.com

Membership Inquiries to Ms. Michele Blanco at (772) 545 3017 • mblanco@hobesoundgolfclub.com

Offering a limited number of 2018-19 Annual Memberships  

with full club and course privileges. 

Equity and Non-Resident Memberships also available. 

Visit www.hobesoundgolfclub.com/metgolfer for special details. 

GGollff aass iitt wwaass mmeeaantt tto bbee…

aa lliimmiitteed mmeemmbeerrsshiip aand nno tteeee ttiimmeess

TThiiss iiss yyourr pprriivaattee ggollff ccllub oon FFllorriidaa’’ss TTrreeaassurree CCoaass

An impeccably maintained course that poses an enjoyable challenge for all levels,  

outstanding programs for men and women, superb dining and social events,   

and a warm and welcoming membership. 

A hidden gem on Florida’s east coast ~  

and only minutes from Jupiter Island, Stuart, and Palm Beach. 

https://www.hobesoundgolfclub.com/metgolfer
https://www.hobesoundgolfclub.com/
mailto:mblanco@hobesoundgolfclub.com
https://www.hobesoundgolfclub.com/metgolfer


Hobe Sound Golf Club is a member-owned private club

featuring a Joe Lee-designed golf course nestled among

preserved wetlands and massive oak hammocks. The

course, clubhouse, and residential community cover

235 acres of pristine real estate on Florida’s Treasure

Coast in southern Martin County. The campus is two

miles from Hobe Sound Beach on famed Jupiter Island

and only minutes from desirable destinations such as

Palm Beach and Stuart.

The club prides itself on presenting golf the way it

should be...an impeccably maintained course with a

limited membership and no tee times. The magnificent

6,664-yard course poses an enjoyable challenge for all

levels of play. Established in 1988, the club celebrates its

30th anniversary this coming 2018-19 season.

Few clubs enjoy the sense of camaraderie found at

Hobe Sound, one of the most welcoming private golf

clubs in South Florida, where members and their families

share an appreciation for the game and its social aspects. 

Members enjoy fine dining with family and friends in

a relaxed environment with warm and friendly personal

service. The club’s dining room, lounge, and deck

feature panoramic views of the course.

The well-appointed lounge offers a congenial

atmosphere to enjoy lunch and relive the day’s tee-to-

green challenges. Members appreciate the ocean

breezes from the inviting deck as they relax with playing

partners, family, and friends and experience some of the

finest views South Florida golf has to offer.

Special golf events are complemented by a pro shop

featuring the latest apparel and equipment. The club’s

extensive practice area features a spacious driving

range, target greens, practice bunkers, and chipping

and putting greens. Individual lessons and group clinics

are provided by a team of highly regarded golf

professionals. 

Imagine golf as it was meant to be at Hobe Sound

Golf Club, a hidden gem on Florida’s east coast.

Offering a limited number of 2018-19 Annual

Memberships, with Equity Membership opportunities

also available; please contact Ms. Michele Blanco at

(772) 545-3017 or visit

www.hobesoundgolfclub.com/metgolfer.

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S U P P L E M E N T  T O T H E  M E T  G O L F E R

Hobe Sound, Florida 

(772) 546-4600 | www.hobesoundgolfclub.com Hobe Sound Golf Club 

https://www.hobesoundgolfclub.com/metgolfer
https://www.hobesoundgolfclub.com/


t h e  S W E E T  S P O T  f o r

t h e G O O D  L I F E

Breathtak ing v iews… stunn ing natura l  sp lendor… 

Jonathan’s Landing Golf Club takes ful l  advantage 

of al l  that Jupiter, Flor ida has to of fer. This premier

private Club features three championship golf courses,

a state-of-the-ar t Tennis and Fitness Center, and an array

of dining venues and exciting social events. Luxurious

and unpretentious, Jonathan’s Landing Golf Club is

ideal for those seeking a relax ing environment with

an act ive South F lo r ida l i fest y le.  We can’ t  wa i t  to

welcome you to the qu iet  e legance that  is...

j o na t ha ns l a n d i ng.co m

r e a l  P E O P L E . . .

r e a l  G O L F. . .

i n  t h e H E A R T o f  J U P If T E R

https://www.jonathanslanding.com/
http://g.co
http://g.co


Jonathan’s Landing Golf Club offers the ultimate golf

experience for players of all levels. With three

championship courses spanning two unique locations,

JL offers the range of play you need to step up your golf

game! This premier private Club also offers an

abundance of off-course amenities and truly has

something for everyone.

Nestled among the natural beauty and rolling terrain

of the nature preserves, the Fazio and the Hills courses

at Old Trail provide a pure golf experience. This golfer’s

paradise presents a true test for players up to the

challenge. The Fazio has been described as one of Tom

Fazio’s best designs and is revered as Jonathan’s

Landing’s true championship course. The Hills, designed

by Arthur Hills, is a shot maker’s dream. This course

lends itself to the pristine, natural surroundings and is

known for requiring accuracy more than power.

The Village location, just a few miles east in the heart

of Jupiter, is home to the JL Village course, designed by

Tom Fazio. Meandering around the neighborhoods of

the gated community and Intracoastal waters, this

course features a one-of-a-kind ferry boat ride over the

scenic waterway at the signature 17th hole. Whether

you’re a beginner or an avid golfer, these three courses

will test your skills and provide you with the variety of

play every golfer searches for.

Tennis enthusiasts will enjoy an active schedule on

our Tennis Center’s ten Har-Tru courts with matches and

inter-club leagues. Jonathan’s Landing features a

modern Fitness Center & Spa, offering a full range of

cardio and strength exercise equipment, a variety of

group fitness classes, individualized personal training

programs and exceptional spa services.

Enjoy dining at The Landing outside on the patio

overlooking the lake or alongside a tropical waterfall

setting. This is the perfect place for Members to relax

and enjoy casual post-round camaraderie or an evening

cocktail with friends and family around the fire pit.

We welcome you to live life to the fullest! A beautiful

South Florida atmosphere paired with endless exciting

social events make Jonathan’s Landing the natural choice.

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S U P P L E M E N T  T O T H E  M E T  G O L F E R

Jupiter, Florida 

(561) 744-4250 | www.jonathanslanding.comJonathan’s Landing Golf Club 

https://www.jonathanslanding.com/


  

ARTIST’S RENDERING

C O N S T R U C T I O N  W E L L  U N D E R W A Y  –  D E L I V E R Y  F A L L  O F  2 0 1 9

O C E A N F R O N T   |   1 9  F L O O R S   |   P R I C E D  F R O M  $ 2 M   | 4 8  R E S I D E N C E S 

5 0 0 0  N O RT H  O C E A N  D R I V E ,  S I N G E R  I S L A N D – R I V I E R A  B E A C H ,  F L   |   8 4 4 . 5 0 0 . 0 9 3 7   |   5 0 0 0 N O C E A N . C O M

ORAL REPRESENTATIONS CANNOT BE RELIED UPON AS CORRECTLY STATING REPRESENTATIONS OF THE SELLER. FOR CORRECT REPRESENTATIONS, MAKE REFERENCE TO THIS BROCHURE AND TO THE DOCUMENTS 
REQUIRED BY SECTION 718.503, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO BE FURNISHED BY A SELLER TO A BUYER OR LESSEE. This project has been filed in the states of Florida and New York. This is not an offer to sell or solicitation of offers to buy 
the condominium units in states where such offer or solicitation cannot be made. Prices and availability are subject to change at any time without notice. This is a limited time offer, developer may withdraw offering at any time.

For New York Residents: All prices are estimates. THIS ADVERTISEMENT IS NOT AN OFFERING. IT IS A SOLICITATION OF INTEREST IN THE ADVERTISED PROPERTY. NO OFFERING OF THE ADVERTISED UNITS CAN BE MADE AND NO DEPOSITS 
CAN BE ACCEPTED, OR RESERVATIONS, BINDING OR NON-BINDING, CAN BE MADE UNTIL AN OFFERING PLAN IS FILED WITH THE NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF LAW. THIS ADVERTISEMENT IS MADE PURSUANT TO COOPERATIVE 
POLICY STATEMENT NO. 1, ISSUED BY THE NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF LAW, (5000 NORTH OCEAN, A CONDOMINIUM, CPS NO. 16-0114, SPONSOR: KT 5000, LLC, 701 S. OLIVE AVENUE, SUITE 105, WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401).

  WHERE PGA MEETS

  THE OCEAN

IN THE GOLF EPICENTER OF THE WORLD

ARTIST’S RENDERING

https://www.michaelsaunders.com/new-homes/


The Kolter Group presents spectacular Florida coastal

communities – each showcasing innovative

architectural design, spacious floorplans, premier

locations and dynamic waterfront/downtown lifestyles.

Currently under construction directly on the ocean in

the Palm Beaches, 5000 North Ocean is a 19-story, 

48-residence luxury tower on Singer Island. This

contemporary designed condominium enjoys a private

gated entrance, well-designed amenities, and flow

through floorplans featuring spectacular ocean views to

the east and wide Intracoastal views to the west. Wide

terraces and floor-to-ceiling glass windows and doors

capture the colors of the sand, sea and sky creating a

private natural sanctuary unlike any other. To preview

the spacious floorplans priced from $2 million, visit

5000NOcean.com.

Representing the West Coast Projects as exclusive

agent, Michael Saunders presents The Ritz-Carlton

Residences, Sarasota – synonymous with a lifestyle of

singular style and grace. The Ritz-Carlton Residences,

Sarasota enjoys a direct waterfront location overlooking

Sarasota Bay. This premier downtown location provides

residents of the 18-story, 73-unit condominium tower

with immediate access to the legendary services of 

the adjacent Ritz-Carlton hotel, complemented by

endless resort pleasures – from The Beach Club and

indulgent spa to Tom Fazio-designed championship

golf. Coupled with the walkable Sarasota lifestyle 

and unparalleled private amenities, these 

residences are priced from $2.4 million. Visit

TheResidencesSarasota.com for further details.

At the Mark Sarasota, the best of Downtown is

Downstairs. Priced from the mid $700,000s, these

luxury residences offer an exciting new destination for

those seeking to live, work, walk and play in the center

of it all. The Mark is surrounded by Sarasota’s world-

class beaches, boating, arts, culture, dining, shopping

and entertainment. Closer to home, an elevated fifth-

level resort-style pool, fitness center and resident

lounge are available exclusively for residents and

guests. On the ground level, a retail promenade

provides easy access to all the conveniences of daily life,

just an elevator ride away. To learn more, visit

MarkSarasota.com.

The Ritz-Carlton Residences, Sarasota and the Mark

Sarasota are being offered by Michael Saunders &

Company.

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S U P P L E M E N T  T O T H E  M E T  G O L F E R

5000 North Ocean

Mark Sarasota

Palm Beach, Florida

(844) 500-0937 | www.KolterUrban.comThe Kolter Group

https://www.5000nocean.com/
https://www.theresidencessarasota.com/
https://www.themarksarasota.com/
http://www.KolterUrban.com


TWO 18-HOLE CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF COURSES

Clubhouse | Golf | Tennis | Pickleball | Croquet | Fitness & Spa | Bocce |so much more! 

Near beaches and marinas.

6500 S.E. Mariner Sands Drive, Stuart, FL 34997 | 772.419.5358 | MarinerSands.com

Follow 
us on

VISIT & DISCOVER  

MARINER SANDS

http://www.marinersands.com/
http://MarinerSands.com


Dining in Casual Elegance at the

Sand Bar Café

The $4.6 million renovation of the outside 

bar & grill, pool and tennis area is complete.

Nestled amidst a palm tree hammock with

sweeping covered terraces, the cornerstone of

the project is an open-air bar & grill reminiscent

of old Florida. The casual tropical elegance

extends from the outside dining area into a

bright, open and airy interior with vaulted

ceilings punctuated with ceiling fans to reflect

the comfortable southern contemporary style. 

Playing Tennis like a Champ

Mariner Sands surpasses all other West Palm

Beach and Treasure Coast tennis clubs. The

club’s newly renovated tennis complex features

nine outdoor, professional quality Har-Tru®

tennis courts, with HydroCourt technology

lighted for night play. The year-round tennis

program offers men’s leagues, women’s

leagues, mixed play, inter-club tournaments,

social mixers, round robins and weekly clinics

and our Director of Tennis is a certified PTR

Professional. Holiday camps for the kids are

very popular. The complex also offers two new

pickleball courts and pop tennis setups to serve

the growing interest in these sports.

Enjoying the Luxurious Pool

Only steps from the dining area is a luxurious

6,000 square foot freeform pool with zero

depth entry, three-lane lap expanse for

exercise, and bathhouse with spa-quality

amenities. Lush, tropical landscaping offers

shade and creates a beautiful backdrop for

open area events.

A lifestyle that makes every day a pleasure…

that’s what you’ll find at Mariner Sands, where

friendly people, the natural beauty of the

environment, and activities that energize and

inspire all combine to create a special place

you’ll love to call home.

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S U P P L E M E N T  T O T H E  M E T  G O L F E R

Stuart, Florida

(772) 419-5358 | www.marinersands.comMariner Sands Country Club

http://www.marinersands.com


 
 

 

Private club members can stay overnight and play on two championship courses  
for cart fees only when reserving a 2 night golf  package through December 2018.

Call or go on line to book your 2018 golf package . Use code  2018 MET

El Campeón #1 in Florida #16 International (2012-17) - Golf Advisor.com 

Las Colinas #23 in Florida - Golfweek

UNLIMITED  
GOLF PACKAGE 

Starting at $226 

Accommodations, Golf, Daily Buffet Breakfast

Celebrate 101 years of exceptional golf in Central Florida!

Be a “Member for a Stay”  at Mission Inn

Reservations - 888-466-7752
Howey-in-the-Hills, FL | MissionInnResort.com

TWO GOLF COURSES • FOUR RESTAURANTS • MARINA • TRAP & SKEET • SPA

https://missioninnresort.com/
http://Advisor.com
https://missioninnresort.com/


What makes for great golf in Central Florida?

You might picture fast greens, well manicured

fairways, year round playability, and rolling hills. 

Yes! 85 ft. hills if you are at Mission Inn Resort just north

of Orlando.

Mission Inn, nestled among the citrus groves along

the Harris chain of lakes, features two of the finest golf

courses in Florida – El Campeón and Las Colinas.

One of Florida’s oldest and most admired courses, 

El Campeón golf course opened in 1917 with the first

grass greens instead of oiled sand. The layout is a classic

design yet relevant to today’s golfers and modern

equipment advantages at 7,100 yards in length.

Featuring 85 ft. elevation changes over 6 holes and

fairways lined with mature oaks and magnolias, the

George O’Neil layout tests a player’s shot making

abilities over all 18 holes. Her sibling course, Las Colinas

designed by Gary Koch in 1992, plays 7230 yards

upland thru evergreen forests and more rolling hills

among Florida’s undisturbed nature preserves.

Both courses have earned accolades from regular

and pro players alike. Top 50 US rankings on Golf

Advisor.com have Campeón nationally as #13 and #2 in

Florida. Las Colinas is consistently ranked in the top 25

Florida’s courses by Golf Week and Golf Advisor.

Who plays here may best represent the course

quality. Both the Latin America and Mackenzie

Canadian tours currently utilize El Campeón for their 

Q school pro qualifiers. The US Amateur Sectionals are

hosted here along with 16 collegiate events, and the

Florida high school championships.

Besides competitive golf, Mission Inn offers

overnight lodging (176 rooms), four on-site

restaurants, a full service health spa, 52 slip marina,

world class bass fishing on Lake Harris, trap & skeet, and

conference and event space.

Interested guests can choose from a variety of golf

getaway packages for couples, buddy groups, and

organizations looking for a complete destination resort. 

For more information: MissionInnResort.com or by

calling 800-874-9053.

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S U P P L E M E N T  T O T H E  M E T  G O L F E R

Howey-in-the-Hills, Florida

(888) 466-7752 | MissionInnResort.com Mission Inn Resort & Club

http://Advisor.com
https://missioninnresort.com/
https://missioninnresort.com/


http://www.pgaresort.com/


A legendary location for the ultimate golf experience,

PGA National Resort & Spa is a veritable golf-mecca.

Since 1981 PGA National has been home to the most

celebrated moments in the sport’s history including the

PGA Tour’s Honda Classic, the 25th Ryder Cup, the 69th

PGA Championship and nearly two decades of Senior

PGA Championships. The resort boasts five award

winning tournament-ready courses designed by the

biggest names in golf course architecture including Jack

Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer, and Tom Fazio, 330 newly

renovated rooms, suites and cottages, nine onsite

restaurants, 33,000 sq. ft. Sports & Racquet Club and a

world-renowned Spa.

Golf Courses:
Regarded among the finest in the country, PGA

National’s golf courses include:
• The Champion – Originally laid out by Tom and George Fazio and

redesigned by Jack Nicklaus, The Champion now has 62 new

bunkers added by the Golden Bear and is a must play on any avid

golfer's list. The current home to the PGA Tour’s Honda Classic,

this course features the famous “Bear Trap"– a series of three

demanding holes which USA Today recognized as “one of the

toughest stretches in golf.” The Champion will reveal a

comprehensive renovation of the greens in October 2018, led by

Nicklaus Design and PGA National agronomist Brad Nelson.

• The Palmer – Long known as a thrilling shot-maker’s course and

perfect complement to The Champion, the layout recently

experienced a comprehensive renovation led by Palmer Design.

Most notably, golfers will discover all 62 bunkers have been

modernized and reshaped to improve sight lines off the tee as

well as on approach shots into the greens. All 18 fairways were

re-turfed with scientifically-advanced Celebration grass which

provides prime playing conditions year-round. The Palmer has a

great series of finishing holes, with No. 18 being one of the most

scenic and picturesque par 5s in Florida.

• The Fazio – The Fazio is a complete renovation of “The Haig” –

PGA National’s original 18-hole course opened in 1980. The Haig

was designed by George and Tom Fazio in tribute to five-time

PGA champion Walter Hagen. As the third member of the lauded

Fazio family to work on The Haig, Tom Fazio II spearheaded the

efforts to modernize the noted shot maker’s layout.

• The Squire – The shortest of the five courses at PGA National,

The Squire is named after the immortal Gene Sarazen, the first

golfer ever to win the professional Grand Slam. George and Tom

Fazio designed The Squire to be the ultimate test of accuracy and

precision and in turn it has been dubbed, “the thinking man's

course.” The many doglegs also bring an incredible array of

wildlife alongside the course due to its location adjacent to a

natural environmental area.

• The Estates – Originally designed by Karl Litten, the recently

renovated Estates Course is a short drive from resort grounds,

and features a masterful mixture of sand, water and lush fairways

and greens. Winding through open meadows lined with Florida

Pines and subtropical foliage, this course provides a scenic

challenge.

Services & Facilities:
In addition to the five courses, PGA National provides

numerous golf services and facilities:
• David Leadbetter Golf Academy and David Pelz Scoring Game

School for individual instruction and group clinics

• At the off-site Estates Course, PGA National additionally offers

Every Ball Counts – the world’s first science-based, statistics-

driven training system for golf improvement.

• Three practice facilities, providing over 150 stations for long- and

short-game tune-ups

• State-of-the-art, tour-level club fitting at the PGA National Club

Fitting Lab

• Full staff of experienced professionals

• Forecaddies and traditional walking caddies available on all

courses

• Bag storage, club cleaning and rental

• Full service golf shop for apparel, equipment and gifts

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S U P P L E M E N T  T O T H E  M E T  G O L F E R

Palm Beach Gardens, Florida

(800) 533-9386 | www.PGAResort.comPGA National Resort & Spa
Golf Experience

http://www.PGAResort.com


THE POINT IS...
Anything but par for the course.

https://www.sailfishpoint.com/


At the Southern tip of Hutchinson Island lies Sailfish

Point, a 532-acre, secure, private enclave surrounded

by water on three sides, the Atlantic Ocean, St. Lucie

Inlet, and Indian River. The Gulf Stream keeps the

waters temperate while onshore breezes moderate the

climate, making this an ideal location for Jack Nicklaus

Signature Golf, ranked in the top 50 of residential

courses nationwide.

This 7,088-yard, par 72 course with no tee times is

essentially your own private 18 holes of golf.

Every hole enjoys water, whether ocean, river or

lake, with many holes providing views of all three

surrounding bodies of water. From the Sailfish Point

clubhouse, play moves throughout the island,

culminating in the par-4 signature 18th hole that has

been dubbed “Window on the Sea” for its remarkable

ocean view.

Five tee boxes make for great play at every skill level.

Four full-time teaching professionals are on staff and

the pro shop offers a full range of equipment and gear.

World-class golf is complemented by more than a

mile of private Atlantic white-sand beach, a full-service

private Marina and a first-class oceanfront Clubhouse

that includes a Spa, Fitness and Aquatic Complex,

renowned Tennis facilities, as well as exceptional casual

and fine dining venues.

Sailfish Point is connected to the mainland by a

fixed-span bridge; just a 10 minute car or boat ride from

the restaurants, shopping, medical services and charm

of historic downtown Stuart. Access to Sailfish Point is

simple and convenient. Palm Beach is a 45 minute drive.

Land your private jet at Stuart’s Witham Field or cruise

the Intracoastal Waterway into the private 77-slip

Sailfish Point Marina and Yacht Club.

All of this and more makes Sailfish Point one of the

most coveted Florida oceanfront golf communities.

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S U P P L E M E N T  T O T H E  M E T  G O L F E R

Stuart, Florida

(772) 225-6200 | www.SailfishPoint.comSailfish Point

https://www.SailfishPoint.com/


 

THE GREATEST GOLF STORIES 

ARE LIVED, NOT TOLD.

Sports writers, course raters and buddy golf groups from around the globe all agree,  

Streamsong is a must-play, one-of-a-kind golf experience. 54 holes of incredible golf that will 

challenge your game, a stylish resort that will delight your senses, and a golf trip you will be talking 

about for a very long time. You’ve read the rave reviews, now it’s your turn to play. 

Tell the world your own Streamsong story.

1000 Streamsong Drive • Bowling Green, Florida 33834 • 855.259.8530 • streamsongresort.com

Streamsong® Blue               Streamsong® Red               Streamsong® Black 

https://www.streamsongresort.com/
https://www.streamsongresort.com/


Nestled in idyllic seclusion amid 16,000 acres of

stunning naturescapes, Central Florida’s Streamsong®

Resort is the only destination in the world where players

can experience three distinct golf courses designed by

four legendary architects – Streamsong® Red, a lake-

dotted layout with striking landforms, rolling terrain

and open savannah designed by Bill Coore and Ben

Crenshaw; Streamsong® Blue, a course revered for its

elevation changes, wild grass-lined fairways, and

enormous bunkers that spill off towering sand dunes

designed by Tom Doak; and a third championship

layout, Streamsong® Black, designed by Gil Hanse.

Streamsong® Black, similar to the resort’s first two

courses, is the recipient of numerous industry awards

and accolades including Golf Inc.’s Best New Course of

the Year as  well as Clubhouse of the Year. Streamsong

Black is a dazzling masterpiece offering breathtaking

views of the vast landscape, which includes flowing

elevation, rolls, tumbles, sand ridges and a revetted

bunkering style akin to the Sand Belt Region of

Melbourne, Australia. Unlike Streamsong Red and

Streamsong Blue’s creatively intertwined layouts,

Streamsong Black stands alone as a proper complement.

Streamsong is America’s hottest “bucket list”

destination boasting the highest nationally-ranked

collection in all of Florida. Guests now have the

opportunity to experience three must-play courses that

rival the best golf venues in the world. The resort’s

remarkable golf is complemented by equally

accomplished offerings beyond the fairways including a

stylish, modern 228 room lakeside lodge, five fine and

casual restaurants, AcquaPietra spa, guided bass

fishing, sporting clays and more.

The popular three-night Streamsong Tour Package

offers guests the opportunity to experience three

nationally-ranked courses at one very special

destination. For more information,

call (855) 259-8530 or visit

www.streamsongresort.com.

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S U P P L E M E N T  T O T H E  M E T  G O L F E R

Streamsong Black

Streamsong Red

Streamsong Blue

Streamsong, Florida

(855) 259-8530 | streamsongresort.comStreamsong Resort

https://www.streamsongresort.com/
https://www.streamsongresort.com/


Central Florida’s Villas of Grand Cypress is an unparalleled luxury retreat 

that offers unsurpassed relaxation and recreation. Located on one of Florida’s 

preeminent golf courses, the resort features 45 holes of award-winning 

Jack Nicklaus Signature-designed golf, world-class amenities and one of the 

country’s leading Academy of Golf.

Pure Golf. Pure Luxury.

https://www.grandcypress.com/


STAY & PLAY PACKAGE

Experience a truly diverse selection of Orlando golf courses featuring:  

A daily round of golf, luxury accommodations in one of our suites  

or villas, breakfast daily, golf cart & club storage, unlimited use of  

the driving range and more.

To book or find out more information about our packages, 
visit grandcypress.com or call 407.239.1909.

https://www.grandcypress.com/
https://www.grandcypress.com/


https://www.trumpgolfdoral.com/


Whether a seasoned pro or an eager novice, golfers of

all skill levels have dreamed of playing a round at the

ultimate of golf resorts - Trump® National Doral Miami.

Located in the heart of Doral and just minutes from

Miami’s beaches, restaurants and attractions, guests

including golf legends, celebrities and dignitaries have

been drawn to the iconic retreat not only for its

privileged location, but also for its unwavering

commitment to impeccable service and unparalleled

luxury. After a $250 million transformation, Florida’s

most spectacular resort has raised the bar further with a

newly renovated members-only clubhouse, luxury

accommodations, signature dining, a world-class spa,

recreational amenities and more than 100,000 square

feet of elegantly designed event and meeting venues.

Having hosted prestigious PGA TOUR events for 

55 years, virtually every great name in golf has had a

moment of glory at Trump National Doral. The

legendary Blue Monster is one of the most challenging

courses in existence with a series of strategically placed

deep bunkers, long flowing fairways, undulating

greens, deep Bermuda rough and a challenging

assortment of water hazards. The Golden Palm offers a

variety of tree-lined and wide open and narrow airways

and is a true test of championship golf. The Red Tiger

forces players to use strategy and shot placement rather

than driving for show. With 16 water holes, The Silver

Fox is a demanding, sensational golf course.

The Rick Smith Golf Performance Center serves

golfers of all levels, offering private lessons, multi-day

golf schools, small group clinics, on-course playing

lessons, video analysis and juniors programming.

Rounding out the resort’s golf offerings are the state-of-

the art practice facility with LED lighting and the

cutting-edge True Spec Golf Club Fitting Lab.

Reserve the Championship Golf Package and 

enjoy unbeatable savings and inclusions. Visit

trumpnationaldoral.com or dial 800-713-6725.

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S U P P L E M E N T  T O T H E  M E T  G O L F E R

Miami, Florida

(800) 713-6725 | www.trumpnationaldoral.comTrump® National Doral 

Blue Monster Hole #10

https://www.trumphotels.com/miami
https://www.trumphotels.com/miami


Phil was frustrated and for two days

spun a Mickelsonian yarn about what he

actually did and what motivated him. Then

after the Open was over he thought

about it and told the truth. Both

before and after the mea culpa there

was outrage. OUTRAGE! And it went

on for days.

Brooks Koepka won, but Phil

Mickelson was the biggest story …

and that’s just not right.

“If it had been Daniel Berger, we

would have shown it twice and that

would have been it,” says Justin

Leonard.

And that’s exactly the thing I find most

interesting: That Mickelson inspires people

so passionately in ways both positive and

negative.

“He doesn’t think of things like most

golfers do,” says my NBC colleague Dan

Hicks, who has covered golf for almost 30

years. “He’s intelligent almost to a fault but

there’s a lot of ‘smarty pants’ intelligence

with him and it strikes a nerve with people.”

There was the time Mickelson figured

the “answer” for him was to put two drivers

in his bag: one with a draw bias, one to help

him fade the ball.

People laughed. Here he goes again.

He then won a PGA Tour event by 13

strokes and followed it up the next week by

slipping on his second green jacket.

Mickelson has always been the intellec-

tual free spirit, willing to say and do things

that others might have been thinking but

had no intention of climbing out on a limb

to say or do.

Remember the tag line from the Ford

commercial when Mickelson endorsed the

auto company a decade ago? “What will Phil

do next?”

As for the positive, that part is easy.

“He’s always been the guy next door,” says

Jim “Bones” McKay, Mickelson’s caddie for

25 years. “He loves his family. He loves foot-

ball, and I think people have an appreciation

for this guy who was out there all those years

chasing Tiger Woods.”

But there’s something else going on here.

As my old boss Howard Cosell used to say,

“Half the people hate me. Half the people

love me. But ALL of the people watch me.”

“The more success, the more scrutiny,”

says Notah Begay, four-time PGA Tour 

winner, Stanford man, and one of the most

thoughtful people in the world of golf you

will ever meet.

As for the Shinnecock moving ball caper,

a few things to consider before you ultimately

make up your own mind.

“I don’t feel like he was taking advantage

of the Rules,” says Leonard. “He was break-

ing the Rules. He should have been disqual-

ified.”

That said…

“I can totally identify with him

going on ‘tilt,’” says Begay. “I once

smashed my putter on a sprinkler

head. Anybody who’s come out here

and tries to work and post a score

under pressure, at some point you

just lose your marbles.”

Our judgments shouldn’t hap-

pen in a vacuum. I’m reminded of

this when I recall a story my neigh-

bor told me a few years back. She

doesn’t play golf.

She was on vacation in the Bahamas

with her husband and two young children.

One day, they were on a deserted beach.

Their kids were splashing around in the surf

twenty-five yards in front of them when

they noticed that a man was waist-high in

the water showing something to the kids

and they were all laughing. When she

walked over to see what was going on and

introduce herself, she discovered that the

man was Mickelson, and he was holding a

live starfish. There were no cameras. No

press agents. Nobody there to report his

“good nature.” I’ve always thought that story

was a reflection of Mickelson’s true nature.

For the record, I think he should have

been bounced from the Open. But that 

doesn’t change who he is.  ■
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As my old boss Howard Cosell
used to say, “Half the people hate
me. Half the people love me. 
But ALL of the people
watch me.”

O
K. The time has come to talk about Phil Mickelson, even

though I’m wondering: Is it possible to talk any more about

Phil Mickelson? Lefty’s always been something of a lightning

rod, but after he—by his own admission—struck a moving

ball at the U.S. Open, he might have surpassed the president

in terms of Twitter mentions.

Pondering
Phil
How do you take the measure 
of a very public man?

LAST WORD BY J IMMY ROBERTS

https://www.mgagolf.org/


www.fullswinggolf.com/mga

• #1 Simulator in Golf
• Thousands Installed in Over 30 Countries
• Starting at $49,900

Trusted by the Biggest Names in Golf.

WOODSSPIETH DAYFURYK SNEDEKER

For more information call
858.675.1111

The Ultimate Game Improvement Tool

https://www.fullswinggolf.com/
http://www.fullswinggolf.com/mga


TRUE INNOVATION.

The new i500 iron. Its massive distance and  

towering ball flight comes from a forged face  

and metal-wood-like construction. Its look  

appeals to players who put a premium on 

performance. Get fit today or visit ping.com.

©2018 PING  P.O. BOX 82000 PHOENIX, AZ 85071    MG918

NEW

PURE. 
DISTANCE.

https://ping.com/
http://ping.com
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